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International Exhibition InventCor - IInd edition 

CORNELIUGROUP research-innovation Association in collaboration with Romanian Association 

for Alternative Technologies Sibiu - A.R.T.A. Sibiu organizes online, the International Exhibition 

INVENTCOR, IInd edition 

Description: Non-formal educational event for all ages. INVENTCOR presents inventions, research 

projects, products, educational programs, experimental teaching stands of universities, research institutes, 

multinational companies and private inventors.  

The exhibition will also include the KidsCorner, InnovativeART as well as extensive presentations 

from various fields: innovation, ecology, health, people's safety, community, intellectual property, 

automotive and travel. 

Objective: The main objective of the International Exhibition INVENTCOR is the importance of 

developing the creative – innovative spirit, through the involvement of young people.

Site: CORNELIUGROUP association http://corneliugroup.ro/inventcor.html 

FB event page:  INVENTCOR 2021 https://fb.me/e/3Z3RbY10v  

Period & Location: 16-18.12.2021                                Online 

Motto: Creation  Opportunity  Realization 

Promo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2M8KxCUqCaM 

Hashtag: #InventCOR2021  #CorneliuGroup  #PutereaMintiiCreative 

Origin: Deva City 

INVENTCOR President:  Corneliu Birtok Baneasa  

 https://www.facebook.com/corneliu.birtokbaneasa  

Participating Countries: Australia, Brazil, Germany, Hungary, Indonesia, Israel, Malaysia, Moldova, 

Romania, Serbia, Syria, Sudan, Thailand and Turkey. 

Co-organizer: 

Romanian Association for Alternative Technologies Sibiu - A.R.T.A. Sibiu 

http://artasibiu.ro 

https://www.facebook.com/mihail.titu/ 

mihail.titu@yahoo.com 

https://www.facebook.com/corneliu.birtokbaneasa
mailto:mihail.titu@yahoo.com
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Educational partner:  

Polytechnic University of Timisoara  

https://www.upt.ro/Universitatea-Politehnica-Timisoara_en.html 

Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara 

 http://www.fih.upt.ro/v4/#  

Research and innovation partners: 

UPT Center for Innovation and Technology Transfer 

https://www.upt.ro/Informatii_inovare-si-transfer-tehnologic_465_ro.html 

The General Association of the Engineers in Romania 

Hunedoara Branch https://www.hunedoara.agir.ro/  

Romanian Inventors Forum 

http://www.afir.org.ro/   

Toronto International Society of Innovation & Advanced Skills 

 https://www.tisias.org/   

Al Amaan Al Mutahida Company - Bagdad, Iraq
www.alamaan-iq.com

The House of Science Deva   

https://www.facebook.com/Casa-Stiintei-112843810370259/?ref=page_internal 

Media partners

https://www.hunedoara.agir.ro/
https://www.tisias.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Casa-Stiintei-112843810370259/?ref=page_internal
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 Categories

InventCor Categories 

A - Energy, Protection of the environment, Biotechnology 

B - Architecture, Civil Engineering, Interior architecture, Materials 

C - Computer sciences, Electronics, Electricity, Communication, Security 

D - Agriculture, Machines and accessories 

E - Handmade, Jewellery 

F - Teaching methods and material, Books, Sport, Music 

G - Medicine, Veterinary medicine 

H - Mechanics, Engines,  Machinery, Tools 

I - Metallurgy, Industrial processes 

J - Kids Corner, Games, Toys, Outdoor 

K - Automotive, Ships, Aviation, Accessories 

L - Innovative ART, Photography, Video, Publicity, Printing, Painting 

M - Textiles, Clothing, Fashion 

N - Foods, Drinks, Restaurants, Hotels & Spa 

O - Health, Cosmetics, Hygiene, Paramedical 

P - History and Cultural Studies 

Q - Space science, Astronomy 

R - Nanotechnology, Advanced materials
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 Categories
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Energy 

Protection of the environment 

Biotechnology 
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Authors: Ursu Daniel , Miclau Marinela, Albulescu Daiana 

National Institute of Research and Development for Electrochemistry 

and Condensed Matter 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Student Project 

Author/s: Kayra Koray YILMAZ**,  
Furkan Ibrahim TANRIVERDI,  

Mehmet Ibrahim  YURU 
 

Piezoelectric/mechanical/thermal generator is an energy harvester that collects energy and turns it 
into electricity from wind, wave, sun, and underwater pressure. The generator is constructed to sea 
that can easily collects wave and underwater pressure energy. Wind and wave mechanical 
movement starts the motor's rotating. Rotation of motor causes the presence of electrons. Solar 
panels fabricated onto motor harvests thermal energy of the sun. And piezoelectric generators 
fabricated to faces of the generator's scaffold harvests the potential energy of water pressure. All of 
the electricity that comes from sources goes to a capacitor to accumulate and store electricity. The 
invention essentially aims to increase the productivity of energy generators and to provide an 
alternative method for producing electricity. With higher effectivity of energy, the multifunctional 
generator will be able to benefit the potential energy sources. 

 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

(EN) Figure 1. Potassium sodium tartrate (crystal piezoelectric material) (A). Piezoelectric generator with conductive and insulator layers (B). The 
size of a piezoelectric generator (C). Terminal box of + and – poles of energy harvesters (D). The capacitor that collects electricity from harvesters 
(E). The piezoelectric-mechanical-thermal energy generator (F). Figure 2. Technical drawing of the generator. 

 

(RON) Figura 1. Tartrat de sodiu de potasiu (material piezoelectric cristal) (A). Generator piezoelectric cu straturi conductoare și izolatoare (B). 
Dimensiunea unui generator piezoelectric (C). Cutia de borne a stâlpilor + și – ai colectoarelor de energie (D). Condensatorul colectează energie 
electrică de la recoltatoarele (E). Generatorul de energie piezoelectric-mecanic-termic (F). Figura 2. Desen tehnic al generatorului. 

 

Generatorul piezoelectric/mecanic/termic este un colector de energie care colectează energie și o 
transformă în electricitate de la vânt, valurile, soarele și presiunea subacvatică. Generatorul este 
construit pe mare, care poate colecta cu ușurință energia valurilor și a presiunii subacvatice. 
Mișcarea mecanică a vântului și a valurilor începe să se rotească motorul. Rotirea motorului 
determină prezența electronilor. Panourile solare fabricate pe motor recoltează energia termică a 
soarelui. Iar generatoarele piezoelectrice fabricate pe fețele schelei generatorului recoltează energia 
potențială a presiunii apei. Toată electricitatea care provine din surse merge la un condensator 
pentru a acumula și stoca electricitate. Invenţia urmăreşte în esenţă creşterea productivităţii 
generatoarelor de energie şi furnizarea unei metode alternative de producere a energiei electrice. Cu 
o eficacitate mai mare a energiei, generatorul multifunctional va putea beneficia de potentialele surse 

de energie. 
 

Contact**: kayrakorayyilmaz12@gmail.com | +905530327413 

 

 

A 

Piezoelectric/mechanical/thermal energy 
generator capable of harvesting energy from 

wind, wave, sun and underwater pressure 
 

Generator de energie 
piezoelectric/mecanic/termic 

capabil să colecteze energie din vânt,  
valuri, soare și presiunea subacvatică 

mailto:kayrakorayyilmaz12@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPACT MODULAR EQUIPMENT FOR PROCESSING 

DOMESTIC ORGANIC WASTE 

Author/s: Camilo Freddy Mendoza Morejon, Andy Avimael Saavedra Mendoza  
  

Patent no.:  2017000089/25.04.2017 
 

Patent of a Compact modular equipment that, through vermicomposting, 
enables the transformation of domestic organic waste into value-added 
products, the main one being humus, liquid biofertilizer and surplus 
earthworms. The patent's differential lies in the modular characteristic of 
the vermicomposting cells, in the operation with a daily feeding and 
processing device, in the complementary devices and in the elements that 
provide versatility in size and operating capacity, with maximum efficiency 
and total digestion of organic matter, without the need for periodic 
maintenance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  
Contact: camilo_freddy@hotmail.com 
   www.unioeste.br/nit 
   +5545999341190 
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Integrated bio digester 
 Student Project  

Author: Mustafa Ahmad Hamdi 
No: 2021070061 

 
The integrated bio-digester is a unit for producing compressed pure methane gas using 

normal, solid and hard organic residues, after preparing it by means of a closed 

preparation and cooking tank by the thermal cooking process with disassembled 

materials that help to ripen and sterilize them and increase their  surfaces exposed to 

anaerobic bacteria. Thermal solar, then pumps the components to the main digester 

empty of  oxygen using nitrogen, and the digester is air-conditioned using solar energy 

according to the ideal temperatures  for the growth of anaerobic bacteria.  

 

 

 
Preparation and cooking tank: 

1- Preparation and cooking tank. 

2- The cover of the preparation and cooking tank to enter the raw materials. 

3- Raw material entry slot. 

4- The motor to stir the ingredients in the preparation and cooking tank. 

5- Axle of the mixer. 

6- Mixer stir the raw materials. 

7- Heat exchanger to heat the components of the preparation and cooking tank. 

8- Chop the mature ingredients to pump them to the main bio-digester. 

9- Pipe for transferring cooked materials to the main bio-digester. 

10- A motor to operate the shredder. 

11- Outlet port for cooked ingredients. 

12- Sampling tube. 

13- Double-walled main bio-digester tank for thermal insulation. 

 

14- Components and gases sampling tube. 

15- Maintenance hatch of the main bio-digester. 

16- The engine to move the materials inside the bio-digester. 

17- The opening of the tube coming from the preparation and cooking tank. 

18- The pipeline for transporting the cooked materials coming from the 

preparation and cooking tanks. 

19- Axle transmission between the engine and the mixer. 

20- Mixer moving materials inside the bio-digester. 

21 - fluid transfer valve. 

22- Fluid transfer tube. 

23- Heat exchanger for heating or cooling the components of the bio digester. 

24- The valve to control the exit of gases from the bio-digester. 

25- Gases transfer tube from the bio-digester. 
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Syria 

Inventor Mustafa Ahmad Hamdi 

Second year of chemistry, Damascus University 

Syria Damascus 

Mobile&whatsApp:00963953402038 

Email: ahmadtaligom@gmail.com 

mailto:ahmadtaligom@gmail.com


Biologically active preparation based on yeast biomass 
from the waste of beer industry

Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, Ministry 

of Education and Research of the Republic of 

Moldova

Patent application No. a 2021 0016, 2021.03.30.

Authors: CHISELIȚA Natalia, CHISELIȚA Oleg, BEȘLIU Alina, EFREMOVA 

Nadejda, TOFAN Elena, LOZAN Ana, DANILIȘ Marina

A - Energy, Protection

of the environment. 

Aim: The elaboration of new biologically active preparation based on yeast

biomass from the waste of beer industry

Advantage: The preparation, obtained by freezing and thawing of the yeast

biomass, autolysis of biomass in sodium phosphate buffer (1:1 ratio) at +45˚C,

for 8 hours, containing: proteins - 64,6 2,6%, carbohydrates - 11,7 2,2%, lipids

- 0,13 0,02%, ash 13,5 1,4% and is characterized by a high summary contain

of essential aminoacids of 55,7 g /100 g of protein. The implementation of the

invention will contribute to the diversification of natural biologically active

preparations and the efficiency of the processing and recovery of waste from

the beer industry, which will significantly reduce their negative impact on the

environment.

Field of application: Agriculture and Food Industry, Medicine, Health Care,

Cosmetics, Environment , Pollution Control

Contact: Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology of Moldova, Chishinau, Academy str., 1,

Chiseliță Natalia, tel: +373-22-725524; fax: +373-22-725754; e-mail: chiselita@mail.ru

The research was carried out within the project 20.80009.5107.16, funded by NARD.

Essence: The invention relates to the field of ecology and microbial

biotechnology, in particular to the production of a biologically active natural

preparation from yeast biomass from wastes from the beer industry which can

be used in various fields, including the livestock sector and the food industry.



 

Process for extracting mannoproteins from 

brewer's yeast sediments

Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 

Ministry of Education and Research of the Republic 

of Moldova

Patent application  No. a 2021 0004/2021.01.29

Authors: BEŞLIU Alina, CHISELIȚA Natalia, CHISELIȚA Oleg, 
EFREMOVA Nadejda, TOFAN Elena, LOZAN Ana

A - Energy, Protection of 

the environment. 

Aim: The invention relates to microbial biotechnologies, in particular to the

process of extracting mannoproteins from yeast sediments from waste from the

beer industry.

Advantage: Elaboration of a process for extraction of mannoproteins from

yeast sediments from beer production, which allows obtaining 41,34-44,8%

S.U. mannoproteins. use of waste that pollutes the environment, reduction of

autolysis time, temperature and amount of ethyl alcohol used.

Field of application: Environment-Pollution Control, Zootechnics, Agriculture,

Medicine - Health Care-Cosmetics and Pharmaceutical Industry

Contact: Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 1 Academiei Street, Chisinau Republic of 

Moldova. Beșliu  Alina email: besliu.imb@gmail.com

The research was carried out within the project 20.80009.5107.16, funded by NARD

Essence: The process according to the invention includes the use of brewer's

yeast biomass (30 g) which is mixed with 30 ml of sodium phosphate buffer (1:1

ratio) then subjected to autolysis at +37 C or +45 C for 8 hours, with periodic

stirring, then centrifugea and the process of remaining the sediments with 1N

NaOH solution (1: 5 ratio) at +80 5 C for 2 hours, centrifugation at 3500 rpm.

For 15 minutes, the alkaline supernatants obtained were sedimented with 96%

ethyl alcohol in a volume of 1: 2.

MANNOPROTEIC

PREPARATION

MANNOPROTEINS FROM 

BEER  YEAST SEDIMENTS

S.CEREVISIAE YEAST 

FROM BEER SEDIMETS



PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

PROCESS FOR MONITORING STABILITY OF 
ECOLOGICAL DUMPS IN MINING AREAS AND IN 

URBAN AREAS
PROCEDEU DE MONITORIZARE A STABILITĂȚII

DEPONIILOR ECOLOGICE

Category

APatent number: OSIM A/00025/17.01.2017, concept
Remus DOBRA,

Mircea RÎȘTEIU, Dragoș PĂSCULESCU

The invention refers to a process for monitoring the stability of existing ecological 
depositories in mining, dump and landfill areas, as well as in urban areas, such as 
decanting ponds and landfills.

Invenţia se referă la un procedeu de monitorizare a stabilităţii 
depozitelor ecologice existente în zonele miniere, haldelor şi 
depozitelor de deşeuri, precum şi în zonele urbane, cum ar fi iazurile 
de decantare şi gropile de gunoi.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



Application of used engine oil 

in the asphalt pavement industry 

Scientific Paper 

Authors: Sorin Aurel Rațiu, Maria Laura Benea, Diana Miruna Armioni

The automotive industry presents a number of significant problems at the moment, 
including the waste it produces. Used engine oil is an eloquent example in this regard, as 
significant amounts of spent lubricant are generated annually, with a high pollutant 
potential.

If conventional recycling measures cannot be applied, it is necessary to find alternative 

management solutions that do not allow the used oil to reach the environment. This article 

presents a review of the recovery of used engine oil in the asphalt pavement production 

and rejuvenation industry.

Contact: armionimiruna@yahoo.com, +40740908169 

59% 

1% 
5% 

9% 

13% 

13% Base oil

Sulphur
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Water

Polycyclic Aromatic

Hydrocarbons (PAH)

Sludge

A 

mailto:armionimiruna@yahoo.com
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FLORA BASARABIEI, vol. III 

ISBN: 978-9975-47-192-3

Authors: A. Negru, Valentina Cantemir, V. Chirtoacă, 
V. Ghendov, Gh. Gînju, Stela Gînju, Olga Ioniţa, A. Istrati,

Tatiana Izverscaia, P. Pînzaru, Galina Şabanova, 
Ana Ştefîrţă, Elena Tofan-Dorofeev

The monographic work “Flora of Bessarabia”, volume III includes the general 
characterization of families, genera and species of vascular plants (442 species, 140 genera, 21 

families of the Magnoliophyta phylum), recorded in the spontaneous flora of Bessarabia. The 

species, included in the volume – 624 pages, are accompanied by synonyms, detailed

descriptions of morphological, biological and ecological characters, general distribution, areas 

of use, as well as their original drawings. The conservation status of rare species is also 

indicated. 

The monograph “Flora of 
Bessarabia” (vol. III) is edited in 1000

hard copies and distributed through the 

international book exchange of the ”A. 
Lupan” National Library to the main

botanical institutions throughout the 

world, as well as to the educational 

institutuons of the Republic of 

Moldova. 

The book will serve as a 

scientific and informational foundation 

for pupils and students, teachers, in 

order to carry out training programs, 

education and conservation of floristic 

diversity. The monograph will 

contribute to: the improvement of the 

legislation regarding the conservation 

of rare plants; elaboration of the 

Cadastre of the vegetal world; 

completion and enrichment of the in 

vivo collections of the Botanical 

Garden; development of the activities 

of education and information of the 

population regarding the conservation 

and protection of the environment. 

Contacts: gradinabotanicachisinau@gmail.com; v_ghendov@mail.ru; +373 69607791 

A 

mailto:gradinabotanicachisinau@gmail.com
mailto:v_ghendov@mail.ru


  



 

 

 

 

 

ÎNIERBAREA TERENURILOR AGRICOLE CA METODĂ DE CONSERVARE A 
APEI ŞI PROTEJARE A SOLULUI 

 Ghid practic pentru producătorii agricoli  
ISBN: 978-9975-87-760-2 

     Authors: Dr. Eugeniu REVENCO, Dr. Victor ŢÎŢEI      A 

  
      In the context of climate change, this Guide proposes to farmers practical solutions for the 
implementation of technological processes for soil water conservation by using cover crops, the 
creation of protective herbaceous covers on agricultural land with field annual crops, perennial 
plantations of fruit trees and grapevine, besides it describes the technology of sowing and maintenance 
of the herbaceous cover on privat and public lands for anti-erosion and soil structure improvement 
purposes. The guide presents the consequences of soil erosion, salinization, pollution and climate 
aridization on agricultural land, as well as control methods, techniques of conservation of water 
resources and soil moisture by planting herbaceous cover crops. 

 

 

More information: http://www.ucipifad.md/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Inierbarea-

Terenurilor-Agricole-ca-metod%C4%83-de-conservare-a-apei-%C5%9Fi-protejare-a-

solului.pdf ;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qT7B6vAGhwA 

            Contact: vic.titei@gmail.com        botanicalgardenchisinau@gmail.com 

                                                                        

 

 
This Guide describes 24 species of 
perennial herbaceous plants of the 
botanical families Asteraceae, 
Brassicaceae, Fabaceae, Poaceae 
with high potential for soil protection 
and water conservation on 
agricultural lands and in perennial 
plantations, land selection 
procedures and soil preparation 
methods depending on the land 
exposure and the type of 
degradation, technologies and 
technical means of sowing and 
maintenance of the herbaceous 
cover, grassing techniques and 
maintenance of the herbaceous 
cover for anti-erosion purposes. The 
publication is recommended to 
farmers,  scientific and teaching 
staff, students and master’s degree 
students. 

 

 
                   

 

http://www.ucipifad.md/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Inierbarea-Terenurilor-Agricole-ca-metod%C4%83-de-conservare-a-apei-%C5%9Fi-protejare-a-solului.pdf
http://www.ucipifad.md/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Inierbarea-Terenurilor-Agricole-ca-metod%C4%83-de-conservare-a-apei-%C5%9Fi-protejare-a-solului.pdf
http://www.ucipifad.md/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Inierbarea-Terenurilor-Agricole-ca-metod%C4%83-de-conservare-a-apei-%C5%9Fi-protejare-a-solului.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qT7B6vAGhwA


BUNELE PRACTICI DE UTILIZARE A TERENURILOR DEGRADATE ÎN 
CULTIVAREA CULTURILOR CU POTENŢIAL DE BIOMASĂ ENERGETICĂ

Ghid practic pentru producătorii agricoli 
ISBN: 978-9975-87-760-7 

Authors: Dr. Victor ŢÎŢEI, Dr. Ion ROŞCA     A
         This guide describes the soil degradation processes, the types and categories of degraded lands for 

rehabilitation and creation of plantations of energy crops, the results of the research on agrobiological features, 

technological elements of the cultivation of 45 species of annual, biennial and perennial plants from the botanical 

families Asteraceae, Brassicaceae, Fabaceae, Hydrophylaceae, Malvaceae, Papaveraceae, Poaceae, 

Polygonaceae, Rosaceae and Salicaceae, which possess high potential of energy biomass production, as well as 

the location of energy crops depending on the type and category of degraded land, the assortment of species and 

various sowing or planting schemes, land preparation and specific agricultural equipment needed for it, plant 

care techniques, technologies for harvesting herbaceous and woody crops for energy biomass, methods of 

processing the biomass into solid biofuels (bales, biomass chips, pellets and briquettes), liquid biofuels 

(bioethanol and biodiesel) and gaseous biofuel (biomethane).  

More information: https://www.ucipifad.md/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Bunele-

practici-de-utilizare-a-terenurilor-degradate-%C3%AEn-cultivarea-culturilor-cu-

poten%C5%A3ial-de-biomas%C4%83-energetic%C4%83.pdf;  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6YpWNWG7tQ 

Contact: vic.titei@gmail.com        botanicalgardenchisinau@gmail.com 

The creation of industrial plantations with the 

suggested crops can contribute to diminishing 

the intensity of land degradation processes and 

its progressive recovery, will produce energy 

biomass in an area deficient in firewood sources, 

offering the possibility of using these crops as 

honey plants, improving the landscape, creating 

new jobs and improving the living conditions of 

rural residents. The publication is recommended 

to farmers, biofuel producers, scientific and 

teaching staff, students and master’s degree 
students. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6YpWNWG7tQ


INSTALLATION FOR WATER  DISINFECTION 
Patent: A/00067/22.02.2021 

Author/s: PhD student Emilia Dobrin, ISIM Timișoara 

 The installation amplifies the water disinfection process and consists of a sealed 
container that has positioned and fixed on the outside - four sonotrodes generating 
sound waves (with a frequency between 35 ÷ 60 kHz at a power of 60 ÷ 2000 W of 
oscillations) and two UV-C germicidal lamps and two silver plates with a deflector role 
and antimicrobial properties which are placed inside the container. 

Figure 1 

The technical problem solved by the invention consists in the realization of an 

installation for increasing the efficiency of the water disinfection process, by combining 

the effects of irradiation with germicidal lamps, with ultrasonic waves and plates acting as 

baffles. 

Contact:  tel:+40 256 491831, fax:+40 256 492797, e-mail: edobrin@isim.ro 

A 

Category 

NATIONAL R & D INSTITUTE FOR 

WELDING AND MATERIAL TESTING 

ISIM TIMIŞOARA 

ATIO

Technical data: 
• Ultrasonic (US) generator
   Power 500 W     
   Frequency 20kHz 

• Ultraviolet (UV) set
   Power 160 W/cm² (1m) 
   Length 1554 mm 
   Diameter 15 mm 



DEVELOPMENT OF COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS  
WITH RECYCLED TEXTILE WASTE

PhD Thesis 

Author/s: Mihai-Paul TODOR, Imre KISS

TEXTILE WASTE amounts represent a remarkable issue whether they are 
produced during production and processing of textile materials, such as 
production waste and excesses (industrial or pre-consumption), or at the 
end-of-life of products, once it had been sold and used (post-consumer 
materials). Whereas pre-consumer textiles can be easier recycled because we 
know their general composition and sources, post-consumer textiles often 
consist of different materials that need to be taken apart to be regenerated. 
PRE-CONSUMER TEXTILES are yarn, fabric and products leftovers 
(fabric weaving, cut and sew fabric scraps, clothing samples or unsold 
garments) that are discarded during production. POST-CONSUMER 
TEXTILES are garments disposed by the wearer after use.  
Much of the TEXTILE WASTE is thrown in landfills or 
incinerated, with a high environmental impact and at great cost. 
Valuable resources held within the waste are also lost. Having in 
view that 50% of collected clothing is re-wearable, and the rest 
could be recycled, a particular attention have to be given to 
recycling processes for both products and waste, aiming at 
reintroducing them in a new industrial process, through new 
manufacturing ways, and so, starting a new life-cycle. The textile 
reuse and recycling, in general, reduce environmental impact compared to incineration and landfilling. 
There are different approaches to be used and 
different ways to identify suitable technologies 
that could lead product manufacturing towards a 
remarkable reduction of production costs, while 
considering recyclable materials as a real and 
efficient alternative. Among them, there are 
technologies for waste recovery, which 
transforms textile waste into secondary raw 
materials, creating circularity and reducing 
environmental impact. Studies have shown that 
different textile waste can be used in COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS.  This type of reinforcements has become a major 
research subject in recent years. This study aims to investigate the COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS with RECYCLED 
TEXTILE WASTE.
Contact: Imre Kiss/UPT /Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara/Dept. Engineering&Management/imre.kiss@fih.upt.ro 
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Energy-efficient climate control of a greenhouse for increased 

productivity 

A 

Ovidiu lonut Jerca, Razvan lonu\ Teodorescu, Liliana Badulescu, Sorin Mihai 
Cimpeanu, Veronica Tiu, Mariana Postamentel, Michael Bantle, Sigurd Sanaan, 

Helge Gether, Elena Maria Draghici 

Project: COD:RO-NO-2019-0420 

ClimaGreen project, addressing the thematic area of 'Energy', will develop and test a new 
concept for integrating a heat pump at the USAMV Bucharest research greenhouse. The 

project goal is to optimize the climatic conditions in glasshouses, minimize the energy usage 
and demonstrate the potential for heightening the overall productivity of greenhouses in 
general. The basic idea is that integrated heat pumps provides both heating and cooling to the 
greenhouse, while controlling the relative humidity. Excess heat from the summer season will 

be thermally stored for winter usage. 

ClimaGreen focuses on building social awareness related to 
the challenges of clean and energy-efficient operations in 
food production area. The project will develop and 
demonstrate a sustainable production system and use it 

further to improve the educational materials, at different 
levels. Currently the system of cooling/heating with heat pump 

system are not used in Romania and by the implementation of 

this project we expect that the system will become more 
widely known, available and used, bringing economic and 

environmental benefits. USAMV Bucharest, being the biggest 
University of agronomic sciences of Romania, will spread the 

new knowledge and technology developed in this project to 
students and stakeholders like farmers, the industry, and 
officials from the Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Education 

and Research, Ministry of Environments, associations. 
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CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN THE FIELD OF 
COMPOSITE MATERIAL AT TAPARO SA 

Project number: Cod SMIS: 121434 
Person in charge: Ciupan Emilia 

Description: The main objective of the project is to design an integrated set of technological lines to produce
natural fibers and composite materials, for their consolidation into finished products and for the recycling of the 
resulting waste. The first objective aims to achieve a material research and production base for the composite 
materials based on vegetable fibers, to consolidate them into finished products specific to upholstered furniture, 
using the most appropriate technologies and the waste recycling resulting in all phases of transformation of 
composite into products.  
The main achievements brought by the UTCN team in the project are: 
1. Identification of the requirements imposed on composite materials intended for upholstered products;
2. Analysis of thermal consolidation technologies of nonwoven material based on natural fibers and thermoplastic
fibers;
3. Analysis of the possibilities of recycling and recovery of waste resulting from the thermoforming process;
4. Design of three pilot technological lines of thermal consolidation through: thermoforming (Figure 1), injection
(Figure 2) and extrusion (Figure 3);
5. Elaboration of composite materials and their characterization (Figure 4).

Figure 1. Termoforming line    Figure 2. Injection line Figure 3. Extrusion line 

Figure 4. New composites materials 

Contact: emilia.ciupan@mis.utcluj.ro 
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HYDROGEN SULPHIDE WITH SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES 

Application Patent OSIM, ROMANIA, A/00469, 31.07.2020 

Authors: Bogdan-Cătălin Șerban, Octavian Buiu, 
Cornel Cobianu, Roxana Marinescu 

FIELD OF INVENTION 
• The invention includes the design and manufacturing processes for a new gravimetric hydrogen

sulphide (H2S) sensor, employing carbon nanohorns functionalized with mercapto groups (-SH) and
carbonothioyl (-C=S) groups (abbreviated as CNH-SH, FIG 1).

ORIGINAL APPROACH 
• The H2S sensor includes a quartz piezoelectric substrate, interdigital transducers and a sensing

layer deposited via spin coating (FIG 2).
• The sensing layers described in this invention are based on carbon nanohorns subjected to H2S /

He plasma treatment. This type of functionalization ensures the selectivity of nanohorns towards
H2S molecules by grafting sulphur-based groups, such as SH and C = S. At the same time, the
optimal degree of derivatization of carbon nanohorns, in order to obtain high sensitivities, can be
tuned by changing the plasma power, as well as the exposure time.

• Sensitive layers of the H2S / He plasma-functionalized nanohorns type interact with the H2S
molecules. The adsorption of the H2S molecules alter the mechanical and electrical properties of
the sensing layer, leading to changes of the propagation rate and frequency of the surface acoustic
wave.

S

HS

SH

S

S

HS

FIG 1 – Structure of CNH-SH

FIG 2 – Structure of the H2S sensor

SYNTHESIS OF THE SENSING LAYER 
The process steps for synthesising the solid-state 
sensing films based on CNH-SH are shown below: 

• Carbon nanohorns, purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, are functionalized in H2S / He plasma
(60-40 v/v), with a plasma power of 30 W, at
an exposure time of 5 minutes.

• The synthesized CNH-SH is washed with
ethanol, acetone and deionized water.

• A dispersion of CNH-SH (10 mg) in 100 mL
dimethylformamide is subjected to
ultrasonication RT for 12 hours.

• The obtained dispersion is deposited by the
spin coating method on the quartz substrate
(2000 rpm, for 60 s).

• The obtained film is heated at 1200C for 30
minutes.

• Steps 4 and 5 are repeated.

• The obtained film is subjected to a final heat
treatment, at 2000C, for 10 minutes. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SENSING LAYERS 
• Improved mechanical properties and better processability
• High specific area / volume ratio, affinity for H2S molecules through van der Waals-type interactions

("mass loading"), as well as a variation of its resistance in contact with H2S molecules ("electric
loading").

Contact: bogdan.serban@imt.ro 

www.imt.ro 
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     Capitalization of ferrous sludge 
 in the steel industry    

PhD Thesis 
Author: Oana Lupu, Ana Socalici 

      The global steel industry used about  2 billion tonnes of iron ore, 1 billion tonnes of 
metallurgical coal and 570 million tonnes of steel scrap to produce about 1.8 billion tonnes 
of crude steel. Recycled steel is one of the industry’s most important raw materials. In the
sustainable future new economic models will maximize the value of raw materials by 
encouraging practices such as reuse and remanufacturing.

   By-products  - agglomerate 

Waste processing 

 SEM results for experimental agglomerate 

Making better use of iron and steel waste is an important problem, because turning it into 

by-products, hence economic goods, can lead to rational exploitation of raw materials and 

energy resources, thus ensuring both the needs of human society and environmental 

protection. The worldwide strategies of metallurgical developments consist in developing 

performant technologies in order to reduce emissions while also grow the capability of by-

product recovery and recycling. 

Contact: oana.lupu@yahoo.com, +40747820535
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Simulating the solidification of brake  
shoes made of phosphorous cast iron 

PhD Thesis 
Authors: Flavius Bucur, Ana Socalici, Vasile Putan, 

Ana Josan, Marius Ardelean 

      The way that the metallic alloys are cast influences greatly the quality of the cast 
parts. The process of solidification influences the micro and macro-structure, the 
compactness, mechanical resistence, dimensional precision and surface quality of the 
parts. P10 cast irons are mainly used for manufacturing brake shoes for rolling stock.   

  The molding and simulation of the solidification process were done using SolidWorks 
și Altair Inspire Cast. The solidification process of brake shoes is influenced by
construction and technological factors. 

Brake shoe-reinforcement rail ensemble 

Choosing the material 

The solidification of cast brake shoes is influenced by construction and technological factors, such 
as cast temperature, the nature of the mold, feeding mode and feeder system. The simulation process 
provides information about temperatures, porosities, voids, solidification process, and mold behaviour. 

 Contact: flavius_bucur@yahoo.com, +40743011626 

B
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DEVELOPMENT OF REINFORCING CONCRETE 
WITH RECYCLED PLASTIC WASTES

PhD Thesis 

Author/s: Andrei-Mihai BACIU, Imre KISS

SOLID WASTE is one of the many factors that negatively 

affect the environment. The PLASTIC is an important type of 

solid waste with a strong environmental impact, all types of 

plastic used in daily life becoming, sooner or later, waste. 

Therefore, increasing consumption of various types of plastic 

products is one of the most important challenges in 

environmental protection. From different perspectives, 

WASTE REUSE is important because it helps to recycle in 

the production process, reduces environmental pollution, and 

helps sustain and conserve non-renewable natural resources.  

On another hand, many constructions require precise 

techniques and technologies that can utilize a number of new 

materials. Also, the lightweight building material industry is 

considered useful in promoting reused materials. In this 

context, the use of SIMPLE CONCRETE and 

REINFORCED CONCRETE is somewhat restricted by specific phenomena such as: cracking, fire resistance, 

shrinkage, shock resistance, wear resistance, durability, etc. For this reason, an improvement in the 

performance of the concrete can be obtained by adding in their mass of reinforcements dispersed in the form 

of fibres from different materials. The DISPERSED REINFORCED CONCRETE results in the inclusion of 

a variable amount of DISCONTINUOUS FIBRES in the concrete mass. These fibres can be of different types 

and sizes and have different properties. This type of reinforcements has become a major research subject in 

recent years.  

Therefore, using plastic waste in the materials industry is an environmental 
solution to minimize the proportion of landfills used in waste incineration. 
REUSING PLASTICS as concrete additives could also redirect old water 
and soda bottles, the bulk of which would otherwise end up in a landfill. 
Research has focused on the impact of adding plastic material to fresh and 
hardened concrete. This study aims to investigate the use 
of POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PET) WASTES in concrete.
Contact: Imre Kiss/UPT /Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara/Dept. Engineering&Management/imre.kiss@fih.upt.ro 
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NANOMATERIAL USED TO STRENGTHEN THE    
DECORATIVE ELEMENTS OF HISTORICAL 

HERITAGE BUILDINGS AND ITS PREPARATION 
AND APPLICATION PROCESS 

 
Patent Application: 00531/07.09.2021 

Author/s: Rodica Mariana Ion, Cristiana Radulescu, Lorena Iancu, Laura Monica 
Gorghiu, Ramona Marina Grigorescu, Mădălina Elena David,   

Nelu Ion, Sofia Slamnoiu Teodorescu 
 

The present invention refers to the preparation of a nanomaterial based on SiO2 
and CaO and its application for the consolidation of architectural decorative elements - 
stuccoes and façade ornaments from historical buildings. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
This invention refers to a nanomaterial for the consolidation of architectural decorative 

elements - stuccoes and façade ornaments, and the refurbishment of the damaged ornamental 
elements of the historical buildings, at the procedure of its preparation and application, consisting 
of a mixture of SiO2 and CaO. 

 

  
Stucco before treatment Stucco after Treatment 

 
Effects: Drying and grinding the refurbished parts, strengthening layer, uniformly 
covering the cracks, crevasses and voids in the surface structure stable in time, 
thermally stable, on the entire applied surface there is no change in appearance, color, 
or clarity of dispersion. 
 
Contact: rodica_ion2000@yahoo.co.uk 

 

 
Brushed samples 

Sample 
Test 

sample 

consolidated 

with MgAl-

LDH 

consolidated 

with CaAl-

LDH 

consolidated 

with CaMgAl-

LDH 

ΔE* / 1.1 1.32 2.2 

Compressive 

strenght MPa 
8.27 8.66 8.68 8.33 

Water 

absorption % 15.7 15.03 16.5 16.41 

Aparent 

porosity % 31.6 30.22 33.17 32.98 
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METHOD OF OPTIMIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN  

USING VORONOI DIAGRAMS, APPLIED TO POLYMER CONCRETE  

Patent RO135128 (A2) - 2021-07-30 

Author: Ciupan Mihai  
 

 
 

The patent application describes a method of optimizing a two or multifactorial 
experimental design focused on determining the properties of polymer concrete (mineral 
casting) in order to find the optimum material formulation for a given application in the 
field of modern machine-tools. The invention solves the problem of maximizing the 
information regarding one or more of the properties of the material (the dependent 
variable/s) using only a limited number of tests defined by the independent variables. 

An example is given for a two-factorial experimental design where the independent 
variables are p, the percentage of resin from the total formulation mass, and q, Funk and 
Dinger’s equation coefficient. The method consists of the following steps: choosing the 
independent variables and their rectangularly shaped value domain, choosing 4 points 
(C1, C2, C3, C4) in the corners of the rectangle, choosing the remaining n-4 points (C5 
to Cn), in a random way on the surface of the rectangle, calculating the Voronoi diagram 
for the points and then moving points C5 to Cn inside the rectangle until the corner 
surfaces are all equal to one another (S1=S2=S3=S4) and the inner surfaces are all 
equal to one another (S5=S6=...=Sn). The experiment is run for each of the conditions 
and the results are used to build a response surface for E, Young’s modulus. 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Voronoi diagram of the (p;q) domain 

 

Fig. 2. Response surface E = f(p;q) 

 
 

  

Contact: mihai.ciupan@muri.utcluj.ro 
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THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITE SELECTION METHOD FOR  

POWERING AN AUTOMATIC THERMOFORMING LINE  

Patent application: A/10063/2021 

Author/s: Emilia Ciupan, Ioan Filip,  
Cornel Ciupan, Mihai Ciupan  

 
 

 
 

Composite material 1 from a feed drum 2 is spun on the cutting table 3 then transferred to the 
furnace 4, where it is heated until it reaches a temperature higher than the melting temperature of 
the thermoplastic matrix. A feeding mechanism 6 takes the material and transfers it to the forming 
press 7 where it is consolidated by cooling in a mold. Finally, the consolidated part is taken over by 
the robotic cell 8, for finishing the contour. 

The method involves the division of products into classes with a representative benchmark, then 
static studies are performed by the finite element method and the minimum wall thickness is 
determined so as to simultaneously meet the requirements of the permissible safety factor and 
deformation for each available composite material, after which determine the department cost of the 
representative part for each available material and select the composite that offers the minimum 
department cost, and for any other part of the representative part group the FEA analysis will be 
done only with the material selected for the representative part and the wall thickness will be 
determined which satisfies the technical restrictions, and then the number of overlapping layers will 
be determined, and the data that will be transmitted to the automatic thermoforming line. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 1 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

Contact: cornel.ciupan@muri.utcluj.ro 
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A mouse that is operated with one foot 
 Project  

Authors: Issam Hamdi, Tarek Turk 
No: 2019050076 

 
 The one-foot mouse is specifically useful for people with an injury in their upper limbs, whether it is a 

complete amputation, neurological or vascular weakness or paralysis. The mouse consists of several pieces. 

The base carries all other pieces, has the electrical part and has two railways on the sides that allows for the  

upper piece to slide forwards and backwards. At the same time, there is a semi-fixed disc that enables the move 

towards the left and right. The buttons are pressed by touching a slide on the side of the device, and the 

electrical signal is transmitted with a cable or wirelessly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most important features of this mouse that works with one foot is that it drags and drops 

without lifting the foot from it.  
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Syria Damascus 

Mobile: 00963944546371 

mail: inventor.issam@gmail.com 

 



    

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  



 

 

 

 

iSENTINEL®  

EARTHQUAKE INTELLIGENT PROTECTION  

AND WARNING SOLUTIONS 
Author: Mircea MANOLESCU 

Patent: 00373/30.06.2020 
 

Description Intelligent proactive seismic protection and early warning system designed to take 
decisive actions to prevent those predictable and controllable consequences of an earthquake that 
endanger people's lives and the integrity of the building, equipment and assets, seconds or tens of 
seconds before the arrival of the seismic destructive wave. 
 

 

Figure 1 System architecture 
   Figure 2 Installation example → 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
 

 

Built on three levels: Detection/ Decision/ Action, the system will save thousands of lives during 

next major earthquake by both alerting people of the imminence of a major strike and triggering the 

protection procedure (especially cutting the gas supply before it enters in the building, electricity, water 

or any personalized protection). Thus it ensures the life and assets protection but also the business 

continuity and avoids the accidentally environmental pollution. 

Integrated protection: connects with existing BMS and Fire Alarm Control Pannel. 

Lowers the seismic risk and therefore the insurance primes (the protection pays itself in about 

two years, then economise money) 

Already implementing in Romania (National Bank of Romania, National Gas Distributor, Bucharest 

Thermic Agent Distributor, Office Buildings – AVON, IBM etc., Blocks of flats, Schools, Colleges, 

Universities, Churches, Museums, Family houses, Industry etc.) 

Contact: 
Mircea MANOLESCU 
+40 726 525 595 
 

www.iSentinel.ro 
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PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

PLANNING PROCEDURE BASED ON AN 
ALGORITHM FOR OPTIMAL TASK DIVISION
PROCEDEU DE PLANIFICARE BAZAT PE UN 

ALGORITM DE DIVIZARE OPTIMĂ A SARCINILOR 
DE LUCRU

Category

CPatent number: OSIM A/00168/2019, prototype
Andreea Cristina IONICĂ,

Monica LEBA, Raluca Anamaria DOVLEAC

The invention refers to the development of an algorithm that allows the automatic 
distribution of work tasks in stages of development using an indicator called Offset, and 
is based on an iterative development cycle.

Invenția se referă la dezvoltarea unui algoritm care permite 
distribuirea automată a sarcinilor de lucru în stadii de dezvoltare 
folosind un indicator numit Offset, și se bazează pe un ciclu de 
dezvoltare iterativ.

Figure 1. Algorithm Figure 2. Modified QFD

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani
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Cercetare
Doctorală

UNDERGROUND POSITIONING AND MONITORING 
SYSTEM BASED ON VISIBLE LIGHT 

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
SISTEM DE POZITIONARE ȘI MONITORIZAREA 

PERSONALULUI DIN SUBTERAN BAZAT PE 
TECHNOLOGIA DE COMUNICAȚIE ÎN SPAȚIUL DE 

LUMINĂ VIZIBILĂ

Category

CPatent number: OSIM A00491/2.07.2018, prototype
Simona Mirela RÎUREAN,

Monica LEBA, Andreea Cristina IONICĂ

The invention aims to determine the position of the personnel in the underground 
spaces. The communication is done through a transmission-reception system that uses 
the visible light of the miner's cap lamp LED.

Invenţia urmăreşte determinarea poziţiei personalului în spaţiile 
subterane. Comunicarea se face printr-un sistem de transmisie-recepție 
care folosește lumina vizibilă a LED-ului lămpii capac a minerului.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

MOBILE MARKETING TOOL BASED ON GAME 
SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES / GAMIFICATION

INSTRUMENT DE MARKETING MOBIL BAZAT
PE TEHNICILE SPECIFICE 

JOCURILOR/GAMIFICATION

Category

CPatent number: OSIM A00088/14.02.2018, prototype
Andreea Cristina IONICĂ,

Monica LEBA, Mihaela ZICA, Simona Mirela RÎUREAN

The invention aims to influence consumer behavior, using as a support a mobile 
application based on game-specific techniques, with the general objective of improving 
the means of promotion.

Invenția își propune să influențeze comportamentul consumatorului, 
folosind ca suport o aplicație mobilă bazată pe tehnici specifice jocului, 
având ca obiectiv general îmbunătățirea mijloacelor de promovare.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

METHOD AND ALGORITHM FOR ANTICIPATIVE 
AUTOMATIC PROTECTION AGAINST 

OVERCURRENTS IN ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS
METODĂ ŞI ALGORITM DE PROTECŢIE AUTOMATĂ, 

ANTICIPATIVĂ, ÎMPOTRIVA SUPRACURENŢILOR
DIN INSTALAŢIILE ELECTRICE

Category

CPatent number: OSIM A/00246/07.04.2016, concept
Carol ZOLLER,

Dragoș PĂSCULESCU, Gheorghe MARC, Remus DOBRA

The invention has as objective a method, respectively an automatic, anticipatory 
protection algorithm against over-currents, which can be used in electrical installations 
of any type.

Invenţia are ca obiectiv o metodă, respectiv un algoritm automat, 
anticipator de protecţie împotriva supracurenţilor, care poate fi utilizat 
în instalaţiile electrice de orice tip.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

METHOD FOR OPERATIVE CONTROL OF 
SYMMETRICAL COMPONENTS OF THREE-PHASE 

ELECTRICITY SYSTEMS
METODĂ DE CONTROL OPERATIV A 

COMPONENTELOR SIMETRICE
DIN SISTEMELE ELECTROENERGETICE TRIFAZATE

Category

CPatent number: OSIM 130884/2017, concept
Carol ZOLLER,

Sorina COSTINAȘ, Remus DOBRA, Gheorghe MARC, Dragoș PĂSCULESCU

The invention relates to a method of operative control of symmetrical voltage (or 
current) components in three-phase sinusoidal power systems.

Invenţia se referă la o metodă de control operativ al componentelor 
simetrice de tensiune (sau curent) în sistemele de putere trifazate 
sinusoidale.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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PROGRAMMABLE BLOCK FOR SHEARER AND 
CONVEYOR CONTROL IN EXPLOSION-PRONE 

MINES
BLOC PROGRAMABIL PENTRU COMANDA 

COMBINEI ȘI TRANSPORTORULUI DIN MINELE
CU PERICOL DE EXPLOZIE

Category

CPatent number: OSIM 123641/2015, prototype
Titu NICULESCU,

Dragoș PĂSCULESCU, Florian Sorin RIDZI

The invention relates to an electronic device with PLC, intended to control the 
exploitation and transportation processes in underground mining units with explosion 
hazard.

Invenţia se referă la un dispozitiv electronic cu PLC, destinat 
controlului proceselor de exploatare şi transport în unităţile miniere 
subterane cu pericol de explozie.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

PROGRAMMABLE BLOCK FOR DELAY-STAGE 
CONTROL OF CONVEYORS IN EXPLOSION-PRONE 

MINES
BLOC PROGRAMABIL PENTRU COMANDA

ÎN TREPTE TEMPORIZATE A TRANSPORTOARELOR
DIN MINELE CU PERICOL DE EXPLOZIE

Category

CPatent number: OSIM 123640/2015, prototype
Dragoș PĂSCULESCU,

Titu NICULESCU, Florian Sorin RIDZI

An electronic device intended to organize the process of exploitation in explosion-
prone mining operations, which controls four conveyors, in compliance with the starting 
order and safety rules specified.

Un dispozitiv electronic destinat organizării procesului de 
exploatare în operațiuni miniere predispuse la explozie, care 
controlează patru transportoare, cu respectarea ordinii de pornire și a 
regulilor de siguranță specificate.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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COLLABORATIVE MIND SENTINELS

Category

C
PhD student project, prototype

Remus Constantin SIBIȘANU, Monica LEBA

The system uses artificial intelligence to manage various terrestrial, aerial and 
submarine robots, which can be used to collect information from the environment, to 
collaborate, to transmit information and to learn together. The developed system is 
useful in applications for exploring unknown areas, search and rescue applications, in 
agriculture, as well as in alternative communication systems.

Sistemul folosește inteligență artificială pentru a gestiona diferiți 
roboți tereștri, aerieni și submarini, care pot fi utilizați pentru a colecta 
informații din mediu, pentru colaborare, transmitere de informații și pentru 
a învăța împreună. Sistemul dezvoltat este util în aplicații de explorare a 
zonelor necunoscute, aplicații de tip search and rescue, în agricultură, 
precum și în sistemele de comunicații alternative celor clasice.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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ALGORITHM BASED DEVELOPMENT 
OF PETRILA THEME PARK

Category

C
PhD student project, prototype

Ionela SAMUIL,
Andreea Cristina IONICĂ, Monica LEBA

In view of the functional reconversion of the Petrila mining perimeter, Jiu Valley, a study is developed on the 
creation of a theme park and the results support the idea that post-industrial tourism is a solution applicable to the 
area. For the successful development of tourism in an area it is necessary to obtain a positive attitude of the locals, 
which would increase the chances of success of the zonal reconversion project. In order to obtain the best results, 
it is necessary that the Petrila Theme Park be established on the basis of the destinations considered to be the 
most suitable for the buildings proposed for transformation, taking into account the location, positioning and 
function currently held. In this sense, we have developed and applied a selection algorithm with the help of which 
the future destinations are allocated for the existing buildings in the Petrila mining perimeter. Thus, obtaining the 
configuration of the Petrila Theme Park, its development is desired in a form of community-based tourism, a type 
of development that has often been cited as an alternative to mass tourism so that tourism becomes sustainable.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:

În vederea reconversiei funcționale a perimetrului minier Petrila, Valea Jiului, este dezvoltat un studiu 
privind realizarea unui parc tematic iar rezultatele susțin ideea că turismul postindustrial este o soluție aplicabilă 
zonei. Pentru dezvoltarea cu succes a turismului într-o zonă este necesară obținerea unei atitudini pozitive a 
localnicilor, care ar crește șansele de reușită a proiectului de reconversie zonală. Pentru obținerea celor mai 
bune rezultate, este necesar ca Parcul Tematic Petrila să fie constituit pe baza destinațiilor considerate a fi cele 
mai potrivite pentru clădirile propuse spre transformare, ținând cont de amplasamentul, poziționarea și funcția 
deținută în prezent. În acest sens, am dezvoltat și aplicat un algoritm de selecție cu ajutorul căruia sunt alocate 
viitoarele destinații pentru clădirile existente în perimetrul minier Petrila. Fiind astfel obținută 
configurarea Parcului Tematic Petrila se dorește dezvoltarea acestuia într-o formă de turism 
bazat pe comunitate, tip de dezvoltare care a fost adesea citat ca o alternativă la turismul de 
masă astfel încât turismul să devină durabil. Cele mai importante realizări în turismul 
comunitar sunt participarea comunității la întregul proces de dezvoltare, redistribuirea 
beneficiilor economice, în principal în rândul localnicilor, conservarea mediului și, nu în 
ultimul rând, conservarea culturii locale.

Modelul de afaceri
cu implicarea comunității
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NONINVASIVE
SYSTEM FOR HUMAN BODY

MOTION CAPTURE

Category

C
PhD student project, prototype

Arun Fabian PANAITE, Monica LEBA

This system is using multiple technological elements to capture the motion of the human body. In 
comparison with the multitude of available systems, the key feature of our system is that it can render the motion in 
real time (considered a very immediate virtual reproduction). The motion capture system is noninvasive, 
eliminating special motion capture clothing that consists of sensor networks, or wearable body markers. It is 
consisting of cameras and infrared emitters, being capable to capture and synthesize the depth of field and 
distance perception. The cameras are connected to a high-performance computer, capable of reproducing the 
motion capture, by rigging the motion capture's moving skeleton, to an animated 3D character. The uses of such a 
system can be employed in multiple domains, where motion capture can be essential to further developments, for 
instance, in Medicine, Entertainment, Robotics and so on.

Acest sistem folosește mai multe elemente 
tehnologice pentru a capta mișcarea corpului 
uman. În comparație cu multitudinea de sisteme 
disponibile, caracteristica cheie a sistemului 
nostru este că poate reda mișcarea în timp real 
(considerată o reproducere virtuală imediată). 
Sistemul de captare a mișcării este neinvaziv, 
eliminând îmbrăcămintea specială de captare a 
mișcării care constă din rețele de senzori sau 
markeri corporali purtabili. Este format din 
camere și emițători de infraroșu, fiind capabil să 
capteze și să sintetizeze percepția adâncimii de 
câmp și a distanței. Camerele sunt conectate la 
un computer de înaltă performanță, capabil să 
realizeze mișcarea capturată, prin manipularea 
scheletului în mișcare, la un personaj animat 3D. 
Utilizările unui astfel de sistem pot fi în mai multe 
domenii, unde capturarea mișcării poate fi 
esențială pentru dezvoltarea ulterioară, de 
exemplu, în Medicină, Divertisment, Robotică și 
așa mai departe.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:
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CONTRIBUTIONS REGARDING THE 
USE OF NEURAL HEADSET FOR 

ARTIFICIAL ARM CONTROL

Category

C
PhD student project, prototype

Sebastian Daniel ROȘCA, Monica LEBA

The BCI based on neural interface headset is able to reproduces conscious thoughts of the 
user using electroencephalography principle to convert brain signals into binary code to be 
understood by the computer or by a microcontroller with real-time operating system. The functional 
block diagram of the electroencephalogram signal acquisition and processing system is shown in 
the figure below. Due to BCI training it can be created a database with all mental patterns of each 
user resulted from each mental command imagined in part that correspond to a certain revolute 
motion of kinematic coupling of an 3D printed robotic upper limb prosthetics used for medical 
purpose or in manipulation of dangerous substance based on the system presented below.

Sistemul BCI bazat pe cască neuronală este capabil să reproducă gândurile 
conștiente ale utilizatorului folosind principiul electroencefalografiei pentru a converti 
semnalele creierului în cod binar pentru a fi înțeles de computer sau de un microcontroler 
cu sistem de operare în timp real. Diagrama bloc funcțională a sistemului de achiziție și 
procesare a semnalului electroencefalogramei este prezentată în figură. Datorită 
antrenamentului BCI se poate crea o bază de date cu toate tiparele mentale ale fiecărui 
utilizator rezultate din fiecare comandă mentală imaginată parțial care corespunde unei 
anumite mișcări de rotație a unei cuple cinematice a unei proteze robotizate pentru un 
membru superior imprimată 3D, utilizată în scop medical sau în manipularea unei 
substanțe periculoase.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL

OF AN EXOSKELETON
FOR THE RIGHT ARM

Category

C
PhD student project, prototype

Marius Leonard OLAR,
Monica LEBA, Remus Constantin SIBIȘANU

The purpose of this project is to create an exoskeleton to be worn on a human garment, in the 
form of a vest, which is autonomous and can be worn by a user along with other personal clothing. 
This exoskeleton will ensure the mobility of a human upper arm, which has become totally or 
partially immobile following an accident or medical conditions. It will act on the upper arm, in the 
shoulder area, leading the arm close to the maximum mobility of a healthy human arm, in the 
Glenohumeral joint. The control of this exoskeleton can be achieved by several methods, with the 
help of a neural headset, or vocally by interpreting the commands by artificial intelligence 
algorithms, voice recognition, using a video camera and an algorithm for recognizing surrounding 
objects, or physically, by remote control of actions performed by a third party. This exoskeleton can 
be a medical tool used in treatments for the upper limb mobility recovery, especially the shoulder 
joint, or a support in the daily life of people with reduced upper limb mobility.
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Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:

Scopul acestui proiect este realizarea unui exoschelet care să fie montat pe un veșmânt 
uman, în forma unei veste, care să fie autonom și să poată fi purtat de un utilizator împreună cu alte 
obiecte de vestimentație personale. Acest exoschelet va asigura mobilitatea unui braț superior 
uman, care a devenit total sau parțial imobil, în urma unui accident sau a unor afecțiuni medicale. 
Acesta va acționa în partea superioară a brațului, în zona încheieturii umărului, conducând brațul 
într-o arie apropiată de maximul mobilității unui braț uman sănătos, în articulația Glenohumerală. 
Conducerea acestui exoschelet se va putea realiza prin mai multe metode, cu ajutorul unei căști 
neuronale, sau vocal prin interpretarea comenzilor de către algoritmii de inteligență artificială, 
de recunoaștere vocală, cu ajutorul unei camere video și a unui algoritm de 
recunoaștere a obiectelor înconjurătoare, sau fizic, prin telecomandarea 
acțiunilor realizate de o terță persoană. Acest exoschelet poate fi un instrument 
medical utilizat în tratamentele de recuperare a mobilității membrelor superioare, 
în special a articulației umărului, sau un sprijin în viața de zi cu zi, al persoanelor 
cu mobilitatea membrelor superioare diminuată.
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A PROTOTYPE FOR THE PROCESS OF 
PROJECT INTAKE DECISIONS IN 

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Category

C
PhD student project, prototype

Ibrian Vasile CĂRĂMIDARU, Andreea Cristina IONICĂ

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:

The prototype aims at balancing the triple constraint and stakeholder needs in project intakes for nonprofit 
organizations. The process handles proposals in four steps, targeting a score function. some projects shall be 
excluded from the outset, an exclusion which is performed on two levels – the strategic and the portfolio level 
(steps (1) & (2)). A stakeholder analysis – step (3) – is required to determine the value the stakeholders put on the 
alternative project outcomes and their time preference for the outcomes. The Intake assessment – step (4) is 
going to be based on calculating a score function for each proposed project. Starting with the goal of pursuing a 
value as high as possible of the social result, this has to 
be conjugated with the causal relationship between 
deliverables and results, which in their own turn, should 
take into account the efficiency of deadlines. This 
function of the intake score for a project – I  is given by i

the multiplication of three factors, which can be 
interpreted as measures of the influence of the three 
constraints of the projects - purpose, time, budget upon 
the social value of the project. The factor DR  is an ij

average of a statistical series of ratios of execution 
efficiency for deliverables – using a series for 
deliverables similar to the ones needed in project i to 
obtain the social result j. Similarly, expressing the time 
constraint, the factor TR  is an average of a statistical ij

series of ratios of deadline efficiency. After the 
hierarchy of projects is established, according to the 
value of the intake scores, projects are chosen in 
descending order until the consumption of the budget 
available for the strategic planning horizon.

Prototipul urmărește echil ibrarea tr iplei 
constrângeri și a nevoilor părților interesate în selecția 
proiectelor în organizați i  nonprofit. Procesul 
gestionează propunerile în patru pași, țintind o funcție 
de scor. Unele proiecte vor fi excluse de la început, 
excludere care se realizează pe două niveluri – nivelul 
strategic și cel de portofoliu (pașii (1) și (2)). O analiză a 
părților interesate – pasul (3) – este necesară pentru a 
determina valoarea pe care părțile interesate o acordă 
rezultatelor alternative ale proiectului și preferința lor 
de timp pentru rezultate. Evaluarea în scopul adoptării 
– pasul (4) - care se va baza pe calcularea unei funcții
scor pentru fiecare proiect propus. Pornind de la scopul
vizării unei valori cât mai ridicate a rezultatului social, acesta trebuie conjugată cu relația cauzală dintre livrabile
și rezultate, care, la rândul lor, ar trebui să țină cont de eficiența termenelor limită. Această funcție a punctajului
de admisie pentru un proiect – I  este dată de multiplicarea a trei factori, care pot fi interpretați ca măsuri alei

influenței celor trei constrângeri ale proiectelor - scop, timp, buget asupra valorii sociale a proiectului. Factorul
DR  este o medie a unei serii statistice de rapoarte ale eficienței execuției pentru livrabile – folosind o serie deij

livrabile similare cu cele necesare în proiectul i pentru a obține rezultatul social j. În mod
similar, exprimând constrângerea de timp, factorul TR  este o medie a unei serii statistice de ij

rapoarte ale eficienței termenului limită. După stabilirea ierarhiei proiectelor, în funcție de 
valoarea punctajelor de adoptare, proiectele sunt alese în ordine descrescătoare până la 
consumarea bugetului disponibil pentru orizontul de planificare strategică.







     

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  



     

 

 

 

 

HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor 
 upgrade for Arduino Bluetooth Car 

Student Project  

Author: Birtok Eugen 

Coordinator: Rob Raluca 

 

 

 

 

C 

       This paper describes some improvements to the Arduino Bluetooth Car project, a 4x4-powered robot that moves 

commanded and controlled by an Android application and programmed on the open-source MIT App Inventor 

platform. 

In the construction of this car were necesarry the following parts: 

- Arduino Uno development board 

- Driver for L298N integrated circuit motors connects to Arduino digital pins. 

- HC-05 bluetooth module 

- Ultrasonic sensor HC-SR04 (to avoid obstacles) 

- SG90 servomotor (for sensor movement at a certain angle) 

- DC 12V Battery Pack 6800mAh 12.6V Rechargeable Lithium Battery Pack 

 

Description of the Arduino program 

  A function has been programmed for each order. Thus, the Forward () function sends appropriate logic levels to the input pins in the driver, 

so that the wheels allow forward movement. To enable communication with the bluetooth module, the #include <SoftwareSerial.h> directive in the 

source code includes retrieving information about the bluetooth transmission in a switch () structure. The novelty consists in the implementation of 

two functions of modifying the engine speed. 

 

Android app description 

  MIT App Inventor is an open-source web application developed by Google that allows you to create programs for two types of operating 

systems: Android and iOS. The platform uses a graphical user interface similar to the Scratch programming language, in which the programmer can 

create objects by drag-and-drop. Following the compilation, an application is created that can be transferred to the mobile device. 

HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor 

This is the HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance sensor. This economical sensor provides 2cm to 

400cm of non-contact measurement functionality with a ranging accuracy that can reach up to 

3mm. Each HC-SR04 module includes an ultrasonic transmitter, a receiver and a control circuit. 

There are only four pins that you need to worry about on the HC-SR04: VCC (Power), Trig 

(Trigger), Echo (Receive), and GND (Ground). You will find this sensor very easy to set up and 

use for your next range-finding project! 

This sensor has additional control circuitry that can prevent inconsistent "bouncy" data 

depending on the application. 
 

Contact: eugene_birtok@yahoo.com 
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BOUNDARY PILLAR WITH SOLAR PANEL AND FLASHING LIGHT 

Autori: Sapta Doru Ioan, Marinut Gabriel Paul, Obrenovici Lavinia Ioana,  

Strugaru Dragos, Stoianov Alin Ioan, Golcea Julia Daiana 

 

   

  Stâlpul de delimitare cu panou solar și lumină intermitentă este un produs unic fabricat în România, oferit de Antik 

S.R.L., are scopul de a asigura atenționarea cu lumină intermitentă și de a restricționa accesul în anumite zone. Fiind un 

produs bazat pe energie regenerabilă (energie verde), acesta nu necesită racordarea la rețeaua de curent pentru a genera 

lumină, iar acumulatorii interni asigură un regim de bună funcționare timp de 72h după înlăturarea sursei de lumină. 

Datorită dimensiunilor reduse, acesta poate fi montat cu ușurință în diverse locații și poate îndeplinii diverse scopuri.  

  The delimitation pole with solar panel and flashing light is a unique product made in Romania, offered by Antik 

S.R.L., aims to ensure the warning with flashing light and to restrict access in certain areas. Being a product based on 

renewable energy (green energy), it does not require connection to the mains to generate light, and the internal batteries 

ensure a smooth operation for 72 hours after removing the light source. 

 

Cele mai frecvente utilizări ale acestuia sunt pentru a delimita zonele 
pietonale de partea carosabilă, sau pentru a împiedica parcarea 
neregulamentară a autovehiculelor în zonele interzise.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Destinatie:  

 Treceri de pietoni nesemaforizate; 

 Zone pietonale; 

 Zone Verzi; 

 Parcări; 
 Piețe; 
 Parcuri; 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Specificații 

Dimensiuni 
[mm] 

Înălțime 
[mm] 

Vopsire Tip lumină Sistem electronic  

 
80X80 

 
300 / 900 

 
Electrostatic 

 
L.E.D. - Alb 

 Acumulator; 

 Placă de comandă; 

 Panou fotovoltaic. 

S.C. ANTIK S.R.L. 

Nume societate : S.c. Antik SRL 

Cui : RO15056077 

J20/949/2002 

Tel : +40 740 222 479 

Adresa web: www.scantiksrl.ro 
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PROTECTIVE MEDIUM FOR PRESERVATION OF RAM 

SEMEN BY REFRIGEGERATION

Patent application a 2021 0026/29.04.2021

D -Agriculture, Machines 

and accessories

The essence:The new protective medium is proposed for the dilution and

preservation by refrigeration of semen obtained from breeders with valuable

genetic potential, with the following composition (in % of the volume of medium):

sucrose - 6.4%, sodium citrate - 0.6%, egg yolk - 10%, biologically active

mannoprotein preparation (500 mg/ml) - 0.6-0.8% and double-distilled water up

to 100 ml.

Field of application: Environment-Pollution Control, Zootechnics and

Agriculture.

Contact: Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 1 Academiei Street, Chisinau Republic of 

Moldova. Beșliu Alina email: besliu.imb@gmail.com

The research was carried out within the project 20.80009.5107.16, funded by NARD

Authors: ROTARI Doina, DARIE Grigore, MAȘNER Oleg, IURCU Iulian, DJENJERA Irina,

BEȘLIU Alina, CHISELIȚA Natalia, CHISELIȚA Oleg, EFREMOVA Nadejda, TOFAN Elena 

The description: The invention relates to animal husbandry, veterinary medicine,

especially to the protective medium for preservation of ram semen by refrigeration

and can be applied for efficient use of native animal genofond. Of particular

importance in reproductive biotechnologies are methods of preservation, the

utilization of protection media, which serves to dilute, preserve and store sperm at

acceptable level.

Aim: to elaborate the protective medium for dilution and preservation by

refrigeration for ram semen which contribute to longer storage of genetic material.

MANNOPROTEIN PREPARATION

Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 

Ministry of Education and Research of the Republic of 

Moldova

Scientific-Practical Institute of Biotechnologies in 

Zootechnics and Veterinary Medicine, Ministry of Agriculture 

and  Food Industry of the Republic of Moldova



 

Patent application No. 2021 0027/ 2021.04.29

D -Agriculture, Machines 

and accessories

Field of application:

Contact: Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 1 Academiei Street, Chisinau Republic of 

Moldova. Beșliu  Alina email: besliu.imb@gmail.com

The research was carried out within the project 20.80009.5107.16, funded by NARD

The description: The invention consists in proposing the new procedure for the

regulation of reproductive function of sows, with 30 days before the parturition and

10 days after the parturition, based on the supplimentation of basical feed ration

with mannoprotein preparation (1 g/100 ml), obtained from the yeast waste from

the beer industry in quantity of 10-15 ml per head for daily administration. Positive

effects is caused by feed ration supplimentation with the biological active

mannoprotein preparation which influence on the animal metabolism.

Aim: of the present invention consists in the elaboration of the new procedure for

the regulation of reproductive function of sows, which ensures the increase of the

body mass of the nest at birth, the viability of the piglets and the decrease of the

morbidity.

THE PROCEDURE FOR THE REGULATION OF REPRODUCTIVE 

FUNCTION OF SOWS

Аuthors: PÎRLOG Alisa, CARAPIREA Anatol, DARIE Grigorie, CIBOTARU 
Elena, MATVIENCO  Natalia, BEȘLIU Alina, CHISELIȚA Natalia, CHISELIȚA Oleg, 

EFREMOVA Nadejda, TOFAN Elena

The technical result: of the invention consist in increasing the number of born alive

piglets in calving by 1,6 heads, decreasing the number of stillborn piglets by 1,8 heads,

increasing the live mass of the nest by 1,19 kg, and at 21 days - by 0,85 kg compared to

the control lot. At the same time, compared to the nearest solution, the number of live

piglets at birth increased by 1,5 heads (more by 13,8%), and the number of dead piglets
born at birth decreased by 3,2 heads (with 80% less).

Agriculture,  Zootechnics, Veterinary

Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 

Ministry of Education and Research of the Republic of 

Moldova

Scientific-Practical Institute of Biotechnologies in 

Zootechnics and Veterinary Medicine, Ministry of Agriculture 

and  Food Industry of the Republic of Moldova



   

 

 

 

                     

          
 



   

 

 

 

                     

          
 



 

 

 

 

 

Chaenomeles japonica (Thunb.)  

Lindl. ex Spach   

(Japanese dwarf quince ) 'ALEX'  
Author/s: Roșca Ion, Onica Elisaveta, †Palancean Alexei. 

Project no v2020  0026 
 
 

 
 
 

The shrub grows up to 1 m tall. The flowers are red-orange, with short 

peduncles and are grouped 2-6 in sessile racemes. The flowering period lasts 

20-25 days. The fruits are yellow-green. The average weight of a fruit is 41.9 g. 

The length of a fruit varies from 45 to 75 mm, the width – 35-45 mm. The surface 

of the fruit has reddish tinges on the side of the plant facing south. The percentage 

of mesocarp is about 90%, and the thickness of the mesocarp reaches 1.0-

1.2 cm. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

The plants prefer sunny places, but can also grow in partial shade, without high 
demands to the soil. However, the plants that grow on fertile soils are more 
vigorous and productive. They are highly resistant to pests, pathogens and 
adverse environmental conditions. Japanese dwarf quince is recommended as a 
fruit, honey, medicinal, forestry and ornamental plant for landscape architecture.  
 

Contact: roscasilva@yahoo.com 
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    Aronia melanocarpa (Michx) Elliot  

'ALECSANDRINA' 
Author/s: †Palancean Alexei, Onica Elisaveta, Roșca Ion 

Patent no 249/ 31.12.2017 
 

 

    The variety “Alecsandrina” is a 1-1.5 m tall shrub, with glabrous stems and simple 

leaves that turn red in autumn. The leaves are elliptic or ovate to oblong oblanceolate, 

sharply acuminate or obtuse. Their length varies between 7 and 9 cm. On the upper side, 

the leaves are green and glossy, and on the lower side – lighter green, glabrous. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

    Its vegetative stage starts in early spring (march-april), depending on the climate 

conditions of Moldova. The shoots start growing when buds open and end – in late July 

or early august. The flowers are white, 1.5 cm in diameter, grouped by 5-25 in glabrous, 

corymb inflorescences. It blooms in april-may. 

  
                                          Contact: roscasilva@yahoo.com 
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“ALEXANDRINA”  
rhizogenic interspecific genotype V. vinifera (2n=38) x M.rotundifolia (2n=40)  

 
„ALEXANDRINA” 

genotip interspecific rizogenic V. vinifera (2n=38) x M.rotundifolia (2n=40)  
  

Patent  no.342 / 2020.04.03 

Authors: Alexandrov Eugeniu, Botnari Vasile, Gaina Boris 
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  "Alexandrina" is a grape variety for wine. Grape weight - 600 - 700 g. Sugar content – 
19-20 %. Possible harvest – 15-17 t/ha. Phylloxera resistant and can be grown on its own 
roots, including in the ecological system, as well as for the extension of the northern limit 
of vineyards. It shows a good growth and ensures the formation of competitive harvests 
and in conditions with high temperatures above the multiannual norms with reduced 
precipitations during the summer, on lands with low creditworthiness, etc.   
       The creation of plantations of the above-mentioned interspecific genotypes will allow 
expanding the area of growing rhizogenic grapevine to the north. 

 
Contact: IGFPP, Padurii Str. 20,  MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 

Tel.:  (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80; E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; alexandrov.eugeniu@gmail.com;          

Web: www.igfpp.md 

"Alexandrina” este un soi de struguri pentru vin. Greutatea strugurilor - 600 - 700 g. 
Conținut de zahăr – 19-20 %. Recoltare posibilă – 15-17 t / ha. Rezistent la filoxera ce 
poate fi cultivat pe rădăcini proprii, inclusiv în sistemul ecologic. Prezintă o bună creștere 
și asigură formarea de recolte competitive și în condiții cu temperaturi ridicate peste 
normele multianuale cu precipitații reduse in timpul verii, pe terenuri cu bonitate scăzută 
etc. 
        Crearea plantațiilor cu genotipuri interspecifice rizogene va permite extinderea zonei 
de cultivare a viței de vie rizogenă spre nord. 

mailto:institut.gfpp@gmail.com
mailto:alexandrov.eugeniu@gmail.com


 

  
  
                  
                                                                    

                                          AROMA UNICA, THE NEW VARIETY OF  

                              LAVANDULA ANGUSTIFOLIA MILL., (LAVENDER) 

 
Patent: MD 288/2019.04.30 

Authors: Gonceariuc Maria, Balmus Zinaida             

 

       Lavender variety Aroma Unica is a first-generation hybrid (F1), with a 

high heterosis effect on a number important quantitative characters, 

vegetative multiplied with average vegetation period. The Aroma Unica is 

a variety resistant to frost and winter,  to  diseases and drought resistant. 

Plant height is 64 cm. At the density of 10-12 thousand plants per hectare 

is forms up to 1800-1900 floral stems per plant. The productivity of the 

variety is 8.9 t/ha of inflorescences containing 1.874 % (60 % humidity) 

and 5.476% (dry. matter) of essential oil. The productions of essential oil 

constitute 166.8 kg/ha. The yields of the variety are 19.9 kg/t (of essential 

oil from the of fresh inflorescences). 

 

         
Applications: Agriculture, perfumery, cosmetics, medicine.  

Advantages: Resistance to biotic and abiotic factors, high productivity, 

high quality. 
Contact: IGFPP, Padurii Str. 20, MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 

Tel.:  (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80; 

E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; zinaidabalmus@yahoo.com; 

Web: www.igfpp.md 
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                                                                   Parfum Perfect - a new variety of Salvia sclarea L. (Clary sage) 

 

Patent no.:MD 341/2020.04.30 

 

       Authors: Gonceariuc Maria, Balmus Zinaida, Cotelea Ludmila,  
                Botnarenco  Pantelimon, Butnaras Violeta, Mascovțeva  Svetlana 

 
 

The variety of Salvia sclarea L. Parfum Perfect is a triple hybrid with a 

constant effect of heterosis on a number of quantitative characters, including 

the essential oil content. The variety is resistant to drought, frost, winter, 

diseases. Productivity in 2 years of operation of the plantation: 

inflorescences: 19.7 t/ha (7.8 t/ha, first year; 11.9 t/ha, second year); essential 

oil content 1.113-1.154% (dry matter). 

        
The productions of essential oil constitute 60.1 kg/ha (15.6 kg/ha, year I; 

44.5 kg/ha, year II).  

Efficiency: 3.4 kg of essential oil per ton of inflorescences. 

 

Contact: IGFPP, Padurii Str. 20, MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 

Tel.:  (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80;  

E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; zinaidabalmus@yahoo.com 

Web: www.igfpp.md 
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„BERECHET” nou soi de usturoi

„BERECHET” new garlic variety, Allium sativun

Patent of varieties no. 362 of 2021.06.30 

Authors: BOTNARI Vasile, CHILINCIUC Alexei 

 
 

 
 

 
 

BERECHET garlic variety is of late maturity, it can be reproduced vegetatively through 

puppies and seeding of aerial bulbs. The vegetation period is 119-134 days. Planting is done 

in the fall. The plants have a vigorous growth, form floral stems and 9-11 dark green leaves. 

The bulb is characterized by pronounced density and long The shelf life, flat-round shape 

weighing 35-60 g, consists of 5-7 puppies and covered with 4-5 dry white leaves with slightly 

pronounced purple stripes. The inflorescence forms 32-38 aerial bulbs. The color of the aerial 

bulbs is gray-purple, weight -3.0-7.0g. The harvest of the bulbs for food consumption is 11.2-

13.3 t / ha., And of the aerial bulbs -1.5 - !, 8 t / ha. The variety is resistant to extreme 

temperatures in winter and summer, tolerant to the most common diseases.  

Contact: IGFPP, Padurii Str. 20,  MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 
Tel.:  (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80; 

E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; vasilebotnari@yahoo.com;

Web: www.igfpp.md 

Soiul de usturoi BERECHET este de maturitate tardivă, se reproduce vegetativ prin căței și 
bulbi aeriani. Perioada de vegetație este de 119-134 zile. Plantarea se face toamna. Plantele

au o creștere viguroasă, formează tulpini florale și 9-11 frunze de culoare verde închis. Bulbul 
se caracterizează printr-o densitate formează pronunțată și o durată lungă depăstrare, formă 
plat-rotunda 35-60 g, este format din 5-7 căței acoperiți  cu 4-5 frunze albe, uscate cu dungi

violete ușor pronunțate. Inflorescența 32-38 de bulbi aerieni. Culoarea bulbișorilor aerieni 
este gri-violet, greutatea -3,0-7,0 g. Recolta bulbilor pentru consum alimentar este de 11,2-

13,3 t/ha, iar a bulbilor aerian -1,5 - 1,8 t/ha. Soiul este rezistent la temperaturi extreme iarna 

si vara, tolerant la cele mai frecvente boli. 
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CisGen - new tomato cultivar 
Patent: MD 277/ 2018.10.31 

Authors: Marii Liliana, Bujoreanu Valeriu, 
Andronic Larisa, Smerea Svetlana, 

Botnari Vasile, Berzoi Valentina

Tomato cultivar CisGen is created as a result of interspecific hybridization of the Nistru 
variety and spontaneous form S. cheesmaniae. The seeds of hybrid F1 were irradiated with 
gamma rays (100Gy), then individual selection has been applied.

Storage duiring 120 days in the room 

Representation of cross-sections 
through tomato exocarp 

The plants of determinate growth type. The variety with medium time of maturity. 
It is recommended for seedling and open -field cultivation.  The fruits are small, ovate 

shape in longitudinal section, without green shoulder (before maturity).  

Average fruit weight – 13.5 g. Shelf life over the storage period : 25-30 days at room

temperature 16-20
0
C. Productivity - Total harvest 34.4-36.9 t/ha.

Type of use – fresh and processed.

The thickness of the cuticle, the degree 
of spread within the fruit, the size and 
number of layers of hypodermic cells, 
provides mechanical resistance to the 
cracking and fruits transporting. The 
improved shelf-life resulting from thicker 
pericarp helps in reducing post harvest 
losses.  

  The biochemical parameters of the fruits 

Total soluble solid 6.80 g% 

Sugar 5.84 % 

Ascorbic acid 25.37 mg 

Total acidity 0.45% 

Sugar-acid ratio 8.58-11.96 

Contact: IGFPP, Padurii Str. 20,  MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 

Tel.:  (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80; E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; Web: www.igfpp.md; liliana.marii@igfpp.md
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ANONA – new tomato cultivar
Patent: MD 276. 2018.10.31 

Authors: Marii Liliana,  Bujoreanu Valeriu,  

Andronic Larisa, Smerea Svetlana, Botnari Vasile 

Tomato variety ANONA is created as result of interspecific hybridization of variety 

Novicioc and Solanum piminellifolium L. The seeds of F1 hybrid were treated with gamma 

rays (100 Gy). Subsequently individual selection of plants from segregating populations 

was applied.

Tomato appearance after 120 days 

of storage under room conditions 

(September - December).

   The variety is with determinant type of growing. The period of ripening is 95-100 

days after seeds germination. The fruits are red and round. Average fruit weight is 29.9 g 

- characterized as small to medium. Postharvest shelf - life is 25-30 days stored at 16-

200C. Total harvest is estimated at 36.23 t/ha. It is recommended for seedling and open-

field cultivation.

The biochemical parameters of the fruits 

The improved shelf-life resulting from thicker 

exocarp helps in reducing post harvest 

losses. The size and number of layers of  

hypodermic cells, provides  mechanical 

resistance to the cracking and transporting 

fruits. Tomatoes can be consumed either 

fresh or processed. 

Contact: IGFPP, Padurii Str. 20,  MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 

Tel.: (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80; E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; Web: www.igfpp.md; liliana.marii@igfpp.md 

Total soluble solids 6.19 g% 

Total sugar 6.08 g% 

Ascorbic acid 30.18 mg% 

Total acidity  0.49 % 
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NEW TOMATO VARIETIES 
Solanum lycopersicum L. 

Exclusiv
Patent no.: MD 241/ 2017.08.31

     Authors: Mihnea Nadejda, Botnari Vasile, Lupaşcu Galina, 
 Grati Vasile, Saltanovici Tatiana, Mihnea Mihaela

The fruits of the variety Exclusiv are medium sized weighing 75-80 g,
cylindrical shape. The fruits contain 4.9-5.2% of dry matter,

4.5...4.7% - sugars, 25.0...41.0  mg/% - vitamin C, 0.29...0.37% - acidity.
The variety is early ripening with a vegetation period is 100-108 days.
In the increased by seeds, the variety ensures a yield of 43.0...59.0 t/ha,

while the standard fruit yield is high (93.0%).
Homologated in Republic of Moldova. 

ADVANTAGES. The variety Exclusiv harmoniously combines high productivity, good tasting 
 qualities with the resistance to cold and drought. The productivity is high at
 cultivation through both seeds and seedling transplants. 

 APPLICATION DOMAIN: Agriculture and Food Industry

IGPPP, Padurii Str. 20,  MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
Tel.:  (+373 22) 77 04 47;   Fax:  (+373 22) 55 61 80; 

E-mail: institut.gfpp@gmail.com; mihneanadea@yahoo.com

Web: www.igfpp.md
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NEW TOMATO VARIETIES  

Solanum lycopersicum L. FLACARA 

Patent, Nr.306 from 2019.08.31 

 Authors: SIROMEATNICOV  Iulia, BOTNARI Vasile, COTENCO Eugenia, 

CHIRILOV Elelonora 

Description: The vegetation period is 81-108 days; it is the medium early variety. The 

fruit is orange color, round-slightly elongated with weigh 48.0-65.0 g, 2-3 seminal 

lodges. Fruits with high taste qualities, the dry substance content of the fruits is 5.6-

6.5%, sugars 5.3-7.6%, ascorbic acid 31.5-41.3 mg/%, titratable acidity 0.34-0.39 

mg/%. The total harvest of tomato fruit consists 49.9-52.4 t/ha and standard fruit 

yield 44.3-49.9 t/ha.  

The variety is productive, resistant to drought. It is recommended for fresh 

consumption and processing.  Application. Agriculture and Food Industry. 

Contact:  IGFPP, Str. Padurii 20, MD 2002, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova 

Tel.:  +373 69 540 314; +373 22 660419; Fax: (+373 22) 55 61 80; 

E-mail: iulia.siromeatnicov@igfpp.md; institut.gfpp@gmail.com

Web: www.igfpp.md 
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SLOT  ELECTROLYZER 
Patent, MD 1325 Y 

Authors: Mircea Bologa,  Elvira Vrabie,  Evghenii Maximuk,  Irina  Paladii, Valeria Vrabie,

 Tatiana Stepurina,   Albert Policarpov, Valeriu Gonciaruc, Catalina Sprincean 

 

Contacts: 5, Academiei Str., Chisinau, MD 2028, Republic of Moldova.
Phone: (+373) 69637074     E-mail: vrabie657@yahoo.com 
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Electro-fractionation of whey by electrophysical processing (DW - deproteinized whey) 

Purpose: Slot electrolyzer is proposed that can be used in 

dairy industry for protein extraction from whey.

Advantages:  Wasteless processing of secondary dairy products with the extraction of 

mineral protein concentrates (PMC) and simultaneous isomerization of lactose in 

lactulose, which allows the recovery of proteins in PMC with predetermined protein 

content and increase of the activation surface.

The electrolyzer comprises a dielectric body (1) with slots (7); a cathode (5) is installed 

on its inner surface; it also has a tubular shaft (13), on which radial pipes (16) are fixed; 

it is placed into a semi-cylindrical carcass (14) with slots (15); the anode (6), the cathode 

(5) and the anode chambers (2, 3) are separated by a heterogeneous membrane (4), with

an anodic liquid and whey inlets (8, 10) and outlet (9, 11) valves; it also has a cooling

jacket (19) and collectors (12).
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Structured water (Pi water) discovery was made in 1964 by Dr. Akihiro Yamashita, a professor
at the Agricultural Department at Nagoya University. He tried to find out why some buds bloom
and others do not, and the answer led to the identification of a Fe salt in the buds, active-ferric
oxide, which breaks some hydrogen bonds and causes the formation of smaller groups of water
molecules. (clusters) with increased biological activity (http://www.ibe-techno.com/en/about_pi/
description.html).

Since then, many studies have been done on Pi water in various fields, and today its use is
widespread in the medical industry, cosmetics, agriculture, etc. (Attila and Munteanu, 2003).

Pi water is very similar to the liquid in living bodies. According to Shinji Makino's patent, Pi
water was created by adding Ferro-ferric salt (Fe2Fe3) to water through ceramic balls. When Fe2Fe3
is added to ordinary tap water, it quickly breaks down chlorine and suppresses the growth of
excessive free radicals; it also breaks down the water cluster to a much smaller size.

Pi water provides the following functions: better hydration, better oxygenation, anti-oxidation
effects, Ion-negative effect, the structure of the water molecule (Attila and Munteanu, 2003).

The Japanese inventor Makino Shinji applied for IBE CoLtd for the registration of the patent
entitled ”Bioactive agent, pharmaceutical product, cosmetic product, freshness keeping agent, and
plant and animal growth-promoting agent”, which was published under number 20110294665.
International publications of the same patent in China, Korea, the European Community and the
USA are: CN102159222, EP2380578, JPWO2010073642, KR1020110105782, US20110294665.

The patent specifies the production technology of PI water and is the basis for the manufacture
of a whole range of Pi water processors produced by the IBE company from Japan. One of the
models is COSMO BALANCE Standards (http://www.ibe-techno.com/en/products/water_filter/
cb_standard_01.html). It offers 6.0-7.0 l/min at a total capacity of 50,000 l, after which it needs to
be completed with patented ceramic granules. Currently, processors are produced in Japan and
under license in Korea, China and the USA. In the USA, the AP 560 model (http://www.pi-
water.com/new/en_product_ap550.html) is produced with a capacity of 7,000 gallons, at a flow
rate of 1 gallon/min.

PI water processors bring changes to the classic technology, ensuring a more severe control of
the quality parameters of the technological finishing water, without additional addition of drugs or
treatment chemicals (Velcea et al. 2002a, 2002b).

In horticulture, the positive influence of Pi water was studied on the in vitro propagation of fig
or apple (G lă et al. 2003, Stănică et al. 2002), vegetables (Hoza et al. 2002), or ornamentals
(Petruș-Vancea and Cochi ă-Cosma, 2009). Godeanu et al. (2003), Godeanu et al. (2002) had
extended researches on Pi water influences on seeds germination and plant growth on different
species.

This study aims to present the preliminary results on an easy to produce and use tool for plant
propagation and growth, Pi water studied on edible rose propagation by cuttings.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON PI WATER –
USEFUL IN CUTTINGS PROPAGATION

Velcea Marian, Butcaru Ana-Cornelia, St nic  Florin, Moisescu Emilia
University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Bucharest

Plant propagation by cuttings can include bio stimulatory Pi water, being quite simple to
obtain. The preliminary results presented on the three climbing edible roses are promising for
further researches.

Significant differences were observed between Pi water variants and normal water variants.
'Crown Princess Margareta' cultivar cuttings with Pi water treatment presented the highest values
for rooting. At 'Brother Cadfael', Pi water combined with rootings hormones and at 'Falstaff'
cultivar normal water with Radistim presented the best results on rooting.

Pi water combined with Radistim variants led to the highest percentage for total viable
cuttings, 39% for 'Crown Princess Margareta' cultivar, 39% at 'Brother Cadfael' and 41% at
'Falstaff' cultivar.

After 45 days, significant differences between total viable plant variants were registered, Pi
water variants being much numerous than normal water ones (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The influence of Pi-water and rooting hormones 
on the rose cuttings rooting and total viable plants  

The biggest average shoot length was at Pi water variants at 'Crown Princess Margareta' and
'Brother Cadfael' and at normal water for 'Falstaff' variants (Figure 2). Several new plants, for all
cultivars, presented flowers at the transplantation moment, being a quality parameter for
propagation methods.

Figure 2. The influence of Pi-water and rooting hormones
on the total plant’s growth per variants

The research was conducted in the Research greenhouse, part of the Research Center for
Studies of Food and Agricultural Products Quality within USAMV Bucharest.

The biological material consisted of cuttings from three edible roses cultivars from the organic
field, 'Crown Princess Margareta', 'Brother Cadfael' and 'Falstaff'.

A three factorial experience, considering water, rose cultivar and rooting hormones as factors,
was established (Table 1).

Cuttings from rose cultivars were placed in the greenhouse at the end of April 2020 (after field
rose pruning), using perlite with a sand substrate (50%-50%), basal heating (23-24°C) and artificial
fog. The number of plants per each of the twelve experimental variants varied. Pi water was
produced with equipment produced by Nikken for domestic use.

The rooted and viable cuttings were placed in containers under artificial fog for a minimum of
seven days, after two months.

The rooted cuttings percentage (the number of cuttings with visible roots to total cuttings per
each variant), total viable cuttings (viable cuttings without visible roots to total cuttings number per
each variant) and the total number of viable plants after 45 days were the initial evaluated
parameters. Total growth (cm) and flower numbers were measured for the viable plants.

Data statistical analysis was performed with Excel (MS Office). Anova one-way test and Excel
statistical functions with a significance level p< 0.05 were used.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Attila A., Munteanu L., 2003. Apa Pi i ei. Locul rolul apei Pi în societatea . Simpozionul Interna ional „Apa un miracol” Edi ia a III-a, Bucure ti, 20-21.
2. G lă R., Velcea M., Stănică F., Diaconescu O., 2003. apei Pi asupra in vitro a smochinului (Ficus carica L.). Simpozionul interna ional „Apa un miracol” Edi ia a III-a, Bucure ti, 24-25.
3. Godeanu M., Ciobeica C., Avădanei I., Du ă P., 2003. apei Pi asupra biosintezei de la unele specii de plante. Simpozionul Interna ional „Apa un miracol”, Edi ia aIIIa, Bucure ti, 22.
4. Godeanu M., Ghi ă L., Avădanei I., 2002. apei Pi asupra patului germinativ din . Simpozionul Interna ional ”Apa un miracol” Edi ia a II-a, Bucure ti, 12.
5. Hoza G., Velcea M., Petra O., 2002. privind folosirea apei Pi la producerea de . Simpozionul Interna ional ”Apa un miracol” Edi ia a II-a, Bucure ti, 13.
6. Petruș-Vancea A., Cachi ă-Cosma D. 2009. The effect of Pi or Deuterium depleted water on foliar stomata of Saintpaulia ionantha L. exvitroplantlets sprinkled foliar or radicular. Studia Universitatis “Vasile Goldi ”, Seria tiin ele Vie ii, 19 (2), 309-312.
7. Stănică F., G lă R., Velcea M., Diaconescu O., 2002. Rezultate preliminare privind folosirea apei Pi la in vitro a unor soiuri de . Simpozionul Interna ional „Apa un miracol” Edi ia a II-a, Bucure ti, 12.
8. Velcea M., Popescu M.N., Du ă P., Bucur C., 2002a. Franciza Apa Pi, o cale de success în afaceri. Simpozionul Interna ional ”Apa un miracol” Edi ia a II-a, Bucure ti, 7.
9. Velcea M., Popescu M.N., Du ă P., Bucur C., 2002b. Proiectul Apa Pi în Romania, o la un succes comun. Simpozionul Interna ional ”Apa un miracol” Edi ia a II-a, Bucure ti, 9.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

MATERIAL AND METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The research was conducted in the Research greenhouse, part of the Research Center for
Studies of Food and Agricultural Products Quality within USAMV Bucharest.

The biological material consisted of cuttings from three edible roses cultivars from the organic
field, 'Crown Princess Margareta', 'Brother Cadfael' and 'Falstaff'.

A three factorial experience, considering water, rose cultivar and rooting hormones as factors,
was established (Table 1).

Table 1
The experimental design used for Pi-water testing in rose cutting propagation
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COIL ELEMENT FOR CYLINDRICAL SIEVE 

Patent Application No. A-00361 / 2021 

Authors: Costin MIRCEA, Florin NENCIU, Valentin VLĂDUȚ, Lucian Ionel CIOCA 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
The invention relates to an innovative 
subassembly that is placed inside the 
cylindrical grain separators, in order to 
improve their performance, called “Novel 
coil subassembly for cylindrical sieve“. 
 
The novel subassembly allows versatile operation of the 
equipment, being able to be converted easily to the form of a helical 
coil with variable pitch, a homogenization palette, or grain 
mixer/agitator, in order to separate the impurities from the seed 
mass introduced in the sieve, obtaining qualitative good seeds for 
sowing or grinding. The innovative element improves the 
separation process, allows a high level of customization, increases 
the efficiency and cleaning capacity of cylindrical sieves. 

 

 
Fig.1 – Positioning of the subassembly in 

the form of a helical coil 

 

 
Fig.2 – Positioning of the subassembly in 

the form of a homogenization palette 

 

 
Fig.3 - Positioning of the subassembly in 

the form of a grain mixer/agitator 

The technical problem solved by the invention consists in the design and execution of a versatile 

subassembly, that can be converted in the form of helical coil with variable pitch (Fig.1), of 

homogenization palette (Fig.2) or grain mixer/agitator (Fig.3), mounted on an axis inside a rotating 

cylindrical sieve, which will rotate in the opposite direction of rotation of the sieve, in order to increase 

the sieve speed, to eliminate the effect of “resting core”. In this way there is an improved separation 
from the seed mass introduced into the sieve of good seeds intended for sowing or grinding, leaving 

on the sieve only the material, and leading to increased yields and sieving cleaning capacities. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

• The innovative subassembly positioned inside the rotating cylindrical sieves, presents a high level 
of versatility and can be quickly modified in the form of a helical coil, homogenization palette or 
grain mixer/agitator. In addition, the equipment can be customized in an advanced way, by 
changing the angle between the blades of the elements that make up the subassembly. 

• This modification allows the cleaning of cereals with a high content of impurities or with high 
humidity (a major advantage for rotary sieves). 

• The possibility to change the shape of the subassembly allows it to be used for different types of cereals. 

• The use of the subassembly in association with the rotating coil, which rotates in the opposite 
direction to the subassembly leads to an important improvement of the separation efficiency, can 
increase the processing speed, or the volume of material entering the equipment. 
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ECHIPAMENT PENTRU PROCESARE FIBRĂ DE CÂNEPĂ /

HEMP FIBER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

Patent Application No. A-00422 / 2021 
Authors: Gheorghe STROESCU, Mihai OLAN, Anișoara PĂUN, Alexandru ZAICA

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un echipament destinat prelucrării tulpinilor de cânepă pentru fibră de pe loturile
experimentale. 
Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă invenția constă în realizarea unui echipament mobil cu acționare 
electromecanică care cuprinde un set de 4-6 valțuri pentru prelucrare fibră, dar cuprinde și un set de 4 valțuri care 
vor realiza defolierea (ruperea) frunzelor de pe tulpini înainte ca acestea să intre în blocul de prelucrare fibră.

MATERIALE ȘI METODA FOLOSITĂ:
Echipamentul este format din suportul (1) și are patru roți pentru deplasare (2), un mâner (3) și două picioare
reglabile (4) pentru poziționarea acestuia în timpul lucrului. Pe suportul (1) se află montat un modul pentru 
prelucrare tulpini (5) ce cuprinde o carcasă (6) cu două valțuri (7) și (8) pentru antrenarea tulpinilor de cânepă și 
două valțuri (9) și (10) pentru defolierea tulpinilor. Antrenarea valțurilor se face cu ajutorul unui motor electric (11)
și o transmisie cu curele trapezoidale (12). Motorul este comandat cu ajutorul unui convertizor de frecvență montat 
în tabloul electric de comandă (13). Valțurile au la exterior câte o manta (14) pentru antrenarea tulpinilor de cânepă 
și sunt poziționate cu ajutorul unor lagăre fixe (15) și a unora reglabile (16), acționate de arcuri reglabile (17) și de 
tije filetate (18). Valțurile sunt antrenate de roțile cilindrice (19), (20), (21) și (22) iar între cele două perechi de 
valțuri se folosește transmisia cu lanț Gall (23).
Pe același suport și în imediata vecinătate a carcasei cu valțuri pentru defoliere (6) se află montată o carcasă (29)
cu șase valțuri (30) care realizează decorticarea tulpinilor de cânepă pentru a obține fibră. Aceste valțuri sunt 
antrenate simultan cu ajutorul unui motoreductor coaxial (31) și o transmisie cu lanț Gall (32). Fiecare pereche
valțuri se află montată cu ajutorul a două lagăre fixe (33) și (34) și a două lagăre mobile (35) și (36) ce sunt reglate
cu ajutor unor tije filetate (37) și a unor arcuri elicoidale (38).
Pentru curățirea finală a fibrei, materialul prelucrat ajunge pe suprafața unui tambur rotativ (42) cu baghete de
lemn (43) care antrenează tulpinile și acestea vin în contact și cu capacul superior (44) pe care se află montat alt 
set de lamele din lemn (45) pentru curățirea bucăților lemnoase și de pe suprafața superioară a fibrelor. Acest 
tambur de curățire este antrenat cu un motor electric (46) comandat cu convertizor de frecvență aflat în tabloul 
de comandă (13). Fibra prelucrată este colectată pe suportul reglabil (47).

AVANTAJE:
➢ creșterea gradului de manevrabilitate și reglaje în funcție de soiul și mărimea tulpinilor de cânepă;
➢ sistem autonom de funcționare și permite reglarea separată a celor trei tronsoane tehnologice cu

echipamente specifice pentru fiecare operație tehnologică;
➢ utilizarea pentru loturi mici de produse cu caracteristici tehnice diferite;
➢ acces ușor la valțurile de lucru și protecție cu apărători în zonele cu organe cinematice în mișcare

de rotație.
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DISTRIBUITOR DE MATERIALE BIOCOMPOZITE ECO-FERTILIZANTE 
GRANULARE / 

GRANULAR ECO-FERTILISING BIOCOMPOSITES SPREADER 

Patent Application No. A-00171 / 2021 
Authors: Eugen MARIN, Dragoș MANEA, Marinela MATEESCU, Stelian GREBLEA,

Gabriel GHEORGHE, Mihai CONSTANTINESCU, Ana-Cristina FĂTU

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un distribuitor mecanic, pentru echipamentele de administrat materiale biocompozite 
eco-fertilizante granulare, utilizat în agricultură în scopul ameliorării, refacerii calității și fertilizării solurilor.

MATERIALE ȘI METODA FOLOSITĂ:
Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă soluția propusă constă în realizarea unui distribuitor mecanic, pentru 
echipamentele de administrat materiale granulare, care să asigure dozarea și distribuirea precisă și uniformă a 
unor materiale biocompozite eco-fertilizante granulare, fără să zdrobească materialul, fără să creeze aglomerări 
de material în timpul lucrului și să permită curățirea rapidă și eficientă a distribuitorului.

Distribuitorul de materiale biocompozite eco-fertilizante granulare se compune dintr-o cameră de distribuție (1),

alcătuită din semicarcase (a) și suport cutie de fertilizare (b), un rotor cilindric (2), care include niște alveole 
speciale (c) aranjate pe suprafața circumferențială exterioară cu o rază R și un unghi α și niște elemente de 
dirijare (d) dispuse lateral, cu un unghi β pe fiecare alveolă specială (c), dimensionate pentru a distribui un volum

de material (e) controlat de un controller logic programabil (3), cu un touchscreen (f), împreună cu un software 
(g) corespunzător și adecvat, o memorie (h) pentru stocarea acestui software, inclusiv niște conductoare electrice
(4) de interconectare cu o sursă de alimentare (5), prin reglarea electronică a turației unui motor electric (6)

prevăzut cu un ax (i) în legătură concentrică directă cu un butuc (j) al rotorului cilindric (2).

AVANTAJE:
❑ poate fi utilizată pe orice echipament agricol de administrat materiale granulare, cu adaptări minime;
❑ simplitate constructivă;
❑ siguranță în funcționare;
❑ ușurință de utilizare și performanță;
❑ reglajele sunt simple și ușor de efectuat de către un singur operator, fără a utiliza unelte ajutătoare,

conducând astfel la reducerea timpului de intervenție pentru modificarea dozelor de administrare.
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TEHNOLOGIE ȘI ECHIPAMENT DE MONITORIZARE ACTIVĂ ȘI COLECTARE A 
DEȘEURILOR DIN PLASTIC DIN SISTEME ACVACOLE AFLATE ÎN AER LIBER /

TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT FOR ACTIVE MONITORING AND 
COLLECTION OF PLASTIC WASTE FROM OUTDOOR ACVACOLE SYSTEMS 

Patent Application No. A-00534 / 2021 
Authors: Valentin VLĂDUȚ, Anișoara PĂUN, Ioan CABA, Iulian VOICEA

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un echipament mobil cu monitorizare activă și acționare hidraulică pentru colectarea deșeurilor din 
plastic de pe suprafața lacurilor de acumulare.

MATERIALE ȘI METODA FOLOSITĂ:

Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă soluția propusă, conform invenției, constă în realizarea unui echipament mobil autonom, cu
monitorizare activă, care să colecteze și să mărunțească deșeurile din plastic și care să fie prevăzut cu o macara hidraulică pentru

descărcarea sacilor cu deșeuri tocate și care să realizeze simultan monitorizarea lacului de acumulare înainte și după încheierea

operației de depoluare cu ajutorul unui sistem cu dronă dotată cu cameră 6K ultraHD-HDR, pentru fotografierea zonală a suprafeței 
lacului de acumulare și transmisia datelor în timp real către un dispecerat de prelucrare și stocare a datelor.

Instalația, conform invenției, se compune dintr-o platformă marină ce este construită din două bărci de pescuit (1) și (2) cu o

platformă (3) de legătură între acestea și care va susține echipamentul de lucru ce este format dintr-un suport (4) ce susține o 
bandă transportoare (5) ce este realizată din plasă împletită și prevăzută cu două lanțuri laterale ce circulă pe două axe (6)

prevăzute cu roți de lanț și care sunt poziționate cu ajutorul a două lagăre (7) cu sistem de reglare. Antrenarea acestei benzi de

transport este realizată cu ajutorul unui motor hidraulic (8). Tot pe suportul (4) se află montată și banda pentru colectare (9) al cărei

ax de antrenare (10) este cuplat cinematic cu banda de transport (5) cu ajutorul unei transmisii cu lanț Gall (11).

Pentru colectarea deșeurilor din plastic, acest echipament este prevăzut cu două brațe (12) care sunt articulate și reglate cu ajutorul 
unui întinzător (13) și acționate cu ajutorul unor cilindri hidraulici (14) pentru a crea curenții necesari deplasării deșeurilor de plastic 
pe direcția benzii de colectare (9). Echipamentul este prevăzut cu un gard de protecție (15).

Pentru producerea energiei hidraulice necesară motoarelor hidraulice de pe acest echipament, sistemul este prevăzut cu o pompă 
hidraulică (16) antrenată de un motor termic pe benzină (17) și un rezervor pentru ulei (18).

Pentru mărunțirea deșeurilor din plastic în scopul reducerii volumului de transport, echipamentul pentru colectarea deșeurilor este 
dotat cu un tocător special (19) pentru deșeuri din plastic, ce are în construcție un tambur cu cuțite (20) antrenat de un motor

hidraulic (21). Pe suportul (4) se află montate două brațe (22) ce vor susține un sac de volum mare (23), care după umplere va fi 
ridicat și descărcat de pe platforma marină cu o macara hidraulică (24).

Pentru monitorizarea amplasării deșeurilor și a activității de depoluare acest echipament este dotat cu o masă suport (26) și o 
dronă (27), dotată cu cameră ultraHD-HDR, care asigură transmisie radio în timp real până la o distanță de 9 km, având o 
autonomie de zbor de max. 40 de minute. 

AVANTAJE:
❑ principalul avantaj este reducerea volumului deșeurilor din plastic colectate și renunțarea la altă ambarcațiune

necesară pentru transportul acestora;
❑ raportarea în timp real a situațiilor suprafețelor poluate ale lacurilor de acumulare, atât anterioară cât și ulterioară

realizării operației de depoluare;
❑ creșterea gradului de manevrabilitate și reglare, față de soluțiile tehnice descrise în brevetele menționate mai sus

la stadiul tehnicii.
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SISTEM TEHNIC DE RECOLTAT PLANTE MEDICINALE – SRPM /

TECHNICAL SYSTEM FOR HARVESTING MEDICINAL PLANTS 

Authors: Adriana MUSCALU(1), Cătălina TUDORA(1), Laurențiu VLĂDUȚOIU(1),
Mario CRISTEA(1), Ioan GRIGORE(1), Elena BĂRCANU-TUDOR(2)

(1) INMA București,  (2) SCDL Buzău

DESCRIERE: 
Sistemul tehnic de recoltat plante medicinale SRPM este destinat optimizării operației de recoltare din cadrul tehnologiilor 
de cultură ale plantelor medicinale si aromatice, cultivate de fermieri pe suprafețe reduse.

 

MATERIALE ȘI METODA FOLOSITĂ:

Domeniul de utilizare al SRPM se referă la recoltarea unor specii anuale și perene de plante medicinale si aromatice, 
aparținând unor familii botanice diferite. Pentru obținerea unui material vegetal de calitate, recoltarea se efectuează de regula la
momentul optim (înflorirea plantelor). In cazul anumitor specii, partea utilă ce se colectează este reprezentată doar de tulpina cu
frunze, în acest caz, recoltarea desfășurându-se pe toata perioada de vegetație a plantelor.

Modelul experimental de Sistem tehnic de recoltat plante medicinale, SRPM se compune dintr-o cositoare instalată pe un 
cadru cu posibilități de rulare, care susține un sac pentru recoltarea materialului recoltat împreună cu suportul acestuia și
ridicătoarele de plante stânga/dreapta (fig.1 )

Înaintea începerii operației de recoltare, în vederea unei bune funcționări a echipamentului, se stabilește înălțimea de lucru în
funcție particularitățile culturii și ale speciei de plante medicinale si aromatice, și se realizează reglarea echipamentului.

Echipamentul se transportă prin împingere, cu motorul oprit, până la capătul rândurilor de plante medicinale și aromatice ce 
urmează a fi recoltate. Echipamentul este plasat cu roțile pe direcția rândurilor, “încălecându-le”. Roțile vor rula pe intervalul dintre 
rândurile de plante. 

Se pornește motorul, apoi se cuplează aparatul de tăiere. Funcție de condițiile de recoltare (viteza de înaintare dorită, 
caracteristicile culturii de plante medicinale și aromatice) se acționează comanda „accelerației motorului” până se obține regimul
de lucru considerat satisfăcător. 

Plantele tăiate de cositoare sunt direcționate de suflantă în sacul de colectare. Aerul iese prin plasa decupării cu care este
prevăzut sacul, în timp ce materialul vegetal recoltat este reținut în interior.
AVANTAJE:
❑ Manevrabilitate, demontare și transport facile;
❑ Calitate ridicată a materialului vegetal recoltat;
❑ Posibilitatea reglării înălțimii de lucru, funcție de specia ce se recoltează și condițiile din teren;
❑ Posibilitatea utilizării de către micii fermieri, pe suprafețe mici și medii;
❑ Preț de cost scăzut.
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Fig. 1. Sistemul tehnic de recoltat plante medicinale 
SRPM

1 – cositoare; 2 – cadru cu posibilități de rulare;
3 – suport sac asamblat; 4 – sac colectare;
5 – ridicător plante dreapta; 6 - ridicător plante stânga

SRPM pregătit pentru experimentări la SCDL Buzău
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PROIECTARE MODEL EXPERIMENTAL DE PLATFORMĂ MOBILĂ 
INTELIGENTĂ DESTINATĂ REALIZĂRII LUCRĂRILOR DE ÎNTREȚINERE 

A CULTURILOR ÎN SPAȚIILE PROTEJATE - EIIC /

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF AN INTELLIGENT MOBILE 
PLATFORM INTENDED TO CARRY OUT THE MAINTENANCE WORKS 

FOR CROPS IN PROTECTED AREAS - EIIC 
Patent Application No. A-00640 / 2021 

Authors: Dan Cujbescu, Iulian Voicea, Cătălin Persu, Iuliana Găgeanu, Mihai Matache,
Gabriel Gheorghe, Dragoș Dumitru

DESCRIERE: 
Modelul experimental al platformei mobile inteligente EIIC este destinat realizării lucrărilor de întreținere a culturilor în spațiile 
protejate. 

COMPONENȚĂ:

Modelul experimental al platformei mobile inteligente EIIC destinată realizării lucrărilor de întreținere a culturilor în spațiile protejate 
a fost proiectat pe baza cerințelor tehnice identificate în faza de studiu și corelat cu termenii de referință ai proiectului ADER 25.2.1:
“Tehnologii și echipament inteligent pentru creșterea productivității în spații protejate, independente energetic” și are următoarele 
părți componente:

▪ cale de rulare;

▪ cadru platformă mobilă;

▪ motor curent continuu;

▪ acumulator semitracțiune;

▪ role transport;

▪ două rampe verticale;

▪ rezervoare substanțe fitosanitare

▪ sistem de alimentare 12 Vcc;

▪ PLC de control;

▪ carcasă protecție.

▪ sistemul de distribuție a substanțelor fitosanitare

(pompe electrice 12 Vcc, suport portduză și duze calibrate,

electrovalve, senzori de proximitate). 

PROIECTARE SOFTWARE COMANDĂ ȘI CONTROL PLATFORMĂ MOBILĂ INTELIGENTĂ
Softul de comandă și control al platformei mobile inteligente EIIC este scris în PLC-ul de control în limbajul de programare SW0D5-
ALVLS-EUL, produs de Mitsubishi Electric. 
Software-ul este construit folosind logica de control cu porți logice virtuale amplasate pe o foaie de control și interconectate între
ele. Mărimile de intrare pentru software sunt semnalele primite de la butonul de pornire-oprire, cei 6 senzori de proximitate și 
senzorii de capăt de cursă.
Mărimile de ieșire sunt reprezentate de ieșirile pe releu ale PLC-ului care vor comanda releele de acționare a electrovalvelor precum 
și releul de acționare a motorului electric pentru autodeplasarea platformei în ambele sensuri.
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mobilă inteligentă EIIC

Desen de execuție model experimental

platformă mobilă inteligentă EIIC destinată
realizării lucrărilor de întreținere a

culturilor în spațiile protejate

Schemă control platformă 
mobilă inteligentă EIIC
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SISTEM TEHNIC INOVATIV PENTRU RECOLTAREA TULPINILOR DE CÂNEPĂ / 
INNOVATIVE TECHNICAL SYSTEM FOR HARVESTING HEMP STALK 

 
Authors: Ancuța NEDELCU,  Radu CIUPERCĂ,  Ana ZAICA (INMA Bucharest) 

Lorena-Diana POPA (SCDA Secuieni) 
 
SUMMARY: 
Recent studies have increasingly shown the benefits of using textile from natural fibres, one of them being the fibre derived 
from industrial hemp (Cannabis sativa L.). For relaunching the hemp crop for fibre, research was carried out for the 
implementation of a technology for harvesting hemp for stalks applied with an innovative technical system for harvesting 
hemp stalks with the following parts: stalk cutting device, sheaf binder, loading system and unloading system. 

   
INTRODUCTION: 

Hemp cultivation has been a traditional practice in Romania, the hemp being one of the oldest technical plants 
grown in this region. 

Technical Hemp (Cannabis Sativa) - is the technical plant with the highest use of all technical plants in the industry, 
because nothing is thrown away from this plant. Hemp is part of the group of textile plants of great value for human and 
industrial use. Hemp production for industrial purposes continues to grow worldwide and is currently used for many 
applications: in constructions (emerging material in the green construction sector, including house insulation), paper 
manufacturing, animal bedding, fabrics, rope making and also as biofuel. 

In Romania, there are favourable conditions for hemp cultivation on most of the territory, and the cultivated areas 
have increased in recent years; yet, mostly the hemp for seeds has been developed and less for the fibres. 

The paper presents a “Technology for Hemp Harvesting for Stalks” (Fig.1) and an “Innovative Technical System for 
Harvesting Hemp Stalks, SRC-0” (Fig.2). 
 

RESULTS: 

The innovative technical system for harvesting hemp stalks will work in aggregate with an agricultural tractor of min. 45 HP 
and consists mainly of the following assemblies: cutting device, sheaf binder, loading system, unloading system, installation for 
monitoring the work process and warning the operator in case of equipment malfunctions. 
 

CONCLUSIONS: 
❑ Hemp fibre culture, due to its benefits, is a potential for the relaunch of the natural fibres textile industry and also 

for crafts and hobbies, that can play a key role in the rural development strategy. 
❑ The proposed innovative technical system for harvesting hemp stalks performs the following operations 

mechanically: stalk cutting, sheaf binding and placing in a row, helping to reduce losses, eliminating physical effort 
and increasing the quality of the harvesting work. 
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Fig.1 – Fiber Hemp Cultivation Technology Fig.2 - Innovative Technical System for Harvesting Hemp Stalk 
SRC-0 
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INSTALAȚIE PENTRU AFÂNARE BIOCOMPOST /

INSTALLATION FOR BIOCOMPOST LOOSENING 
Patent Application No. A-00402 / 2020 

Authors: Anișoara PĂUN, Ioan GANEA-CHRISTU, Mihai MATACHE, Ioan CABA, Evelin LAZA 

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un echipament mobil cu acționare electromecanică destinat aerării și amestecării biocompostului 

în unități agricole, pentru valorificarea acestuia ca îngrășământ pentru legumicultură și alte sectoare agricole.

COMPONENȚĂ:

Instalația pentru afânare biocompost este formată din suportul central (1) construit din țeavă cu secțiune rectangulară și placat 
cu tablă zincată (2) pe care sunt montate două plăci (3 și 4 ) pentru motoreductoarele dublu melcate (5 și 6 ) care prin intermediul
a două transmisii cu lanț (7 și 8) vor antrena roțile de lanț (9 și 10) montate pe axele (11 și 12) a două subansamble de deplasare 
cu șenile din cauciuc (13 și 14). Pe suportul central (1) se află montați doi suporți cu găuri de prindere și canale deschise (15 și 16)
în care se montează tamburul central cu cuțite (17) cu ajutorul a două lagăre  (18 și 19). Tot pe suportul central (1) se află montat 
un suport special (20) pentru un motoreductor conico-cilindric (21), care prin intermediul unei transmisii cu lanț Gall (22) va antrena
tamburul central cu cuțite (17).

AVANTAJE:
❑ principalul avantaj este creșterea gradului de afânare, prin faptul că tamburul cu cuțite are montat pe partea

centrală trei cuțite de o formă specială care vor arunca materialul, iar pe părțile laterale are montat câte un set de
cuțite cotite, montate pe o spirală elicoidală și rotite cu un anumit unghi;

❑ are un sistem autonom de funcționare;

❑ realizează viteze diferite de deplasare pentru faza tehnologică de lucru și faza de deplasare și întoarceri.
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INSTALAȚIE INDUSTRIALĂ PENTRU SPĂLAREA TOPINAMBURULUI  /

INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION FOR JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE WASHING 

National Patent Application No. A-00891 / 2019 
European Patent Application No. 20020460.0 / 2020 

Authors: Mihai OLAN(1), Valentin VLĂDUȚ(1), Anișoara PĂUN(1), Iulian VOICEA(1),
Gigel PARASCHIV(2), Diana POPA(3), Simona ISTICIOAIA(3), Livia APOSTOL(4) 

(1)INMA București, (2)UPB București, (3)ICDA Secuieni-Neamț, (4)IBA București

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la o instalație industrială destinată spălării tuberculilor de topinambur în vederea procesării pentru 

producerea de bioetanol. 

MATERIALE ȘI METODA FOLOSITĂ:

Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă invenția constă în proiectarea unei instalații care cuprinde toate operațiile tehnologice 
pentru spălarea tuberculilor de topinambur. Deoarece aceștia se recoltează toamna, în sezonul ploios, este necesar ca fluxul 
tehnologic să cuprindă un grătar vibrant pentru curățire primară de impurități, apoi în zona de înmuiere și prespălare și la sfârșit în 
zona de spălare finală cu perii cilindrice și clătire.

Toate aceste etape tehnologice asigură spălarea optimă a tuberculilor de topinambur care sunt recoltați împreună cu o 
cantitate mare de noroi în sezonul de toamnă care este un anotimp ploios.

Instalația industrială este alcătuită din cuva de alimentare (1), ce este prevăzută cu un grătar vibrant (2), acționat cu un 
motovibrator (3), susținut pe tampoanele de cauciuc (4) și care permite separarea impurităților de pământ de pe tuberculii de 
topinambur înainte ca aceștia să intre în cuva octogonală (8) ce este construită din tablă perforată de inox și placată cu cauciuc 
alimentar pentru evitarea lovirii produselor în timpul rostogolirii, apoi echipamentul de spălare cu perii și echipamentul (68) pentru

spălare finală și clătire a tuberculilor.

AVANTAJE:
❑ este ușor de realizat și de asamblat;
❑ devine operațională în timp scurt;
❑ are o construcție robustă și sigură ce funcționează fără blocaje;
❑ permite spălarea la parametrii stabiliți ai tuberculilor de topinambur.
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ECHIPAMENT SEMIPURTAT DE TOCAT RESTURI VEGETALE LEMNOASE, 

CU SISTEM DE CUPLARE LA TIRANȚII LATERALI AI TRACTORULUI 
SEMIMOUNTED EQUIPMENT FOR CHOPPING WOODEN VEGETABLE 

REMAINS, WITH COUPLING SYSTEM TO THE TRACTOR’S LATERAL COUPLING BARS

National Patent Application No. A-00744 / 2019 

Authors:  Lucreția POPA, Vasilica ȘTEFAN

DESCRIERE: 

Invenția se referă la un echipament semipurtat, destinat tocării resturilor vegetale lemnoase, prevăzut cu sistem de
cuplare la tiranții laterali ai tractorului, în vederea evitării interacțiunii dintre cardan și proțap, în timpul efectuării virajelor
la capăt de rând, în timpul lucrului în plantațiile pomicole sau viticole.

Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă invenția constă în realizarea unui echipament de tocat resturile vegetale lemnoase 
care să poată lucra în plantațiile pomicole / viticole, cu sistem de cuplare interschimbabil, care să asigure cuplarea la tiranții 
laterali ai tractorului, și utilizarea ca sursă energetică a tractoarelor care nu au cuplă, conducând la realizarea calitativă a 
lucrării de tocare a resturilor vegetale lemnoase în plantațiile pomicole / viticole, întoarcerea agregatului la capăt de rând pe
un culoar cu rază mică de viraj și protejarea arborelui receptor al prizei de putere (ARP).

COMPONENȚĂ:

Echipamentul, acționat prin ARP de la priza de putere a tractorului, este format dintr-o cuvă cu bandă transportoare 
și rotor de preluare și transport a materialului spre buncărul de tocare, prevăzut cu rotor de tocare cu cuțite și contracuțit, 
și este prevăzut cu sistemul de cuplare la tiranții laterali ai tractorului, compus din jugul (1), ce asigură prinderea la tiranții 
laterali ai tractorului în cepurile (2), cupla (3) și bolțul (4), care se cuplează cu proțapul (B) ce are în componență ochiul 
de cuplare și placa sudată la echipamentul (A).

Echipamentul de tocare se prinde la tiranții laterali ai tractorului, prin intermediul sistemului de cuplare, iar arborele 
receptor al prizei de putere face legătura între priza de putere și multiplicator, punând în funcțiune organele de lucru ale 
echipamentului. Articulația cardanică și bolțul cuplei se află în același plan, iar în viraje cardanul și sistemul de cuplare 
rămân aliniate în planuri paralele, facilitând întoarcerea agregatului.

AVANTAJE:
❑ asigură posibilitatea cuplării la tiranții laterali ai tractorului;

❑ contribuie la reducerea razei de viraj a agregatului la efectuarea întoarcerilor la capăt de rând;

❑ asigură protecția ARP în timpul lucrului sau al unor manevre greșite;

❑ crește gradul de utilizare al tractoarelor care nu au în construcție cuplă;

❑ asigură orizontalizarea / înclinarea echipamentului de tocat.
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ECHIPAMENT DE REALIZAT BRAZDE COMPARTIMENTATE / 

EQUIPMENT FOR MAKING INTERRUPTED FURROWS 

National Patent Application No. A-00733 / 2019 

Authors:  Remus OPRESCU, Ioan GANEA-CHRISTU, Valentin VLĂDUȚ, Iulian VOICEA

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un echipament de deschis brazde compartimentate destinat lucrărilor agricole de udare prin

brazde discontinue în vederea eficientizării folosirii apei din precipitații pe terenuri cu pante mai mici de 6 grade.

DESCRIPTION: 
The invention relates to the equipment for making interrupted furrows intended for agricultural watering works 

through discontinuous furrows in order to make more efficient the use of rainwater on lands with slopes of less than 6 
degrees. 

COMPONENTS: 
The equipment for making interrupted furrows consists of a unit mounted on the (C) frame of a channel opening 

machine which may be a ridge plough (R), unit composed of a copying wheel (1) from the shaft of which the movement 
is transmitted through the chain (2) to the cam (3) on which rolls the roller (4) of the cam follower (5) on which hoe (7) is 
mounted and which is placed on the support (6). 

During work, the equipment opens the watering channel by means of the ridge plough (R), behind which is placed 
the how (7) which performs shaping and compartmentalization (interruption of the furrow) at distances (d) predetermined 
depending on the characteristics of the land by operating the cam (3), which moves the cam follower (5) causing the how 
(7) to rise, thus the furrow being interrupted from place to place at equal distances.

ADVANTAGES:
❑ the quality of the furrows, the shape and size of the plugs with high precision lead to an increase in production per

hectare by 20% for agricultural crops, where interrupted furrows are made;
❑ high precision in making the plugs in terms of plug spacing;
❑ constructive simplicity compared to similar hydraulically operated equipment;
❑ low cost price;
❑ low energy consumption.
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DEFLECTOR CU DIRIJARE AUTOMATĂ A FLUXULUI DE AER ȘI 
SOLUȚIE PENTRU MAȘINILE DE STROPIT ÎN VII ȘI LIVEZI /

DEFLECTOR WITH AUTOMATIC AIR FLOW DIRECTION FOR SPRAYERS 
MACHINES IN VINEYARDS AND ORCHARDS 

National Patent Application No. A-00708 / 2019 
Authors:  Dragoș MANEA, Mihai MATACHE, Eugen MARIN, Gabriel GHEORGHE 

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un deflector cu dirijare automată a fluxului de aer și a particulelor de soluție în funcție de caracteristicile 

geometrice ale coronamentului, destinat mașinilor pneumatice de stropit în vii și livezi, echipate cu ventilatoare axiale. 

COMPONENȚĂ:
Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă invenția constă în realizarea unui deflector pentru mașinile de stropit în vii și livezi echipate 

cu ventilatoare axiale, care să permită dirijarea automată a fluxului de aer purtător de particule de soluție în funcție de caracteristicile 
geometrice ale coronamentului, astfel încât să minimizeze pierderile prin derivă, să reducă poluarea mediului şi să asigure acoperirea 
cu soluție a întregului coronament. 

Echipamentul rezolvă această problemă tehnică și înlătură dezavantajele menționate, prin aceea că este prevăzut cu niște 
conducte evazate pe care sunt amplasate niște rampe cu duze de pulverizare și care sunt rotite în timp real de niște actuatori electrici 
care primesc comanda de la o unitate de procesare și comandă în care rulează un software specializat, care prelucrează 
coordonatele polare ale multitudinii de puncte ce definesc coronamentul și care sunt citite de un senzor laser amplasat pe mașina de 
stropit, fluxul de aer purtător de particule de soluție fiind dirijat automat în funcție de caracteristicile geometrice ale coronamentului. 

Deflectorul este compus din carcasa A și sistemul automat de dirijare B. Carcasa A este o construcție sudată cu pereți din tablă 
subțire verticali și paraleli, închisă complet la partea inferioară și la partea superioară și deschisă parțial pe părțile laterale. În zona 
deschiderilor laterale, pe peretele anterior, sunt fixate rampele cu duze pentru stropitul zonei inferioare a coronamentului. Pereții 
anterior și posterior au practicată în partea de jos o decupare circulară în care se montează ventilatorul axial al mașinii de stropit. 
Peretele anterior mai are practicate în plus patru decupări circulare, două în zona mediană și două în zona superioară, dispuse 
simetric față de axa verticală, decupări în care se sudează bucșele 1 pentru ghidajul conductelor 2. În interiorul bucșelor 1 sunt 
montate două garnituri din cauciuc în contact și cu conductele 2, cu rol de etanșare. Sistemul automat de dirijare B este alcătuit din 
senzorul laser SL, unitatea de comandă UC în care rulează un software specializat de procesare date în timp real, actuatorii electrici 
AE cu cremalieră și conductele 2. O conductă 2 este construită sub forma unui cot la 90°, aplatisat și evazat la unul din capete, iar la 
celălalt capăt având sudată pe exterior coroana dințată 3 și practicat un canal a în care intră inelul elastic 4 pentru blocarea axială. 

Coroana dințată 3 intră în angrenaj cu cremaliera actuatorului electric AE, al cărui corp este fixat pe peretele anterior al carcasei 
A. Pe capătul evazat al conductei 2 este montată rampa cu duzele D de pulverizare alimentată cu soluție de la instalația de stropit a
mașinii și al cărei flux este controlat prin intermediul electrovalvelor EV.

AVANTAJE:
❑ diminuează pierderile de soluție prin derivă și implicit poluarea aerului și solului;
❑ sporește eficacitatea tratamentelor fitosanitare, prin dirijarea particulelor de substanţă în funcție de caracteristicile

geometrice ale coronamentului;
❑ utilizează informațiile furnizate de senzorul laser, pentru controlul în timp real al pulverizării
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INSTALAŢIE FOTOVOLTAICĂ REGLABILĂ /

ADJUSTABLE PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION 

National Patent Application No. A-00615 / 2019 
Authors: Mihai OLAN, Dragoș MANEA, Anișoara PĂUN, Valentin VLĂDUŢ, Gheorghe STROESCU

DESCRIERE: 
Echipamentul se referă la o instalație fotovoltaică cu reglare automatizată de tip tracker, destinată în principal

instalațiilor de irigare în agricultură.
Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă invenția constă în proiectarea unei instalații ce conține toate elementele 

necesare unui echipament reglabil cu două grade de libertate pentru panouri fotovoltaice, în vederea optimizării 
randamentului prin reglarea automatizată pe o structură tip tracker.

Instalația este formată dintr-un suport reglabil cu două grade de libertate, care asigură rigiditate sporită şi funcțiile 
necesare pentru reglarea panoului / panourilor în vederea optimizării energetice după poziția soarelui, cu sisteme mecanice 
de securizare a mecanismelor de reglare la condiții climatice severe (vânt până la 150 km/oră, grindină, furtuni, zăpadă etc.)

COMPONENȚĂ:
Instalația are o structură tip tracker, este formată din pivotul central (1), construit din țeavă cu secțiune rotundă sau 

pătrată, prevăzută la partea inferioară cu placa (2) pentru prindere cu prezoane de fundație iar la partea superioară a 
țevii este sudată flanșa (3) pentru prinderea cu șuruburi a motoreductorului melcat (4). Pe partea superioară a 
reductorului melcat este montată flanșa (5) ce susține întregul suport de prindere și înclinare (6) a panourilor solare.

Efortul de susținere a construcției dar și forța vântului sunt preluate astfel de reductorul melcat (4), carcasa superioară 
mobilă (7) și angrenajul melcat (8) din cadrul motoreductorului (4) și apoi transmis către pivotul central (1) ce este sudat
de flanșa superioară a motoreductorului (4) pe care se prinde întregul ansamblu de susținere a panourilor solare.

Deoarece motoreductorul (4) are un alezaj de diametru mare, în interiorul acestui motoreductor se află montat un 
ax central (9) ce este lăgăruit cu doi rulmenți cu role butoi (10) și (11) montați în carcasele (12) și (13) ce sunt sudate la
o anumită distanță în pivotul central (1).

Axul central (9) este montat solidar cu flanșa superioară (5) ce susține un suport special (14).
Instalația are un sistem de înclinare a panourilor realizat prin intermediul articulațiilor (15) montate pe traversa ce este

prinsă pe axul central al motoreductorului melcat (4) și de care este prins suportul (16) tip H cu ajutorul bolțurilor (17).
Pentru înclinarea sistemului cu panouri solare este utilizat un motor electric liniar (18) de tip actuator care preia 

sarcinile la vânt sau furtuni și realizează înclinarea sistemului față de soare și de aceea sunt prevăzute niște transmisii 
cu cablu metalic (19) și (20) ce este tensionat și care este rulat pe două role (21) și (22) montate pe axa de înclinare și 
câte două seturi de role (23-24) și (25-26) montate pe suporți de suportul central tip H. Astfel, efortul la suprasarcini la
vânt sau furtună este preluat de acest sistem de cabluri metalice iar motorul liniar realizează doar funcția de înclinare 
pentru care este destinat ca scop. 

Suportul tip H și riglele de prindere a panourilor este prevăzut cu un set suplimentar de țevi (27) care au capetele
aplatizate, găurite și prinse cu șuruburi de capetele riglelor de susținere a panourilor și suportul H, ce determină creșterea 
rezistenței întregului suport de panouri la furtuni foarte puternice.

AVANTAJE:
❑ este prevăzută cu un ax şi rulment suplimentar pentru a prelua efortul complet static de susținere a ansamblului

reglabil și a acţiunii dinamice a forţei vântului, evitând deteriorarea motorului de transmisie;
❑ are un sistem pretensionat cu cabluri, pentru a proteja actuatorul cu înclinare verticală de încărcările dinamice (vânt,

furtună);
❑ are o întărire suplimentară realizată prin procese de deformare plastică, a capetelor grinzilor de sprijin pentru panouri

fotovoltaice, pentru a permite creșterea rigidității riglelor de prindere panouri dar la o greutate minimă.
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RAMPĂ DE UDARE MOBILĂ UNIVERSALĂ  /

UNIVERSAL MOBILE WATERING BOOM 

National Patent Application No. A-00566 / 2019 
Authors: Dragoş Manea, Marian Popescu, Iulian Drăghici, Ion Murgescu, Gheorghe Şovăială

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la o rampă de udare mobilă destinată instalațiilor de irigat cu tambur și furtun, care poate fi utilizată 

la irigarea tuturor culturilor agricole în câmp deschis, cu talie joasă sau cu talie înaltă, prin diferite metode de irigare:
printre rândurile de plante cu flux continuu, prin aspersie, prin picurare. 

COMPONENȚĂ:
Rampa de udare mobilă universală este alcătuită din căruciorul (A) pentru deplasare, structura (B) de susținere pe 

care se montează / demontează rapid kit-urile pre-asamblate (C), de care se pot atașa rapid alte kit-uri pre-asamblate
în trei variante (I, II și III) pentru distribuția apei în teren în funcție de metoda de irigare aleasă, precum și din sistemul 
(D) de reglaj al înălțimii de lucru a rampei. În timpul lucrului, rampa de udare este trasă de un furtun care se înfășoară
pe un tambur acționat de o turbină hidraulică alimentată cu apă de un sistem de punere sub presiune, sursa de apă
putând fi un puț forat, un canal de irigații, un râu sau o rețea subterană cu hidranți. Căruciorul (A) cu trei roți cu anvelope
are posibilitatea reglării ecartamentului dintre roțile laterale în funcție de distanța dintre rândurile de plante și poate fi
ghidat și manevrat cu ușurință datorită roții centrale pivotante. Structura (B) de susținere este o construcție din țevi
rectangulare, simetrică față de planul longitudinal central al căruciorului (A), formată dintr-o secțiune centrală și câte
două tronsoane laterale telescopice. Un kit (C) este compus din elementul ramificat (3), racordurile (4) cu filet exterior,
regulatorul de debit (5) și cupla rapidă cu gheare și filet interior (6).

Sistemul (D) de reglaj al înălțimii de lucru a rampei este format din doi stâlpi (14), traversa (15), două culise (16), rola
(17), troliul manual (18) cu cablu din oțel, poziționat pe cadrul căruciorului (A) și două racorduri flexibile (19) pentru apă.

AVANTAJE:
❑ poate fi utilizată la aplicarea mai multor metode de irigare a culturilor (irigarea printre rândurile de plante în flux

continuu, irigarea prin aspersie și irigarea mobilă prin picurare);
❑ distanța dintre liniile de udare sau dintre aspersoare poate fi reglată simplu și rapid, în funcție de distanța dintre

rândurile de plante;
❑ înălțimea de lucru a rampei poate fi reglată cu ușurință de către un singur operator, rampa putându-se utiliza atât la

plantele cu talie joasă cât și la plantele cu talie înaltă
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL SECTION FOR READING SOIL PARAMETERS 

National Patent Application No. A-00501 / 2019 
European Patent Application EPO 19020587.2 / 2019 

Authors:  Vergil MURARU, Sebastian MURARU, Nicolae CONSTANTIN, 
Cornelia MURARU-IONEL, Ioan GANEA-CHRISTU 

DESCRIPTION: 
The invention relates to a multifunctional section, which is mounted on a trailed agricultural machine, 
designed for taking soil samples, reading and computerized recording of soil parameters, for example pH 
and temperature, as well as GPS coordinates. 

CONTENT: 
The section consists of the coulter (1) in the shape of a lying “V” , with the tip facing the direction of advance, the 
support (2) for fixing on the frame, the tube (3) with a spherical head provided with a mouth for taking soil samples, 
the shutter (4) which stops the soil inside the coulter for reading the parameters and allows the sampling of the 
soil, the gutter (5) through which the sampled soil flows or is stationary, the linear actuator (6) which acts vertically 
the shutter (4) between the ends a slide on the stroke (c), the transducer (7) for determining the soil temperature 
and pH through the sensors (S1) and (S2), mounted in solidarity with the shutter (4), as well as an electronic data 
processing and storage system ( Command and Control Unit - UCC, GPS, laptop, etc.) 

During operation, the multifunctional section moves in the soil at a depth (h) so that the dislocated soil for 
sampling enters and moves through the spherical head tube (3) and the gutter (5). Depending on the ground 
sampling distance, the UCC, based on the information received from the GPS, triggers the linear actuator (6) 
which controls the lowering of the shutter (4) and the soil stops in the tube with a spherical head (3). 
Simultaneously with the stopping of the soil taken in the tube with a spherical head (4), the soil also stops in the 
gutter (5) , and the transducer (7) which is mounted solidly on the shutter (4) descends into the soil in the gutter 
(5). The system is maintained in this position long enough to record soil parameters (pH and humidity) through 
sensors (S1) and (S2) and GPS coordinates in the UCC memory. 
After completion of the recording, the shutter (4) rises vertically in the initial selection together with the transducer 
(7) and a new command for taking the next soil sample is expected. At the end of the working period, the
measured parameters are downloaded via the USB interface into the memory of a portable computer for further
processing.

ADVANTAGES:
❑ increased accuracy of real-time recorded data, along with their geographical location (GPS);
❑ possibility to record several categories of data in a single pass;
❑ the work process is approximately continuous, without technological interruptions;
❑ reduced manufacturing costs by using a simple electric control scheme with actuator;
❑ reduced measurement time allows working at higher speeds or increasing the density of the

measuring points per unit area.

Contact:  Vergil MURARU - virgil.muraru@gmail.com 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH - DEVELOPMENT OF MACHINES AND INSTALLATIONS
DESIGNED FOR AGRICULTURE AND FOOD INDUSTRY - INMA
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SISTEM ȘI METODĂ DE DIRIJARE AUTOMATĂ PENTRU ECHIPAMENTE DE 

ÎNFIINȚAT PERDELE AGROFORESTIERE / 

SYSTEM AND METHOD OF AUTOMATIC STEERING AN AGROFORESTRY 
EQUIPMENT 

National Patent Application No. A-00954 / 2018 
European Patent Application No. EPO 19020586.4 / 2018 

Authors:  MARIN Eugen, MATEESCU Marinela, MANEA Dragoș, GHEORGHE Gabriel 

DESCRIERE: 
Invenția se referă la un sistem destinat conducerii automate pe rând a agregatelor, care sunt formate din tractor 

agricol pe roți și echipament de plantat, la executarea lucrării de plantare a puieților forestieri în teren prelucrat, în pătrat, 
respectiv când distanțele sunt egale atât pe rând cât și între rânduri, sau în dreptunghi, când între rânduri distanța este 
mai mare, iar pe rând distanțele sunt mai mici. 

Problema tehnică pe care o rezolvă soluția propusă constă în realizarea unui sistem de dirijare automată pe rând a 
unui echipament de înființat perdele agroforestiere, simplu și fiabil, astfel încât să se poată realiza plantarea în pătrate, 
când distanțele dintre rânduri sunt egale cu cele dintre puieții forestieri de pe rând, sau în dreptunghi, când distanțele 
sunt mai mari între rânduri și mai mici între puieții forestieri de pe rând.

COMPONENȚĂ: 

Sistemul de dirijare automată pentru echipamente de înființat perdele agroforestiere este compus din sistemul de 
ghidare (A) bazat pe tehnologia de geolocalizare prin satelit-GPS, sau, când GPS-ul nu este accesibil, din sistemul de 
ghidare (B) alcătuit din camera video (1), unitatea pentru stocare și analiză date (2) cu algoritmi speciali cu funcții definite, 
terminalul de operare (3) cu touchscreen (4) și controlerul logic programabil (5), senzorul de viteză (6) montat pe tractorul 
agricol din agregat, senzorul de poziție (7) montat pe mecanismul de plantare (8), unitatea de prelucrare date (9), 
sistemul de semnalizare (10) dotat cu avertizarea acustică (a) pe echipamentul de plantat (11) și luminoasă (b) în cabina 
tractorului din agregat, astfel încât să se poată realiza plantarea puietului forestier în pătrate sau în dreptunghi. 

Metoda de dirijare implementată pe sistem are la bază generarea de către sistemul de ghidare (A) bazat pe tehnologia 
de geolocalizare prin satelit-GPS, pornind de la o linie dreaptă de reper și de la definirea lățimii de lucru a echipamentului, 
generarea unor linii virtuale care vor fi urmate de către mecanizator în parcela de lucru. În cazul lipsei unui semnal GPS 
sau capacități limitate de procesare ale sistemului GPS, intervine sistemul de ghidare (B), care permite cunoașterea 
poziției utilajului și menținerea acestuia pe o traiectorie precisă și repetabilă, chiar și în condiții meteo dificile, în funcție de 
imaginile vizuale preluate de la camera video și celelalte informații primite de la senzori, prelucrate de algoritmii speciali 
cu funcții definite, stabilește un anumit traseu pe parcela de lucru, orientează echipamentul spre destinația programată și 
dirijează operatorul pentru a poziționa puietul forestier în mecanismul de plantare, realizând astfel executarea lucrării de 
plantare a puieților forestieri în teren prelucrat în pătrat, situație în care distanțele sunt egale atât pe rând cât și între rânduri 
sau în dreptunghi, atunci când între rânduri distanța este mai mare, iar pe rând distanțele sunt mai mici. 

AVANTAJE: 
❑ crește precizia în realizarea lucrării de plantare semimecanizată a puieților forestieri în teren prelucrat;
❑ reduce considerabil cheltuielile;
❑ conduce la o mai bună calitate a plantării;
❑ oferă puieților forestieri condiții mai bune de captare a luminii directe și de distribuție a rădăcinilor în spațiul de nutriție.

Contact: Eugen MARIN - marin_43eu@yahoo.com 
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 Patricia's Handmade Accesories 

 Handmade creations 

Author: Patricia Nelega 

E Patricia's Handmade is a concept based on creativity, sensitivity, passion for 

everything that art means. The products, unique, are designed for an avant-garde look. 

Diversity is the strong point of Patricia's Handmade creations from brooches, earrings, 

decorations to projects for special events: weddings, christenings, anniversaries etc.  

All products are customized according to by the preferences of those for whom they 

are created. 

https://www.facebook.com/moftstudio/ 



ATELIERUL LUI BUTONEL 
Handmade creations 

Author: SOLDAN ROXANA 

It is all about polymer clay, personalized and unique gifts decorated by hand with 
patience and love.   From little pieces of clay to portraits, name tags, movie and cartoons 
characters, cute animals, appreciation and love messages and so much more. The limit is 
your imagination! 

It takes time, a lot of clay, a good cutter blade, sometimes some pastel colours and 

a lot of creativity to create the perfect gift, and that makes worth it 😊. 

You can see some of my creations in the attached photos and, also, you can see 
my activity on my Facebook Page : Atelierul lui Butonel and follow me on instagram 
@atelierulluibutonel.

Contact: https://www.facebook.com/AtelierulluiButonel/ 

E 
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SISTEME AUXILIARE ALE AUTOVEHICULELOR 
RUTIERE

ISBN - 978-606-35-0192-0/2018
Authors: Sorin RAȚIU, Vasile ALEXA

The book was conceived in the form of a didactic course supported by a series of practical 
steps, which would serve as a tool for training the engineering skills needed to understand the 
existing constructive solutions and the functionality of auxiliary systems of modern road vehicles.

The material is addressed to both students in the faculties and specialists in the field and is a 
collection of theoretical and practical information to clarify functional and constructive principles that 
are found in the auxiliary systems that serve road vehicles powered by internal combustion engines.

Starting from the finding of a lack of documentation in Romanian for this field, it was wanted to 
make available to those interested a solid theoretical material documented and argued, without 
exaggerating to join a sophisticated mathematical apparatus, so that the understanding of those 
exposed to be as easy as possible and the text as easy to navigate.

Contact: sorin.ratiu@fih.upt.ro

F

Lucrarea de față a fost concepută sub forma unui suport de curs susținut de o serie de demersuri 
practice, care să servească drept instrument de formare a deprinderilor inginerești necesare înțelegerii 
soluțiilor constructive existente în prezent și funcționalității  sistemelor auxiliare ale autovehiculelor rutiere 
moderne. Materialul se adresează atât studenților din cadrul facultăților de profil, cât și specialiștilor în 
domeniu și reprezintă o colecție de informații teoretice și practice menite să clarifice principii funcționale și 
constructive ce se regăsesc în componența sistemelor auxiliare ce deservesc autovehiculele rutiere 
propulsate cu motoare cu ardere internă. Plecând de la constatarea unei oarecare lipse de documentație 
în limba română pentru acest domeniu, s-a dorit să se pună la dispoziția celor interesați un material 
teoretic solid documentat și argumentat, fără a exagera în a-i alătura un aparat matematic sofisticat, în 
așa fel încât înțelegerea celor expuse să fie cât mai facilă, iar textul cât mai ușor de parcurs.



TRANSMISII MECANICE 
APLICATII LA AUTOVEHICULE

ISBN - 978-606-35-0394-8/2020
Authors: Camelia Pinca-Bretotean, Corneliu Birtok-Băneasă

The topics covered equally combine the theoretical knowledge of specialty, with the practical 
ones. The approach of each topic is done in a way logical and allows knowledge of construction, 
understanding of operation and performing calculations specific to each subassembly studied, from

general, the particular. Theoretical aspects are presented in a logical succession, following the 
connection with the technical problems of interest major. The definition of the sizes and notions 
used in the paper is made suggestively by computerized figures.

Contact: camelia.bretotean@fih.upt.ro

F

Temele abordate îmbină în mod egal, 
cunoștințele teoretice de
specialitate, cu cele practice.

 Abordarea fiecărei teme se face în 
mod logic și permite cunoașterea 
construcției, înțelegerea funcționării și
efectuarea de calcule specifice 
fiecărui subansamblu studiat, de la 
general, la particular. 

Aspectele teoretice sunt prezentate 
într-o succesiune logică, urmărind 
legătura cu problemele tehnice de 
interes major. 

Definirea mărimilor și a noțiunilor 
utilizate în lucrare este realizată 
sugestiv prin figuri computerizate.



TEHNOLOGII DE FORMARE ȘI TURNARE A 
PIESELOR METALICE. APLICAȚII PRACTICE

ISBN - 978-606-35-0378-8/2020
Author: Josan Ana

The paper Moulding and casting 
technologies for metallic pieces. Practical 
applications is addressed mainly to 
students from different specializations 
within the Hunedoara Faculty of 
Engineering and presents practical 
applications on how to obtain parts by 
casting. It was designed as a material to 
serve students as a tool for training the 
engineering skills needed to understand 
and solve problems that exist in the field 
of casting parts for various industries 
(mechanically, materials, vehicles etc.). 

The objective of this paper is to know 
some practical notions regarding the 
possibilities of obtaining castings as well 
as the characteristics of the materials 
needed to obtain them. Their importance 
results from the technical-economic 
characteristics of the production 
processes, which represent the basic 
character of the modern industry, 
constituting the main elements of the 
contemporary progress.

Being a book that includes theoretical 
and practical notions, it is a significant 
help, both for the study of the 
characteristics of metal alloys and 
materials used in the process of 
moulding-casting parts and for the 
training of future engineers who will work 
in the fields of liquid alloy and moulding-
casting of parts within metallurgical 
enterprises.

Taking into account the practical 
examples presented, this material is 
useful not only for students but also for 
other categories of specialists working in 
this field of activity, respectively for 
technical staff in foundries, design 
institutes and in the conception / design 
sectors of enterprises. Contact: ana.josan@fih.upt.ro

F



FIABILITATEA  ȘI MENTENABILITATEA 
ENTITĂȚILOR INDUSTRIALE

ISBN - 978-973-7646-07-1/2008
Authors: Adina Budiul-Berghian, Teodor Vasiu

The quality of an entity cannot be perceived without extension in time, 
respectively without understanding and deepening notions of reliability.

The presentation work, in the beginning, some theoretical notions, which is a 
small part of the mathematical support necessary to know the reliability and 
maintainability. In the second part of the paper, some applications are stated 
that are solved by applying the exposed theory.

Contact: adina.budiul@fih.upt.ro

F

  Some of the experimental data in these applications come from the authors' 
concerns over the years regarding the study of their operation, respectively the 
reinstatement of industrial entities and the provision of practical solutions to 
increase their duration.
   The book is addressed primarily to students enrolled in undergraduate studies but 
may also be useful to those pursuing master's studies.



DIA-CVET - Developing Innovative and 
Attractive CVET programmes in 

industrial shoe production 
Project number 2020-1-DE02-KA202-007600 

Authors: Bogdan Sarghie, Aura Mihai, Arina Seul, Mariana Costea 

Strengthening CVET is a crucial element of increasing attractiveness of VET and 
assuring its high quality. For this purpose, partners of project will develop, pilot and 
implement comprehensive courses for 10 spheres of activities of industrial shoe 
production. As a broader scope the project aims at transparency at CVET levels 
within shoe sector for all stakeholders, especially social partners, companies, and 
authorities. 

Target-groups are colleagues, having been qualified via Initial Vocational 
Education and Training (IVET) in the sector of industrial shoe production. 
Regarding long-term impact or sustainability, the project aims additionally at 
implementing dual CVET-courses for industrial shoemakers in the Romanian and 
Portuguese VET-systems and to support the reinvigorating of the industrial foreman 
course in Germany. 

Contact: bogdan-theodor.sarghie@academic.tuiasi.ro 

www.dia-cvet.eu 
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http://www.dia-cvet.eu/


LEIA - Innovative Training for the Leather 
Goods sector across Europe 

Project number 2019-1-PT01-KA202-060823 

Authors: Aura Mihai, Bogdan Sarghie, Arina Seul, Mariana Costea 

The project envisages to design, develop and pilot a new profile and training opportunities 
in ICT and work-based learning combined with trainers/learners mobility actions, in line with 
the actual needs of the companies and mainstream it at European and National level, boosting 
the sector workforce upskill, promoting the entrepreneurship of new talent designers and 
the development of a new generation of high-skilled leather goods manufacturers, oriented 
to high-end products to strengthen the high-end leather goods manufacturing across Europe. 

Impact expected 

• Strengthening of the high-end leather goods production across Europe;
• The enhancement of employability of fashion designers and single entrepreneurs in the field;
• Emergence of a new generation of trainers in advanced learning methodologies;
• The leverage of the level of employment in the sector;
• High level of cooperation among entities across Europe in Leather Goods and VET.

Partners 

Contact: aura.mihai@academic.tuiasi.ro 
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SciLED - Footwear in the 21st Century 
New Skills for the Design of Drastically Improved 

Comfort, Sustainable, Fashion-oriented and 
Scientifically-led Footwear Products 

Project number 601137-EPP-1-2018-1-RO-EPPKA2-KA 

Authors: Aura Mihai, Bogdan Sarghie, Arina Seul, Mariana Costea 

The project aims to equip the footwear sector with updated high-level skills required to meet 
the increasing consumer demands for personalised, differentiated and sustainable 
products, and at the same time, to make the related job openings more attractive to young 
people with modern curricula and innovative learning methods.  

Additive Manufacturing SciLED Digital FabLab 

Outcomes 

 A new profile in line with European Qualifications Framework and corresponding
educational material to produce an improved high-performant product;

 Improved and modernised training modules to support current and future employees;

 Incorporation of new knowledge into the design process in order to provide a scientific basis
for drastically improved sustainable and comfortable products;

 A more comfortable, personalised and sustainable footwear in line with a decarbonised
economy;

 Enhanced attractiveness of the footwear sector among young workers and innovative
learning methods.

Contact: aura.mihai@academic.tuiasi.ro 

www.sciled.eu 
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 ORIENTĂRI ȘI TENDINȚE ÎN SPORTUL
UNIVERSITAR ROMÂNESC 

 ISBN - 978-606-37-0335-5/2018 

Author: Mihaela Popa 
F 

In Romanian society, sport is an 
important field in defining the state and 
capacity for evolution by transforming 
the social supersystem into 
interdependence with other systems: 
political, economic, cultural, 
educational, defense, public order and 
national security. University sport 
manifests itself as a component element 
that can function as a relatively 
independent system, because it meets 
the basic conditions of the system, 
respectively includes the component 
elements, internal and external 
connections, purposes and is integrated 
into the national system of physical 
education and sports which shows a 
relative independence and an 
accentuated functional interdependence.  

We considered that the 
information structured and adapted to 
the specifics of the organization and 
functioning of the university sports 
segment, studied in systemic and 
contingent vision will bring an 
absolutely necessary extra knowledge, 
which can be capitalized in the 
processes of professional training and 
continuous training of workers in 
physical education and sports university, 
with effects in improving their 
organizational activity. 

The research includes personal 
contributions and approaches acquired 
in 29 years of experience, identifying 
during 8 chapters issues considered 
significant from a systemic-integrative 
perspective respecting the characteristics 
of an original experimental-applied 
research. Contact: mihaelampopa@yahoo.com



Educational device for checking electronic components
High school Project 

Author: Abdulrahman Hamdi 
No: 2017070060

The invention is a children's educational system consisting of a base on which the 

electronic elements workout board is mounted, a bread plate, an electronic meter, a 

continuous multi-voltage electric feed source and a multi-volt electric alternator ,At the 

bottom of the device there are cards of cardboard or plastic, each card specific to the 

specific electronic item explained with the diagram of its composition and work and the 

method of examination. In the base behind the electronic items check board is a special 

place where a tablet or mobile device is installed to display the film clips of the examined 

item in addition to the circuit design programs.  

A device designed to teach children how to check electronic elements and their functions 

and how they work. The device consists of a base on which a “bread board” is installed,
an Avometer, and a DC and AC electric feeding device. At the end of the device’s base 
there is a special place to install a tablet device used to display the video of electronic 

parts, in addition to As for circuit programs, there is a tray with cards for each electronic 

component, in which there is a full explanation of the electronic component and a 

diagram, in addition to another tray in which all kinds of electronic components are 

required. 

F 

Syria 

Inventor Abdulrahman Hamdi 

High school stage  -  eleventh grade 

Syria Damascus 

Mobile:00963930262532 

Email: abodyhamdi1234@gmail.com 

mailto:abodyhamdi1234@gmail.com


BAZA ENERGETICĂ ŞI DE MATERII PRIME IN 
   INDUSTRIA DE MATERIALE 

ISBN: 978-606-554-888-6/2014
Author: Ana Socalici, Daniela Miloștean

   The concept of sustainable development is based on the finding that human civilization is a 
subsystem of the ecosphere, dependent on the flows of matter and energy within it, on its stability 
and capacity for self-regulation. Public policies developed on this basis, such as this National Strategy 
for Sustainable Development of Romania, seek to restore and maintain a rational balance, in the long 
run, between economic development and the integrity of the natural environment in forms understood 
and accepted by society.  

Contact: virginia.socalici@fih.upt.ro, +40741192503 

F 

The book is structured in 

six chapters, being a 

useful teaching material 

not only for students in 

the specializations of 

Metallurgical Process 

Engineering, Materials 

Processing Engineering, 

Economic Engineering in 

Chemical and Materials 

Industry, Waste 

Recovery Engineering 

but also master's 

students in Engineering 

and Sustainable 

Development 

Management. Materials 

industry, Advanced 

materials and 

technologies for the 

automotive industry, PhD 

students who want to 

specialize in Materials 

Engineering, respectively 

engineers in metallurgical 

units.

mailto:virginia.socalici@fih.upt.ro


Creating an active and collaborative 

e-learning resources portfolio

for courses in the field of mechanical engineering 

Project 

     Authors: ALIC Daniela Delia1), RACKOV Milan2), MILTENOVIC Aleksandar3)

1) Politehnica University of Timisoara, Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara, Romania
2) University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Technical Sciences, Serbia
3) University of Niš, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Serbia

Description: The project is focused on the creation of an e-portfolio of learning resources for topics relevant to the field of 

mechanical engineering and dedicated to practical use in the current teaching activity in blended learning courses. The main 

idea consists in providing the users an easy and interactive access to relevant and valuable resources on the desired topic 

and/or subject. Therefore, our approach is to organize the collection, including multimedia resources and links to websites 

with online interactive activities, in the form of an e-learning library with free access to various topic. Incorporated in a 

database type file, the links lead to resources stored in local folders, as well as to external free learning resources accessible 

through the portfolio interface by keywords, which lead to dedicated information on mechanical engineering topics. 

a. Video Tutorials. Velocity and acceleration
analysis in rigid body plane motion 

  Energy Lab          Oscillation   Collision Lab 

b. PhET Interactive Simulations (Open source https://phet.colorado.edu/)

c. Animated Learning Tools Module
Educational software MdSolids 

( https://web.mst.edu/~mdsolids/) 

d. Educational software
   SCHEMATRICE. 

    Liaisons par animation. 
(https://eduscol.education.fr/sti/resso

urces_pedagogiques/schematrice ) 

e. Animations. Simulations.
Interactive Laboratory Works

(https://www.vascak.cz/data/android/physicsatschool/template.php?f=mech_prace&l=en ) 

f. Exploration environment for Mechanics concepts. Focused Interactive Applications
/ Example: Forces in Car Crashes /    ( http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/index.html#hph  )

g. Virtual Labs in Mechanical Engineering
 ( http://mdmv-nitk.vlabs.ac.in/#  ) 

Figure 1a-g. Teaching resources in the e-learning resources portfolio for practical use in blended learning courses 

Conclusions: 

The survey aiming at investigating the functionality and efficiency of using the e-learning resources portfolio in blended learning 

courses, performed in the frame of current teaching activities in our interdisciplinary virtual laboratory-classroom, indicate 

interactivity as well as collaborative advantages. Extremely well received by our users, as a dedicated and useful educational 

solution which provides in-depth understanding, the project offers the students a tool for managing the training material and 

improves their critical thinking and problem solving skills by engaging them in the learning process. 

Contact: daniela.alic@fih.upt.ro 
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 FIABILITATEA SISTEMELOR ELECROMECANICE 

ISBN 973-9411-23-1/2000 

Author: Teodor VASIU 

The book has an applicative character, being accompanied by tables, diagrams and sheets 

that cannot be missing in practical uses. Everything written in it is accessible to all those who, 

in one way or another, meet with the reliability and quality of products or services, starting 

with students and ending with specialists from all industries. 

F 

The first chapter will 

familiarize you with the 

notions of quality and 

reliability. 

In the second chapter 

you will find only as much 

mathematics as you need to 

understand how to operate 

with the quantities that define 

quality and reliability; along 

with examples that make 

understanding easier. 

Discrete and continuous 

distribution laws, logical 

schemes of reliability, 

redundancy, structure and 

boolean functions, Markov 

processes and others follow. 

The last two chapters 

show how to ensure and 

control quality and reliability. 

Contact: 

teodor.vasiu@fih.upt.ro 





Pipers of Transylvania Rock
music project 

Authors: Mircea Goian, Gerhard Stempel, Alin Bălescu, 
Stefan Milutinovici, Peter Moynahan 

The first and only band in Romania that plays ROCK music with medieval instruments. The group was 

founded in 2008, by Mircea Goian together with Cornel Jitariu and approaches medieval and traditional music, 

in an original way, in a way designed especially for the performances that take place in the city squares or in the 

open spaces next to fortresses or castles.  

The oldest songs in the repertoire are in Gaulish (Celtic language) most of the songs from the medieval 

period, in languages with limited circulation or extinct languages (Galeo-Portuguese, Breton, Sephardic, Tatar, 

Occitan, Latin) but also in living languages (Romanian, English, German, Polish). 

F 

The newest record material "Minnesang" was released in August 2021 along with an impressive 

collection of promotional materials / souvenirs "merchandise". Medieval instruments used to play rock music 

reproduce sounds specific to the medieval period on melodic rock lines, thus showing that the music is 

universal and timeless. We are thus witnessing a project that unites the medieval culture of the VI - XV 

centuries with that of the XX - XXI centuries. 

Gerhard Stempel – tobe medievale, tapan

Alin Bălescu – cimpoaie, blockflöte, pocket clarinet

Mircea Goian – manager grup - violoncel, hurdy

gurdy, percuții

Stefan Milutinovici – cimpoaie, fluiere, rauschpfeife,

blockflöte voce, bouzuki 

Peter Moynahan – voce, chitară

In addition to the authenticity of the musical pieces, the group uses copies of historical instruments such as: bagpipes, 

hurdy gurdy, rauschpfeife, fidula, medieval drums, tapan, blockflöte, archaic percussion instruments - bolla. The costume is 

made taking into account specific elements from that period. Since the summer of 2019, the band has undergone several changes 

and presents itself in a new formula, with a richer, more dynamic “sound”, a refreshed repertoire and new sets.

In 2020 a new project appears: Pipers of Transylvania Rock. 

Contact: goianmircea@yahoo.com 

Corvinorum Ordo 

Association 

Judas 

Priest 

medley 



  BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

AND RESEARCH&DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY 
Project 

Authors: Mircea-Iosif RUS, Adrian-Victor LĂZĂRESCU,
Larissa Margareta BĂTRÂNCEA

Blockchain is a database or register in which user data is stored, but also all operations that take place between 
users. As the name suggests, blockchain is made up of a series of virtual blocks with a unique identity, called a 
hash. Within the chain, each block contains information about the hash of the previous block, up to the original block 
of the string (also called genesis block). 

Blockchain technology, which store blocks of information that are distributed across an entire network, are 
considered to represent a major advance in the field, as they ensure a high level of traceability and security of 
transactions that take place online. 

Blockchain technology has uses in all areas of activity, including research and development. Thus, since 2013, 
the European Commission has been financing projects in the field of blockchain technology through the research 
programs of the European Union FP7 and Horizon 2020. 

Under the FP7 program, the European Union funded several activities through the following programs: 
Cooperation, Ideas, People, Capacities, Euratom and JRC. The following sub-programs were funded under the 
Cooperation program 

The Budget of the Cooperation Program (mil. Euros) The Budget of the Leader in Industrial Sector (mil. Euros) 

As can be seen, the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) sub-program has been allocated the 
highest value of the total Cooperation program of 32.365 million euros. 

Instead, the Horizon 2020 funding program, which followed the FP7 program, came with higher funding values than 
FP7. Thus, within the Scientific Excellence Program, through the Leader subprogram in the industrial field, ICT 
activities were also allocated the highest value of 13.557 billion euros: 

The European Commission wants to give more visibility to blockchain technology actors and build on existing 
initiatives, strengthen skills in the field and address the challenges posed by the new paradigm generated by 
blockchain technology, such as supporting the EU industry, improving processes. economic growth and the creation 
of a favourable environment for new business models, including in the field of research and development. The creation 
of a better security system and a better protection of intellectual property are major goals in research and 
development, especially in the current conditions when many activities in this field take place in the online 
environment. 

Contact: mircea.rus@incerc-cluj.ro 

NIRD URBAN-INCERC Cluj-Napoca Branch, 117 Calea Floreşti, 400524, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
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Webcam fixture for online courses
high school project

Authors: Sebastian Petrariu (student), 
prof. ing. Paul Țoța (coordinator)

Proiectul este un dispozitiv pentru susținerea unei camere web destinat orelor online în
contextul situației pandemice actuale.

În prezent, la orele online, elevii îl văd pe profesor și ceea ce acesta scrie pe tablă sau 
pe o foaie, însă profesorul vede doar chipul elevilor, atunci cand aceștia pornesc camerele
dispozitivelor multimedia. Principala problemă a desfășurării cursurilor online în prezent o 
reprezintă faptul că profesorul nu poate vedea în timp real ceea ce scrie elevul în caiet în
timpul orelor de matematică sau fizică pentru a-l putea corecta.

Soluția la această problemă este dispozitivul pentru susținerea camerei web, care se 
poate fixa de orice masă sau birou de lucru și care permite prinderea unei camere web 
care să fie orientată spre caietul elevului, astfel încât profesorul să poată vedea ceea ce 
face elevul, nu chipul acestuia. 

The project is a device for supporting a webcam intended for online classes in the context 
of the current pandemic. 

Currently, in online classes, students see the teacher and what he writes on the board 
or on a piece of paper, but the teacher only sees the students' faces when they turn on the 
cameras of the multimedia devices. The main problem with online courses today is that the 
teacher cannot see in real time what the student is writing in the notebook during math or 
physics classes so that he can correct him. 
The solution to this problem is the webcam support device, which can be attached to any 

desk or work desk and allows a webcam to be attached to the student's notebook so that 
the teacher can see what the student is doing, not his face. 

Contact: paultota@yahoo.com

tel. +40744360376
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UN IVER SITY OF AGRONOMIC SCIEN CES 

AN D VETERINARY MEDICINE - BucuRESTI 

Enhancing practical skills of horticulture specialists to better address 

the demands of the European Green Deal 

Ciceoi Roxana, Arzu Aydar, Rumen Tomov, Szekacs Andras 

F

-Erasmus+ M 
Hort4EUCreen 

Hort EU Green project will train European higher education graduates and its teaching staff by enhancing their practical skills in key areas 

related to Europe Green Deal eg nutritional quality of food pesticid e analysis urban horticulture biodiversity monitoring The aim is to 

increase the young generations employability and personal development and reduce the growing mismatch with labor market 

�·-

Partners 
Romania 

Partners 

Universltatea de �tilnte Agronomice �i Medidn� Veterlnari din Bucure�ti, 
University of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medtcine of Bucharest 

Bulgaria 
Lesotekhnicheski Universitet, 
University of l=orestry, Sofia 

Hungary 
Magyar Agr.ir• es �lettudomanyi Egyetem, 

Hungarian University of Agricultural and Life Sciences 
Turkey 

Ziral Mucadele Merkez Arastirma Enstitusu Mudurlugu, 
Directorate of Plant Protection Central Research Institute, Ankara 

KA Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practi ces 

KA Strategic Partnerships for higher education 

Wider scope 
The wider scope is strengthening the capacities of the partner 

institutions to provide stateoftheart education and training in 

new emerging topics in horticulture to master students answering 

to the actual needs of the labor market 

Why this project? 
All over Europe more and more institutions are suffering due to growing m ismatch 

with labor market Labor markets are rapidly changing due to technologic al 

advancement greening and ageing workforce Higher education institut ions have the 

responsibility to reduce this gap and prepare the young generations and foster their 

employability and personal development 

Europe is constantly putting efforts in adapting its policies strategie s and actions to 

build a safer future for EU citizens The European Green Deal Ha set of EU poicy 

initiatives aims of making Europe climate neutral in by introducin g new 

legislation on the circular economy building renovation biodiversity farming and 

innovation 

Also the project partners are members of the European Research Alliance 

Towards a Chemical Pesticidefree Agriculture 

General objective 
The general objective is to train the staff and students of partner 

institutions in four new topics such as their knowledge and 

practical skills in using modern Hcrop technologies increase 

enough to respond to the real context on the labor market 

Projects outputs 

Projects outputs 

• 
15-11-2020 
15-09-2021 

01 · 
Nutritional 
quahty of 
horticultural 
products 

02 ·Chemical 
pesticide-free 
hortrculture 

• 
15-10-2021 
15-09-2022 

teaching and training materials HTTM delivered to master students in their mother language 

Open Education Resource HOER 

03-
Sustainable 
use of 
pest1c1des 
and their 
residues 
monitoring 

04 • "Urban 
horticulture 

audiovisual materials available online as support for the TT M 

online platform 

.05· 
01-12-2021 ��=t�;nable 

01-09-2022 pest1c1des. 
Easing the way 
for a chemical· 
free 
horticulture 

.07-
07-12-2020 Hort4EUGre 
15-09-2022 n 0nlme 

platform 

15-02-2022 
15-03-2023 

Urban 
horticulture. a 
tool For a 
better �vmg 
environment 

Projects outputs 

• 
March & 
April 
2023 

European Green Deal 
1mphcations in hon1cuiture 
learning, teaching and 
tr'a1n1ng act1v1t1es 
USAMV Bucharest 

Contr1button of the European 
Green Deal for development 
of horticulture in Bulgaria. 

Target groups 

Leaming, Teaching, Training Activities 

Short-term Joint staff lrammg events 
l. Challenges of sustainable use of pesucrdes - Ankara 
2. Present and future m pesticide residues analysis, Budapest 
3. Current status and perspectives of urban horticulture, Sofia 
4. Relation between nutnt1onal quality of foods and pesticides, 
Bucharest 

Intensive tra1n1ng 
l. Intensive training on pest1c1de residues analysis - Budapest 

Summer schools 
1. "Harmon1z1ng South Eastern European countries skills For "a 
pesl1c1des·free environment" Summer School - USAMV Bucharest 
2. Urban Horticulture - UF Sofia 

the teaching and nonteaching staff of our organizations Hmininum people 

the master students Hmin students • l!L. -� 

To academic staff our goal is to provide them formal and nonf ormal teaching tools and increasing their knowledge skills an d ease the 

collaboration with other professionals 

To master and doctoral students by including new requested by the market topics in the already recognized master programs a nd by 

enhancing students skills and knowledge in respect offuture G reen EU policy we target higher employability chances 

Acknowledgments: 
The European Commission support for the production of this presentation does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors and the National Agency and Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may 
be made of the information contained therein 

Contact person: Ciceoi Roxana 

E-mail: roxana.ciceoi@qlab.usamv.ro



STĂNICĂ F., BĂDULESCU L.A., ASĂNICĂ A.C., PETICILĂ A.G., VELCEA M., MIHAI C.A., 
ILINA Ș., ILIESCU L.M., CIOACĂ L., POTOR D., MANEA G., BUTCARU A.C.



 CHINGI EXPERT  

EUROPEAN MANUFACTURER 

of  

   LASHING & LIFTING SLINGS 
 Author: Larisa Rerat 

Established in 2014, CHINGI EXPERT manufactures in Romania, customised solutions 
in cargo & lifting systems. We are continuously moving forward, innovating, and improving. 
Passion is at the heart of our company! 

Our lashings and webbing slings are products approved and certified 

in accordance with the European Standards and ISO 9001-2015  

In our range you can find ratchet lifting slings, roundslings, eye webbing 
slings, lifting chaines, wire ropes and more! 

             Contact: www.chingiexpert.ro 
     office@chingi-expert.ro 

 Mobile  0040 749 090 725      

Safety represents our top priority! 
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CHINGI EXPERT 

http://www.chingiexpert.ro/
mailto:office@chingi-expert.ro


Mistic life 
Concept

Autor: Ludvic Kasler 

 Impactul generat de interferența dintre particulele constitutive ale roboților și celulele 
care alcătuiesc corpul uman generează vibrații percepute la nivel teluric și metafizic 
rezultând un produs ilustrat în mod plastic și auditiv datorită sunetelor create prin 
simbioza dintre ființa umană în calitate de creator și robot în calitate de produs al
acestuia. 

Ca și exercițiu de imaginație auditivă, frecvența generată de procesul descris mai 
sus și-a găsit ca termen de comparație armonia sunetelor ca mediană a unui produs de 
colaborare între creator și creația sa. Utilizarea sunetelor descriptive, sintetice, este un 
produs al imaginației marcat de bagajul de cunoștințe și experiențe dobândite în 
contextul unui trai aproape virtual.

Contact: 

email: ludvickasler@gmail.com 

link: https://youtu.be/XEUFgbXvOh0 

 F 

Ludvik 

The concept of "Mystical life" is based on the idea of overlapping between telluric 
and metaphysical, illustrated by synthetic sounds. The impact generated by the 
interference between the constituent particles of robots and the cells that make up the 
human body generates vibrations perceived at the telluric and metaphysical level 
resulting in a plastic and auditory illustrated product due to sounds created by the 
symbiosis between human being as creator and robot as product of it. 

As an exercise in auditory imagination, the frequency generated by the process 
described above found as a term of comparison the harmony of sounds as the median 
of a collaborative product between the creator and his creation. The use of descriptive, 
synthetic sounds is a product of the imagination marked by the baggage of knowledge 
and experiences acquired in the context of an almost virtual life.

mailto:ludvickasler@gmail.com
https://youtu.be/XEUFgbXvOh0


DESEN TEHNIC INDUSTRIAL 

ELEMENTE TEORETICE ȘI PRACTICE
 ISBN 978-606-13-0135-5/2010 

Author: Cioată Vasile George

F 

The work Industrial technical 

drawing. Theoretical elements and 

applications support those who study 

technical drawing at university level. 

  In the first chapters of the 

book are presented, in correlation 

with the standards and norms in force, 

the basic notions necessary for the 

elaboration of the drawings of the piece.

 These refer to: types of lines and 

use cases, writing, formats and their 

graphic elements, representation scales, 

usual geometric constructions, 

projection methods, visual and sectional 

representation of objects, dimensioning, 

surface condition notation and notation 

dimensional and geometric accuracy.

 We continue with the 

presentation of the methodology for 

drawing up the piece drawings, be they 

sketches or scale drawings. Most of the 

chapters end with solved applications 

and / or applications proposed for solving 

that allow the deepening of the 

theoretical notions presented. 

 The work is an important book 

for the training of future engineers in 

the technical field and is addressed, in 

particular, to students who have 

provided the subjects Descriptive 

Geometry, Technical Drawing and 

Infographics in the curricula. At the same 

time, the material can be of real use to 

those who study technical drawing in 

other forms of education. 

Contact: vasile.cioata@fih.upt.ro 



Web pages 
Cercul de Informatică – Palatul Copiilor Deva

Prof. Popescu Bianca Claudia
F 

În cadrul cercului de Informatică de la Palatului Copiilor  Deva elevii învață și tehnici de programare în limbajul HTML,
CSS, precum și câteva noțiuni de JavaScript, pentru construirea paginilor web. Un site web construit de copii conține între
4 și 6 pagini web. Elevii mai mici învață să creeze pagini web în limbajul HTML, cei mai mari în limbajele HTML și CSS.
HTML sau Hyper Text Markup Language este limbajul standard pentru crearea paginilor web. Cuprinde o serie de elemente 
(tag-uri) singulare sau în pereche, prin intermediul cărora se descrie structura unei pagini web.

CSS sau Cascading Style Sheets este un limbaj de stilizare a elementelor HTML. Utilizând stilurile CSS se 
colorează fundalul, se dimensionează, formatează, colorează literele, se poziționează elementele de pe o pagină
web. Codul  pentru fiecare pagină web este scris într-un editor de text, noi utilizăm Notepad.

Tema paginilor web din imaginile alăturate este Mica Unire. Unul dintre site-uri este realizat în HTML și câteva 
elemente de JavaScript prin care se schimbă o imagine prin click pe aceasta sau se mărește o altă imagine prin trecerea 
cursorului peste ea. Celelalte pagini sunt realizate îmbinând HTML și CSS. Codul HTML este salvat cu extensia .html. Codul
CSS este scris într-un fișier extern și salvat cu extensia  .css.

În imaginile alăturate sunt câțiva dintre micii mei creatori digitali, elevi în clasele a V-a și a VI-a.

Contact: popescu_bianca7@yahoo.com 

Within the Computer Science Circle at the Deva Children's Palace, students also learn programming techniques 

in HTML, CSS, as well as some notions of JavaScript, for building web pages. A website built by children contains 

between 4 and 6 web pages. Younger students learn to create web pages in HTML language, older ones in HTML and 

CSS languages. HTML or Hyper Text Markup Language is the standard language for creating web pages. It contains 

a series of single or paired elements (tags), through which the structure of a web page is described. The theme of the 

web pages in the accompanying images is Little Union. One of the sites is made in HTML and a few JavaScript 

elements that change an image by clicking on it or enlarge another image by hovering over it. 

The other pages are made by combining HTML and CSS. The HTML code is saved with the .html extension. 

The CSS code is written to an external file and saved with the .css extension. 

In the pictures below are some of my little digital creators, 5th and 6th graders. 



    

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

GRAFICĂ TEHNICĂ ASISTATĂ DE 

CALCULATOR 
 

 ISBN 978-606-13-0597-1/2011 

 

Authors: Miklos, I.Z, Cioată, V.G., Miklos, C.C 
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Evoluția impresionantă a tehnicii de calcul a condus 

la dezvoltarea unor aplicații grafice de tipul 

CAD/Computer Aided Design, CAM/Computer Aided 

Manufacturing, CAE/Computer Aided Engineering, 

etc., fără de care activitatea de proiectare în domeniile 

inginerești nu mai poate fi concepută. 

     Unul dintre programele de bază în domeniul graficii 

pe calculator, dar și a proiectării asistate, este AutoCAD. 

Cartea se adresează celor care doresc să se inițieze în 

domeniul graficii pe calculator, respectiv a modelării 

3D, dar și celor care doresc să se perfecționeze. 

Structura lucrării facilitează familiarizarea 

utilizatorului AutoCAD cu modul de lucru 2D, respectiv 

cu personalizarea mediului de desenare, inițializarea 

sesiunii de lucru, cu principalele comenzi de desenare, 

editare, cotare, inserare de text, crearea și inserarea de 

obiecte grafice complexe și de tipărire a desenelor 

create. Sunt prezentate,  totodată, noțiuni legate de 

parametrizarea desenelor, iar un capitol al cărții este 

destinat modelării în AutoCAD a obiectelor 3D. Pe 

tematica abordată, lucrarea cuprinde și aplicații 

rezolvate, precum și un set de aplicații propuse. 

 

    The impressive evolution of computing technology 

has led to the development of graphic applications such 

as CAD / Computer Aided Design, CAM / Computer 

Aided Manufacturing, CAE / Computer Aided 

Engineering, etc., without which the design activity in 

engineering can no longer be conceived.  

    One of the basic programs in the field of computer 

graphics, but also of assisted design, is AutoCAD. The 

book is addressed to those who want to get started in the 

field of computer graphics, respectively 3D modeling, 

but also to those who want to improve. The structure of 

the work facilitates the familiarization of the AutoCAD 

user with the 2D work mode, respectively with the 

personalization of the drawing environment, the 

initialization of the work session, with the main 

commands of drawing, editing, dimensioning, text 

insertion, creation and insertion of complex graphic 

objects and printing create. At the same time, notions 

Contact: zsolt.miklos@fih.upt.ro 

mailto:zsolt.miklos@fih.upt.ro


ORGANE DE MAȘINI. REDUCTOARE DE TURAȚIE 

Îndrumar de proiectare 

ISBN 978-606-13-1166-8/2012 

Author: Miklos, I.Z 
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Activitatea de proiectare în construcția de mașini,  ca etapă 

în realizarea unui produs nou sau de îmbunătățire a unuia existent, 

implică cunoașterea, încă din fazele de concepție și de prelucrare a 

soluției adoptate, o serie de date specifice problematicii abordate, 

care eficientizează apoi finalizarea, respectiv construcția produsului 

respectiv.   

Lucrarea cuprinde elementele necesare proiectării 

reductoarelor de turație de diferite tipuri, respectiv a angrenajelor, 

arborilor, lagărelor cu rulmenți, carcasei, dar și a principalelor 

elemente de fixare, asamblare, etanșare, etc.  

Îndrumarul de proiectare, ce este destinat în principal 

viitorilor ingineri mecanici dar și celor cu altă specializare în vederea 

elaborării proiectelor de an la disciplinele Organe de mașini, 

respectiv Mecanisme și organe de mașini, precum și a unor capitole 

din proiectele de diplomă sau de disertație, conține datele și 

informațiile necesare rezolvării temelor propuse: relații de calcul, 

coeficienți, factori de utilizare, elemente tipizate, etc., în 

conformitate cu standardele actuale în vigoare. Criteriile de 

proiectare prezentate urmăresc atât alegerea corectă a materialelor, 

cât și stabilirea corespunzătoare a dimensiunilor şi a formei 

elementelor, pentru reducerea consumurilor specifice şi pentru 

asigurarea fiabilității acestora. 

The design activity in the construction of machines, as a 

stage in the realization of a new product or the improvement of an 

existing one, involves the knowledge, from the design and 

processing phases of the adopted solution, of a series of data specific 

to the approached problem respectively the construction of the 

respective product. 

The work includes the elements necessary for the design of 

speed reducers of different types, namely gears, shafts, bearings, 

housing, but also the main elements of fixing, assembly, sealing, etc. 

The design guide, which is intended mainly for future 

mechanical engineers but also for those with other specialization in 

order to develop the year projects in the disciplines Machine parts, 

respectively Mechanisms and machine parts, as well as some 

chapters from the diploma or dissertation projects, contains the data 

and information necessary to solve the proposed topics: calculation 

relationships, coefficients, usage factors, standardized elements, 

etc., in accordance with current standards in force. The design 

criteria presented aim at both the correct choice of materials and the 

appropriate determination of the size and shape of the elements, in 

order to reduce specific consumption and to ensure their reliability. 
Contact: zsolt.miklos@fih.upt.ro 

mailto:zsolt.miklos@fih.upt.ro


    

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
   

Când a venit Dumnezeu, prima oară, în Budaitău 
 

  
Author: Tarnovean Claudiu 

F 

"Zecimala durerii" este despre 
adunarea prin îndepărtare și 
despre alegoria iubirii, pe care o 
simți ca o rană ,atunci când 
despărțirea este simfonia plecării 
definitive. 

 

"Când a venit Dumnezeu prima 
oară în Budaitău" este încercarea 
de a topi într-o bomboană 
fondantă,ingenuitatea  fanteziei, 
cu ridurile realității  iluzorii. 

 

"Zecimala durerii" it is about the 
gathering by distance and about 
the allegory of love, which you feel 
like a wound, when the parting is 
the symphony of the final 
departure. 

 

"Când a venit Dumnezeu prima 
oară în Budaitău" it is the attempt 
to melt in a fondant candy, the 
ingenuity of fantasy, with the 
wrinkles of illusory reality. 

 

 

 

 
Contact: +40740233100 

Tarnovean 

Claudiu 



 

 

 

 
 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDUSTRY 4.0 IN  
THE FESTO DIDACTIC EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS MPS 203  

Research project 

Author: Gelu-Ovidiu TIRIAN 
 

 When designing automated assembly systems according to the Industry 4.0 reference architecture, it is 

important to rely on them and try to implement them into devices and systems according to the Topdown model 

according to the Industry 4.0 reference architecture model. When designing automated assembly systems, it is 

possible to use several key elements of Industry 4.0, which belong to the basic nine technologies of Industry 4.0. The 

MPS® system 203 assembly system from Festo Didactic. Figure 1, will be used as a model for the Industry 4.0 

reference architecture and Figure 2 MiniMES Tools configuration. 

                
 One of the ways to achieve the goals of Industry 4.0 to produce products customized in one-piece batches is to 

have machines, equipment, and assembly cells designed so that the entire assembly system is flexible, which is 

also defined by the reference architecture. Production resources must therefore be modularized. The entire 

assembly system is created in a decentralized manner, where the individual modules are designed as a separate 

cyber-physical system, a mechatronic system with its own control system and connectivity. The module should 

include a standardized interface so that the module can be connected to the assembly system and manufactured. 

Industry 4.0 defines this concept as "Plug & Produce". Modularity is important not only at the level of local automated 

equipment, but also at the level of machines, stations, assembly cells, or lines, Figure 3 and 4.   

 The applicability of these new approaches in digital design was verified by creating a digital twin and performing 

a virtual commissioning of the automated assembly system MPS® system 203. 

 

Contact: ovidiu.tirian@gmail.com   +40769602413 

 

 

 
Figure 1 

 

 

 
Figure 2 

 

 
Figure 3 

 
Figure 4 
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Authors: Demeter Sorin & LTTD Team 

Techno-ART is a national 

competition for high school students 

and more. 

The aim of Techno-ART is 

technical creativity in this sense 

students are invited to present their 

ingenious projects.  

The Techno-ART competition 

focuses on environmental protection 

so we encourage students to use 

recycled components from scrap 

yard.  

The participating students 

transform these scrap into robots, 

cars, statues, lighting fixtures, 

figurines or various installations, 

which leads to the development of the 

practical skills so necessary for their 

future careers. 
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DIGITAL VIDEOCAPILAROSCOPE 
Patent A/00285/2018 

Authors: Gabriel Petre GORECKI 
   Daniel COCHIOR 
   Dan CUSTURA-CRACIUN 
   Horatiu MOLDOVAN 
   Radu STOICA 
   Lucian Florin DOROBANTU 

Our project proposal regards the creation of an experimental device (HD 

wireless videocapilaroscope)a hardware and software solution used for an early 

and non-invasive diagnosis in emergency situations. The videocapillaroscope 

collects both dynamic and morphological data by analyzing the microscopic vessel 

distribution in the oral mucosa in order to diagnose and treat (following software 

processing) the early systemic microvascular changes that precede the onset of 

septic shock and, consequently, multiple system organ failure. The possibility to 

detect early-phase microvascular anomalies using videocapilaroscopy offers new 

diagnostic and research opportunity. 

Novelty: 

1. Early diagnostic clinical protocol of
septic shock for incipient, targeted
and preventive treatment .

2. Oral microcirculation exploration
and practical use (diagnose and
monitoring of septic shock) in ICUs.

3. Succesfull use for other medical
specialities (rheumatology,
dermatology, vascular surgery,
angio and phlebology, estetic
surgery, dentistry)

4. Being a non-invasive method it
does not involve ethical issues.
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MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM FOR  
OBESE PARTURIENTS WITH LIVER DYSFUNCTION 

Authors: Cristina Oana Daciana TEODORESCU 
    Amorin Remus POPA  
    Gabriel Petre GORECKI  
    Andrei George TEODORESCU 

The research project consist in development of a management algorithm for obese 
pregnant patients with liver dysfunction, with the primary objective to evaluate the impact 
of obesity during pregnancy and all the other issues that might arrise with the newborn 
during antenatal, peripartum and postpartum period. 

The target of this project is to create a management algorithm for obese parturient 
with hepatic dysfunction for an easy and rapid monitoring of the patient. This algorithm will 
be used as a mobile application for the physician and the patient.  

Novelties: 
1. The development of an early

prognostic tool for liver 
dysfunction for obese 
pregnant patients 

2. Mobile application with easy
interface, with comprehensive
informations

3. Monitoring system for
newborn complications as
following the mother’s liver
dysfunction

4. First algorithm to evaluate the
liver dysfunction during
pregnancy

CATEGORY 
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Staging method for management of biohumoral changes in pregnant woman 

with COVID 19 infection  

Authors: Marilena BĂLUȚĂ
Liana PLEȘ
Gabriel Petre GORECKI 

The risk of infection of the pregnant woman with Covid 19 seems to be equal compared to the general population, 

however the evolution of the disease can be modified by the presence of pregnancy both by the age of the viral strain and 

immunosuppression following pregnancy, the patients having a higher risk of developing an average or severe form. 

Covid 19 infection triggers a systemic inflammatory response, and in order to reduce perinatal morbidity and 

mortality it is absolutely necessary to initiate a correct treatment depending on the particularities and associated 

pathologies that the pregnant woman presents. 

An algorithm for dynamic investigation of inflammation markers: CRP, IL-6, Fertinine, Serum lactate, leukocytes, 

lymphocytes, D-dimers, acid-base balance brings a clinical benefit by establishing and monitoring the response to 

treatment. 

The dynamics of serum markers of inflammation together with the clinical evolution and gestational age dictate the 

therapeutic behavior. 

Novelties: 
1. Development of staging

method for management of
biohumoral changes (main
inflamatory markers)

2. Monitoring system for 
prognostic and clinical 
evolution of the pregnant 
pacients  

3. First method to evaluate the
response to treatment

Marker   Interval de monitorizare 

CRP day 1 – day 3 – day 7

IL-6 day 1 – day 3 – day 7

Serum ferrithin day 1 – day 10

Serum lactate day 1 – day 3 – day 5

D-dimers day 1 – day 7 – day 10

WBC day 1 – day 5 – day 10

Lymphocytes day 1 – day 5 – day 10

ABG day 1 – day 3 – day 5- day 7
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Development and experimental validation 

of 3D bioprinting software for building 

model tissues for cancer research 

Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting is being used nowadays for the fabrication of functional living 

tissues. While still in its early stages, this technology proves great potential in creating 

transplantable tissues and facilitating personalized drug testing. Remarkable progress has been 

also shown in the field of cancer research. Recently, scientists from our group from the Victor Babes 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy Timisoara in collaboration with researchers from the 

OncoGen Center for Gene and Cellular Therapies in the Treatment of Cancer of the Pius Brinzeu 

Emergency Clinical County Hospital Timisoara created 3D bioprinted models of the tumor 

microenvironment and studied their evolution. Nevertheless, 3D bioprinting still faces challenges, 

many of which are related to bioprinter programming. G-code, the traditional method of providing 

printing instructions, is time-consuming and inflexible to geometry or process adjustments. 

Therefore, this project aims to develop and validate Python programs that can generate G-code for 

the bioprinting of tissue constructs with complex and adjustable geometries. In addition, the 

bioprinting process will be optimized to produce toroidal and triple-layered structures containing SK-

BR-3 cells and peritumoral cells (tumor associated fibroblasts – TAFs – and peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells - PBMCs). Cell viability will be assessed as a function of incubation time and 

bioprinting conditions, whereas cell proliferation will be investigated via immunohistochemistry. 

Arjoca Stelian, Neagu Adrian, Bojin Florina, Tanasie Gabriela, Gavriliuc Oana 

Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania 

research project 

Contact: arjoca.stelian@umft.ro 

Acknowledgement: This research is funded by the Victor Babes University of Medicine and Pharmacy Timisoara, 
grant number 1POSTDOC/1310/31.01.2020. 

Reference: Bojin, F.; Robu, A.; Bejenariu, M.I.; Ordodi, V.; Olteanu, E.; Cean, A.; Popescu, R.; Neagu, M.; 
Gavriliuc, O.; Neagu, A.; Arjoca, S.; Păunescu, V. 3D Bioprinting of Model Tissues That Mimic the Tumor 
Microenvironment. Micromachines 2021, 12, 535. https://doi.org/10.3390/mi12050535 

Figure: Digital designs of our proposed tumor models: toroidal and triple-layered. The red spheres 
represent droplets of breast cancer cells embedded in hydrogels, surrounded by strands of hydrogel 
containing peritumoral cells (shown in translucent grey). 
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Medicated composition with propranolol hydrochloride and 
eucalyptol for topical treatment of infantile hemangiomas 

Patent no. 130963 

Vlaia Lavinia-Lia, Olariu Ioana-Viorica, Coneac Georgeta-Hermina 
Lupuliasa Dumitru, Vlaia Vicenţiu, Muţ Ana-Maria

This patent refers to a novel composition of medicated hydrogel for human use, containing 
propranolol hydrochloride and eucalyptol, intended for topical treatment of infantile 
hemangiomas. The medicated composition overcomes the disadvantage of low 
percutaneous permeation of propranolol hydrochloride, due its combination with 
eucalyptol, monoterpene used as penetration enhancer. According to the patent, the 
composition is: 1...3% propranolol hydrochloride, 2...5% eucalyptol, 2.5% 
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose, 10...20% propyleneglycol, 30...50% ethanol and distilled 
water to 100% (w/w). Compared to few topical propranolol hydrochloride compositions 
described in literature, the present invention can be considered a safer and more effective 
drug for topical treatment of infantile hemangiomas. 

Eucalyptol acted as skin penetration enhancer in all three tested formulations, the intensity 
of this effect being proportional to its concentration Used at a concentration of 5 in the 
hydrogel formulation of the present invention (Example 3 eucalyptol showed the most 
pronounced effect of increasing the percutaneous permeation of propranolol hydrochloride, 
producing the highest values for steady state flow and cumulative amount of drug 
permeated through the skin, that were approximately 7 5 times and respectively 6 times 
higher than those obtained with the control formulation. 

Contact: 

Vlaia Lavinia-Lia 

Telephone: +40723570499 Email: vlaia.lavinia@umft.ro 
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Bioengineering  

of Implantable 3D Vascular Bioconstructs 

using Rapid Prototyping Techniques 
Project PN-III-P1-1.1-PD-2019-1213 

Authors: Alexandru Nistor, Stelian Arjoca, Florina Bojin,  
Andreas Zoric, Andreas Salagean, Virgil Paunescu 

Description: 3D bioprinting is currently used for developing oncological research models such 
as organ-on-chip or organoid printing, involving the manufacturing of cellular and extracellular 
components of a tissue or organ. Ensuring adequate vascular supply for large organoids 
remains a challenge, due to the need for dedicated vascular supply. In this study, vascular 
bioconstructs of 3-4 mm diameter were fabricated following bioink pre-cellularization and 
incubation. 

Methodology: A 3 mm diameter vessel was modeled via CAD/CAM using data obtained from 
rat femoral arteries via microCT scans and photoacoustic ultrasound imaging (Vevo-LAZR X, 
Fujifilm, Visualsonics). Human mesenchymal stem cells(hMSC) were cultured, expanded and 
suspended following Good Laboratory Practice standard operating procedures. Gelatin 
methacrylate-based hydrogel and alginate-hydrated cellulose nanofibrils hydrogel that present 
a similar structure as collagen were used to provide a scaffold for the cell suspension. Uniform 
cell distribution in the printing bioink was assured via rapid blending of the cell suspension and 
hydrogels. A BioX 3D bioprinter (BioX, CELLINK, Sweden) was used to print the mixture using 
22G needles. Printed constructs were incubated for two weeks, followed by histological analysis 
via 4,6'-diamidino-2-phenylindole staining. 

Top left: Cellink BioX 3D printer used for 
creating the bioconstructs. Top middle: 3D 

printer printing the cell-laden vascular 
constructs in 24 well-plate. Top right: 3D 
printed cell-laden vessels after 14 days of 

incubation. Bottom left: Rapid blending of the 
cell suspension and hydrogel used to create 
a uniform cell distribution. Bottom right: 3ml 

syringes filled with hydrogel-cell mixture, 
ready for 3D printing.  

Paraffin cross-section of 3D 
printed vascular construct 

fragment demonstrating vessel 
wall thickness and vessel 
diameter, measured from the 

outer wall. (Ob.10x) 

HE section of vessel test print with 
CELLINK hydrogel, most of the 

thickness of the vessel wall is 
determined by the inner vessel 
matrix (Ob. 20x) 

Red arrow indicates a smooth vessel 
intimal wall, with no intimal break-

down. 
Black arrow shows site of external 
vessel wall rupture. 

Characterization of the 66 3D-printed 
cell-laden vessel constructs in terms 

of diameter, thickness and vessel 
height. Values are means with SD. 

Results: We established and refined a 3D-printing-protocol which generated 66 vessel 
constructs, with inner diameter of 3.84 ± 0. mm. After incubation, histological analysis 
demonstrated both cell viability and deposition of tissue-specific extracellular matrix. 

Conclusion: Biofabricated small caliber vessels were successfully 3D-printed and cultured 
using this refined protocol, which allows for further studies regarding biocompatibility of the 
printed vessels.  

Contact: alex.nistor@umft.ro 
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Design and production methodology of a 
personalized prosthetic dog leg 

Student Project 

Authors: Aranđelović Jovan, Turudija Rajko,  
Drašković Pavle, Božić Nikola, 

Marko Dimitrov, Arsić Milica 

 
 

While attending the additive technology 
course and the basics of biomedical 
engineering course, students from the 
University of Niš - Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering (from Serbia) participated in 
a project to develop a personalized 
prosthetic dog leg under the mentorship 

of their professors: Miroslav Trajanović, Miodrag Manić, Nikola Vitković and Jelena 
Milovanović.  The main aim of this project was solving the mobility problems of two dogs 
with missing limbs: Gaša and Adonis. In order to create personalized prostheses first 3D 
scanning needed to be carried out to acquire the data needed for modeling, after this 
reverse engineering was used to design the orthosis and finally additive manufacturing 

was applied for prosthesis 
production. The project was 
successfully realized and the 
dogs have acquired greater 
mobility through the use of the 
developed prostheses. This 
project showcases the 
importance and benefits of 
cooperation between mechanical 

engineers and veterinarians in bettering the quality of life for disabled animals. Additionally, 
due to rapid technological advancements in the field of 3D printing and 3D scanning, and 
more manufacturers joining the 3D printer and 3D scanner market, 
personalized prosthetic solutions are starting to be more realistic,  
widespread and economically affordable solutions.  

 

 

Contact: jovan.arandjelovic@masfak.ni.ac.rs, 

https://www.masfak.ni.ac.rs/index.php/en/, 

https://www.facebook.com/MFNbestCAD, +38162405063 
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RESONANT DEVICE, APPARATUS, AND METHOD FOR HIGH FREQUENCY 
ELECTROMAGNETIC STIMULATION ACUPUNCTURE POINTS AND OTHER 

AREAS ACTIVE ELECTRODERMAL

RO 132423 A2 

Autori: Marian VELCEA, Cornel MOLDOVAN, loan PLOTOG, Bogdan MIHAILESCU, Catalin HIDEG 

lnventia se refera la un dispozitiv 9i un aparat - set de dispozitive rezonante pasive 
pentru stimularea electromagnetica de inalta frecventa (DSAIF) a punctelor 9i 
meridianelor de acupunctura sau a zonelor electrodermice active situate in afara 
sistemului acupunctural, fara sursa de energie externa, in scopul de a modifica o stare 
fiziologica sau pentru tratamentul unei afectiuni patologice date prin obtinerea unor efecte 
locale de stimulare sau de inhibitie 9i a unor unor efecte sistemice care pot fi utilizate in 
terapeutica medicala. Dispozitivul electromagnetic rezonant pasiv este construit din 
componente realizate pe una sau mai multe suprafete plane avand forme geometrice de 
cerc sau poligoane regulate suprapuse, din materiale dielectrice, conductoare sau 
magnetice 9i componente standard, calibrat astfel incat sa asigure frecvente rezonante 
unice sau multiple in plaja 0,5-300 Mhz. 

Metoda, conform inventiei, consta in plasarea unui set de dispozitive electronice 
pasive cu camp de interactiune predominant magnetic variabil in anumite locatii -
cunoscute din terapiile de acupunctura atat ca pozitie, cat 9i ca efect 9i interactiune, 
care sunt propice pentru o astfel de echilibrare energetica (stimulare/dispersie), astfel 
incat dispozitivul/aparatul mentionat, sub influenta campului magnetic �i a 
radiatiei electromagnetice generate de catre organism, sa asigure transferul 
energetic util echilibrarii acestuia. 

SC INVEL -Agentie de Proprietate lntelectuala SRL 
sediul: str. Ion Ghica nr. 3, ap. 32, sector 3 - Bucure�ti 

mobil: 0723.20.50.48, e-mail: invel_agency@yahoo.com 











 

 

 

 
 

RESISTIVE OXYGEN SENSOR AND METHOD OF 
MANUFACTURING IT 

Application Patent OSIM, ROMANIA, A/00470, 31.07.2020 

Authors: Bogdan-Cătălin Șerban, Octavian Buiu, Cornel Cobianu,  
Roxana Marinescu 

 

FIELD OF INVENTION 
• Oxygen concentration monitoring is a process of cardinal importance in various sectors, such as indoor 

air quality control (air conditioning and ventilation systems), combustion monitoring in industrial boilers, 
healthcare (breathing monitoring, incubators), automotive (lambda probe), food technology, etc. 

• Along with electrochemical, optical and paramagnetic 
structures, resistive structures O2 are a viable solution 
for O2 monitoring. Drawback: chemiresistive sensors 
typically require high operating temperature. 
 

 
FIG 1 – Structure of oxidized carbon nano-onions (CNOs-ox) 

 

 
FIG 2 – Structure of the O2 sensor 

ORIGINAL APPROACH 
• The invention includes the design and manufacturing process for a new resistive, RT O2 sensor, employing 

as sensing layer organic - inorganic halide perovskites (CH3NH3PbI3−xClx) - oxidized carbon nano-onions 
(CNOs-ox, FIG 1). The O2 sensor includes a Si/SiO2 substrate, interdigitated (IDT) electrodes and the 
sensing layer, deposited via spin coating (FIG 2). 

• The O2 monitoring capability was investigated by applying a current between the two electrodes and 
measuring the voltage at different O2 concentration levels. The resistance of the sensitive layer varies with 
O2 concentration. 

SYNTHESIS OF THE SENSING LAYER 
• The Si / SiO2 substrate is cleaned for 10 minutes in the ultrasonic bath using sequentially equal volumes 

of acetone, ethanol and finally deionized water. 

• Carbon nano-onions (CNOs) are synthesized from nanodiamonds, by heating at 16500C, in a helium 
atmosphere. The synthesis of CNOs-ox is performed by reaction with nitric acid, 3 M, at reflux, for 48 h. 
The product obtained is washed with deionized water, acetone and deionized water. 

• A dispersion of CNOs-ox (0.15 mg / mL) in isopropyl alcohol is prepared and subjected to ultrasonication 
for 2 h. The obtained dispersion is deposited by the "spin coating" method (1000 rpm for 20 seconds) on 
the Si / SiO2 substrate employing liner or interdigitated electrodes (after previously masking the contact 
area). 

• A solution of 0.8425 g of methylammonium iodide and 485 mg PbCl2 in 10 mL dimethylformamide is 
prepared, to which 20 μL of HCl (concentration 36.5%) are added. The obtained solution is deposited by 
the "spin coating" method (1000 rpm for 15 sec; 3000 rpm for 40 sec) over the initially deposited CNOs-ox 
film. 

• The obtained layer is heated at 1000C for 30 minutes. Halogenated perovskite penetrates the nanocarbon 
structure, forming a hybrid structure: CH3NH3PbI3 − xClx / CNOs-ox. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SENSING LAYERS  
• The presence of CNOs-ox ensures a high specific surface area / volume ratio, as well as a pronounced 

affinity for O2 molecules; 

• Detection over a wide temperature range; 

• Fast response; 

• Reversibility.                                
Contact: bogdan.serban@imt.ro / www.imt.ro 
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CANINE PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED IN 

PAWS & JO'S GROOMING SALON 

 Author: Teodorescu Alina Ioana G 

The new Paws & Jo's concept is based on communication with the quadruped, it only involves his emotional system, no medical 

methods (anesthesia) are used, or other methods of forced coercion. The groomer develops and uses methods to adapt his behavior to each 

type of puppy, so that first he knows him, then he gains his trust, and the haircut procedure will not be a physical or mental trauma for the 

puppy. 

A good relationship between Paws & Jo's groomer and quadruped, based on trust and increased attention to the psychology of each 

animal, will ensure the proper functioning of the maintenance salon, and the return of both the quadruped and its owner to the salon. 

The groomer Paws & Jo's will understand that if a traumatic event in the past has negatively affected the dog, he will need to gradually get 

used to the groomer, to gain confidence that he will be treated with gentleness and friendship. We already know that quadrupeds are 

intelligent creatures. Dogs can only understand a few words, but they can easily recognize several different human voices. If you call the dog by 

name, using different tones, his reaction will also be different. If you call him to you in a friendly and loving tone, he will come running away, 

wagging his tail. If you call him in an angry tone, the dog will greet you fearfully. 

Feeling vs. reasoning 

In the human-animal relationship, the differentiating factor is the reasoning that only man has, as opposed to the animal that has only 

feelings and instinct. 

Paws & Jo's Salon offers puppy care services, the purpose being to maintain hygiene, haircut and ensure their body comfort, through 

methods based on empathy, free communication, affection and dedication. The aim is to please the quadruped, not only physically, but also 

emotionally.  

Principles applied in Paws & Jo's salon 

1. The dog should never listen out of fear, but because of the positive

associations with the commands. 

2. Violence has no place in Paws & Jo's salon.

3. Rewards for dogs and positive experiences, shape the dog and lead

to the desired behavior. 

4. Patience is the most important virtue in canine psychology.

5. The relationship between man and quadruped, implemented

through the new Paws & Jo's concept, is a relationship of friendship 

and mutual trust of the "happy pet-happy groomer" type. 

Contact: alina.teodorescu@autogroup.ro 

+40724305751

The groomer's ability to empathize 

with the animal will help him develop 

his confidence that Paws & Jo's is the 

place where he feels at ease and will 

receive physical comfort in a pleasant 

and relaxing manner. 

Instinctively, the animal will 

remember that this is where it felt 

good, and its human owner will 

understand that the dog's need for 

physical comfort will be fulfilled 

in a pleasant way. 

mailto:alina.teodorescu@autogroup.ro


Method for Obtaining Functionalized Nanostructures 

 for Immunoprophylaxis of Colon Cancer 

Patent 131850
Authors:  Mocan Teodora, Matea Cristian, Iancu Cornel, Mocan Lucian 

The invention refers to a method of obtaining of a product formed of carbon nanotubes, 
functionalized with carcinoembrionar antigen (CEA). 

The method follows two steps 

1. Obtaining of carboxilated carbon nanotubes. 50g carbon nanotubes are dispersed using

an ultrasonnicator in 5 mL mixture of H2SO4:HNO3 2 :1 v/v (10 min).Next, a supplimentary

volume of 45 mixture is added. Solution is brought to 95ᵒC( 15 min) and it is further added

over 150g of ice. The so obtained carboxilated carbon nanotubes are centrifuged

(3000rpm, 10 min), and redispersed in 50 mL dH2O. Level of pH is adjusted to 8.5.

2. Functionalization of carboxilated nanotubes with CEA protein. 9mL MWCNT solution are

added to 2mL solution of EDC/NHS (30mg:30mg/mL) under continuous agitation (RT, 10

min). Next, 10µL mercaptoethanol and 3mL CEA solution(5µM). Reaction is carried out

(120min,agitation, RT). Functionalized nanotubes are further exposed to centrifugation

(1500rpm/30min), followed by H2O redispersion, for removal of secondary products.

Contact:Mocan Teodora, dr.teodora.mocan@gmail.com 
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Linguistic analysis in Cardiology 

Analiză lingvistică în Cardiologie 
 PhD Thesis 

Author: Găianu Oana 
 
 

Limbajul medical poate deveni o “limbă străină” pentru orice nespecialist. 
Dicționarele generale, articolele și mass-media joacă un important în înțelegerea 
diferențelor dintre lexical specializat și lexicul comun. Acestea oferă acces ușor și de cele 
mai multe ori gratuit fiecărei persoane care intră în contact cu limbajul medical. În 
numeroase situații, pacientul și medicul trebuie să ajungă la un numitor comun pentru ca 
mesajul să fie înțeles cu succes. De-a lungul timpului, în limbajul din domeniul Cardiologiei 
s-au dezvoltat noi metafore, sinonime și antonime pentru termenii săi specializați.  
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

The medical language can become a “foreign language” for anyone. General 
dictionaries, article and mass-media play an important in narrowing the gap between 
specialized language and common language. They offer easy and most of the times free 
access to every individual that comes into contact with the medical language. In every 
situation the patient and the doctor must come to a common ground in order for the 
message to be successfully understood. Throughout time the language in the Cardiology 
domain has developed new metaphors, synonyms and antonyms for its specialized terms.   
 

Contact: oanagaianu@yahoo.com 

   +40773785307 
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  Die for cold pressing of sheet metal parts 

 Student Project 

Author: Pinca-Bretotean Alexandru Mihai 

The designed die allows the realization of thin sheet metal parts with a thickness of 1 mm by cold plastic 

deformation. The parts obtained are intended for the automotive industry. The stamp ensures a high 

precision of the dimensions, a good quality of the surfaces, which allows the elimination of some 

subsequent mechanical processing. The die also ensures low metal consumption and high productivity.

Dimensiuni piesă

Itinerar tehnologic-producție de serie mare
 

Desfășurata piesei obținută cu ștanța

Determinarea centrului de presiune 

Contact: alexandru.pinca@yahoo.com 

H 
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Articulated lip leg system 

 for telescopic leveler 
PhD thesis

Author: Cioroagă Bogdan-Dorel

The support legs of the telescopic lip do not always align with their supports from the 
frame of the leveler, creating an unaesthetic problem for this docking product. 

Bringing the platform to the normalresting position level must often be adjusted with the 
help of plates, there may be 2-3 plates depending on the gravity of the situation. New design 
for lip legs is required for solving these adjustment and alignment problems. 

H 

Operating steps of the new design system

Original desing issues New adjusting lip leg concept

Step 1

Step 2

Telescopic lip extension

Telescopic lip retraction

Lowering the leveler platform

Lifting the leveler platform

Step 3

Step 4

Telescopic lip retraction

Resting position

Collision of lip leg with front cross beam
The joint allows the obstacle to be avoided 
and the roller guides the lip leg to its 
resting position, also there is an spring that 
helps bring the lip leg into position

Telescopic lip fully retracted

Original telescopic leveler desing Original telescopic 
leveler details

New concept desing telescopic leveler
Issues solved by new desing:

1. Leg side alignment
2. Possibility of vertical adjustment without the addition of plates
3. Clean aspect of front cross beam without the roller in front
4. Safe and easy passage to the resting position for the lip

Contact: +40 722 378 702 

   bogdan.cioroaga@student.upt.ro 

   cioroagabogdandorel@yahoo.com 

Operating 

Steps 



  



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

SCREW COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY CU200   

 

 

 

RO 2020 00031 U1 / 29.04.2021 

 
 

Authors: NIŢULESCU MARIAN [RO]; SLUJITORU CRISTIAN [RO];  
              SILIVESTRU VALENTIN [RO]; FETEA GHEORGHE [RO] 
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SPACE GUN WITH CONCENTRATED LIGHT, INTENDED FOR EARTH 

PROTECTION AGAINST ASTEROIDS, FOR SUPLIMENTARY ENERGY SUPPLY 

TO SPACESHIPS, ORBITAL STATIONS, SATELLITES, FOR SPACE 

CLEANING BY WASTE REMOVAL AND FOR TERRAFORMING OF OTHERS PLANETS 

AND NATURAL SATELLITES WITHIN THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
 

 

RO 131758 B1 / 28.05.2021 
 

Authors: SANDU CONSTANTIN [RO]; SILIVESTRU VALENTIN [RO];  
     BRAŞOVEANU DAN [US]; ANGHEL OCTAVIAN [RO] 
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DEVICE FOR EVACUATING LOSSES OF CH4 

 

 

RO 134987 / 28.05.2021 
 

Authors: MANGRA ANDREEA CRISTINA [RO]; PETCU ROMULUS [RO] 
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Title: Mobile Test Bench for Contra-Rotating Fans Rotors Testing 

 Patent no. RO 135127A0/30.07.2021 

Author/s: Catana Razvan Marius, Gabriel Dediu, Tarabic Mihai Cornel  

Serbescu Horatiu Mihai 

 

General Description: The invention is referring to a mobile test bench, designed at a reduced scale, dedicated to experimental research for  

contra-rotating fan rotors, with fix and variable pitch blades, for turbofan engines, through which rotor performances are determined, as air mass flow,  

overall pressure ratio, actual rotor work, adiabatic efficiency and thrust, for fan optimization in order to reduce the turbofan engine fuel consumption. 

Tehnical Description: The mobile test bench for contra-rotating fan rotors testing, for turbofan engines, contains two fan assemblies A1, A2, 

mounted symmetrically opposite, consisting of a two fan rotors 21, and a series of sectors for strength 13, 9, for instrumentation 17, 19, and for 

fan inlet and fan outlet 6. The fan rotors 21, with opposite rotation directions, are driven by their own electric motor 1, through their own speed 

gear multiplication 2, part of transmission modules C1, C2, from their own adjustable electric power source 28, and by an instrumentation system 

B, consisting of instrumentation probes, 16, 18, 20, measuring sensors 24, 25, 26, and data acquisition module 27, air pressure and temperature 

are measured in front and back of the contra-rotating fan rotors. Each fan assembly has the ability to adjust the hub fan diameter of the section 

flow, by mounting some cylindrical parts 11 on interior sectors 5, 8, 15, of the strength sectors 13, 9. The experimental data are used into a model 

calculation to determine the specific contra-rotating fan rotor performances, to evaluate the fan working regimes. 

 

 

 

   Particularities: This invention is derives from Patent no. RO 133517/28.04.2021 

1. The turbofan working regimes analysis is performed by a turbo machinery specific law, named similarity law. 

2. By similarity law the electric motor parameters, as voltage and current, are converted into turbofan engine main parameters. 

3. In this case the voltage is similar with the engine shaft speed and the current consumption is similar with the engine fuel consumption.  

4. The test for variable pitch fan blades is not adjustable in real time, it is performed by installing several identical rotors, but with different  

blades stagger angle, and a series of test at the same working regime are executed. 

   Advantages: This mobile test bench provides significant advantages, without modifying the constructive configuration, as follows: 

1. Allows to install and to test different geometry of rotor fans, because it has a variable hub diameter of fan flow section 

2. Allows to install different electric motors and speed gear multiplication, to extend the power and speed working limits 

3. Allows to extend measuring data limits, because the instrumentation probes are interchangeable and have adjustable radial position  

4. Allows a configurable and adaptable instrumentation, depending on experimental application request 

5. Allows to assure different working regimes of each fan rotor, to extend the experimental working area of contra-rotating rotor fan  

   Contact: 220 Iuliu Maniu Ave, 061126 Bucharest 6, Romania PO 76, POB 174, Phone:+4 021/4340198, +4 021/4340240 
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Title: Mobile Test Bench of Testing Fans for Turbofan Engines   

 Patent no. 133517/28.04.2021 

Author/s: Catana Razvan Marius, Gabriel Dediu, Serbescu Horatiu Mihai 

 

General Description: The invention is referring to a mobile test bench, designed at a reduced scale, dedicated to experimental research of a fan  

stage, with fix and variable pitch blades, for turbofan engines, through which the fan stage performances are determined, as air mass flow, overall  

pressure ratio, actual rotor work, adiabatic efficiency and fan thrust, in order to optimize the fan and to reduce the fuel consumption of turbofan.  

Tehnical Description: The mobile test bench of testing fans for turbofan engines contains a fan assembly A, consisting of a fan stage, with rotor 19 

and stator 18, and a series of sectors for strength 13, 9, for instrumentation 24, 21, 17, and for fan inlet 25 and fan outlet 6. The fan rotor 19 is 

driven by an electric motor 1, through a speed gear multiplication 2, part of transmission module C, from an adjustable electric power source 34, 

and by an instrumentation system B, consisting of instrumentation probes, 23, 22, 20, 16, measuring sensors 30, 31, 32, and data acquisition 

module 33, air pressure and temperature in front and back of the fan stage are measured. The fan assembly has the ability to adjust the hub fan 

diameter of the section flow, by mounting some cylindrical parts 11 on interior sectors 5, 15, of the strength sectors 13, 9. The experimental data 

are used in a model calculation to determine the characteristic fan stage performances, to evaluate the fan working regimes. 

 

 

   Particularities: 

1. The turbofan working regimes analysis is performed by a turbo machinery specific law, named similarity law. 

2. By similarity low the electric motor parameters, as voltage and current, are converted into turbofan engine main parameters. 

3. In this case the voltage is similar with the engine shaft speed and the current consumption is similar with the engine fuel consumption  

4. The test for variable pitch fan blades is not adjustable in real time; it is performed by installing several identical rotors, but with different  

stagger angle blades, and a series of tests are executed at the same working regime. 

   Advantages: This mobile test bench provides significant advantages, without modifying the constructive configuration, as follows: 

1. Allows to install and to test different geometry of fans, because it has a variable hub diameter of fan flow section 

2. Allows to install diverse electric motors and speed gear multiplication, to extend the power and speed working limits 

3. The instrumentation probes are interchangeable and have adjustable radial position, that allow to extend measuring data limits 

4. Allows a configurable and adaptable instrumentation, depending on experimental application request 

5. The mobile test bench is also valid and can be used for compressor stage experimental tests and aerodynamic analysis 

 

   Contact: 220 Iuliu Maniu Ave, 061126 Bucharest 6, Romania PO 76, POB 174, Phone: +4 021/4340198, +4 021/4340240 
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Title: Fan Rotor For Turbofan Engine 

Patent no.127764/28.02.2017 

Author/s: Panaitescu Costin, Catana Razvan Marius 

 

 

   General Description: The invention is referring to a new fan rotor configuration and constructive solution, for turbofan engines, a fan rotor that is  

   split in two different sections rotors, a section with fix pitch blades dedicated for engine primary flow, and a section with variable pitch blades  

   dedicated for engine secondary flow. This new fan rotor is designed for a secondary flow optimization at different engine working regimes, in order  

    to decrease the specific fuel consumption and to reduce the gas emissions of turbofan engine. 

Technical description: The new fan rotor configuration consisting of an assembly A, a fan rotor section dedicated for the inlet of the engine 

primary air flow, a ring assembly B that splits the fan rotor in two rotor sectors for primary and secondary air flow and a hydraulic mechanism C 

for changing the blades pitch of fan rotor section for secondary air flow. The assembly A is one frame rotor section with fix pitch blades 8 with a 

top circumferential sector 9 that serves as a frame installation for blades of the secondary flow rotor section. The assembly A contains two 

particular blades 20, fixed diametrically opposite, through which the transmission shaft 19  is passed to drive the internal mechanism 22, from 

the ring assembly B, to adjust the blades 13 pitch for the fan rotor section of secondary flow. The hydraulic mechanism C, receives oil pressure 

from the engine on piston 15, which rotate the shaft 17 and by the bevel gear 18, it drives the transmission shafts 19. 

  

Particularities: 

- The new fan rotor is designed to increase the fan efficiency or to be more efficient on different engine working regimes 

- The new fan rotor can have different overall pressure ratio between rotor section of primary flow and secondary flow  

- The new fan rotor has variable bypass ratio, depending on engine working regimes 

- Best performances of new fan rotor are obtained by changing the stagger blade angle of secondary air flow in relation to maintaining engine  

shaft speed constant, without affecting primary air flow characteristics    

- The new fan rotor can be developed for the next generation of turbofan engines; currently a fan with variable blades is applied on engine  

demonstrator named ultra high bypass ratio (UHBR), by Rolls Royce engine manufacturer 

Advantages: The new fan rotor provides significant advantages over the classical fan, including; 

1. Allows a better optimization of the engine secondary air flow, because it has variable pitch blades on secondary flow rotor section 

2. Allows a better optimization of load distribution between the engine primary flow and secondary flow  

3. Allows to be mounted a different number of blades between section rotor, to decrease the blade density, and to mount blades with higher  

chord, to increase aerodynamic load. 

4. Improves the operating working line of turbofan engine 

5. Following a global calculation, in some ideal conditions, allows to convert between 50÷60 % of fuel’s energy into propulsion, than 40%  

potential energy stored in the fuel in case of classical fan 

 

     Contact: Email: catana_razvan.marius@yahoo.com, razvan.catana@comoti.ro, Phone: +40763181775 

        Email: panaitescu.costin@yahoo.com, Phone: +40744511155 
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Title: Mixed Turbofan Engine with Primary Reverse Flow 

Patent, no: 130120/30.03.2018 

Author/s: Catana Razvan Marius, Stanciu Dorin, Panaitescu Costin 

 

   General description: The invention is referring to a new turbofan engine model, with a specific gasodynamic and spool configuration, a mixed flow     

   turbofan, where the air mass for the primary flow is dragged separately than the air mass for the secondary flow, on different directions, and from     

   different engine rotors, designed to increase the thrust, to reduce the engine noise level, and to reduce the specific fuel consumption. 

Technical description: The mixed turbofan is a two spool engine configuration, with a low pressure spool A, formed by a low pressure turbine 6 

that drives the low pressure compressor 3 and the fan 4, and a high pressure spool B, formed by a high pressure turbine 11 that drives only the 

high pressure compressor 9. The mixed turbofan engine, with primary reverse flow, has a specific intake configuration. The engine contains the 

intake 1 for the primary flow, and the intake 2 for the secondary flow. The air mass Ma.I for primary flow is dragged at an angle direction, through 

the profiled mounts 7, by the low pressure compressor 3. The compressed air, by low and high compressor, mixed with the fuel, is burned in the 

combustor chamber 12 and produces combustion gases that are expanded into the high turbine 11 and low turbine 6. The gases mass Mg are 

discharged, through the reverse profiled mounts 13, on the secondary flow. The air mass for secondary flow Ma.F is dragged, on axial direction, by 

the fan rotor 4. 

 

 

 

Particularities: 

1. The increasing of engine thrust is performed by increasing the air mass of secondary flow. 

2. The low pressure spool B has a typical configuration; the low pressure turbine 6 is mounted at the back of the fan 4 

3. The primary flow has a reverse flow direction, by discharging the primary flow on the secondary flow 

4. The engine pressure ratio is only the compressor ratio because the fan and the compressor has different intakes 

5. Because the fan overall pressure ratio does not participate to the engine pressure ratio, the fan can be designed for a lower pressure ratio  

and a higher air mass flow, that means a higher diameter and a lower fan speed.    

6. Currently a similar technical solution of invention, about gasodynamic and spool configuration, was applied for GE Catalyst turboprop, an  

advanced engine patented by General Electric engine manufacturer ©.  

Advantages: The new turbofan type provides some advantages over the classical turbofan, including: 

1. The fan use all the air mass for the thrust, because the fan air mass is not divided as in classical turbofan case. 

2. The turbofan has a higher bypass ratio, because the inlet of secondary air flow is separated from the primary flow. 

3. The noise level is reduced because the hot gases mass of the primary flow are discharged in a cold bigger air mass of the secondary flow. 

4. Following a global calculation, in some ideal conditions, it is determined that: 

- the thrust increases up to ≈ 10 ÷ 20 %  

- the specific fuel consumption decreases up to ≈ 5 ÷ 10 %  

- the noise level decreases up to ≈ 5 % 

 

   Contact: Email: catana_razvan.marius@yahoo.com, razvan.catana@comoti.ro, Phone: +40763181775 
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PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

MODULAR TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT 
UNDERGROUND EXCAVATIONS

TEHNOLOGIE MODULARĂ DE SUSȚINERE
A EXCAVAȚIILOR SUBTERANE

Category

HPatent number: OSIM A00596/25.08.2016, prototype
Ioel Samuel VEREȘ,

Mihai Sorin RADU, Sorinel Ștefan GHIMIȘI, Valeriu PLEȘEA

The invention consists in the development of a support technology that ensures the 
stability of underground excavations for much longer periods of time.

Invenția constă în dezvoltarea unei tehnologii de sprijin care 
asigură stabilitatea săpăturilor subterane pentru perioade mult mai 
lungi de timp.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



Train Undercarriage Visual 

Inspection Systems

Author/s: Marko Perić, Damjan Rangelov, Aleksandar Miltenović, Milan Banić

In the poster are given technical solutions developed at 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering University of Niš for the
under locomotives visual inspection without using 
inspection pit. Here are preented three basic concepts: 
„rod”, „tray” and „trolley”. 

The technical solution "rod" is based on similar products 
used for inspection and control of passenger vehicles and 
trucks where the concept is adapted to the needs of 
inspection of railway 
vehicles.  

Technical solution 

"tray" is an improved 

technical solution "rod" 

based on the installation 

of the entire device on 

the rails.  

Technical solution  

"trolley" is designed as a 

solution where the 

camera with the device 

would move on the 

profiles back and forth. 

This concept is equipt 

with camera that can 

come under any point under the railway vechicle and it is 

design to be fully remote controled. 

Contact: marko.peric@masfak.ni.ac.rs

https://www.masfak.ni.ac.rs 

+381600946101
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Fig. 1. Concept of technical solution „rod“

Fig. 2. Concept of technical solution „tray“

Fig. 3. Concept of of technical solution „trolley“

Fig. 4. Image of undercarridge taken by PTZ camera 





Research on the development of new innovative methods for the application 
of the friction stir welding process in order to expand the possibilities of 

 application in priority areas 
Research Project PN 19 36 01 01 / 2019-2022 

Authors: Lia-Nicoleta Boțilă, Radu Cojocaru, Victor Verbițchi, 
Ion-Aurel Perianu, Iuliana Duma, Cristian Ciucă

 

 

 

 

Contact: ISIM Timişoara, 30 Mihai Viteazu Bv., 300222 Timişoara, România • tel.:+40 256 491831 • www.isim.ro, isim@isim.ro 
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National Research & Development Institute 

for Welding and Material Testing - ISIM 

Timișoara 

Institutul Naţional de Cercetare-Dezvoltare 

în Sudură și Încercări de Materiale - ISIM 

Timișoara 

Scope:  
Development of innovative processes and technologies for joining by welding of non-ferrous metals and steels, using 
friction stir welding in inert gas environment (FSW-IG) 

Objectives: 
❖ Improving the quality of welded joints  made of materials used in priority industries;
❖ Increasing the service life of welding tools.

Results: 

• Application with good results on Cu 99 copper, DD13
steel, AZ31B magnesium alloy; positive results for
TiGr2 titanium and AISI 304L stainless steel;

• Improved quality of the welded joint surface;

• Improvement of mechanical properties;

• Increase the service life of welding tools.

Innovative own contributions: 

• Enclosure solution for the application of shielding gas,
which allows the process temperature monitoring by
infrared thermography (patent application no.
A/00746/18.11.2020 - ”Method for monitoring the FSW-
IG welding process”)

• FSW-IG welding technologies (DD13, Cu99, AZ31B,
TiGr2, AISI 304L)

FSW-IG welding equipment Welding tools 

Copper Cu99 AZ31B magnesium alloy DD13 steel 

304L stainless steel Titanium TiGr2 

Macroscopic aspect for FSW-IG welded joints 

Benefits of FSW-IG welding compared to classic FSW process: 
• increase the tensile strength of the welded joint (DD13, Cu99 and AZ31B);
• improvement the deformability degree (AZ31B);
• improvement the aspect of the weld surface (DD13, Cu99, AZ31B, TiGr2, AISI304L);
• reduction of defects and imperfections in the FSW-IG welded joints, including at high welding speeds (AZ31B, Cu99);
• increase the service life of the welding tools (estimated up to 20 – 30 %).



 

 

 

 

 

 
Method for monitoring of the friction stir welding process 

 in inert shielding gas environment 
Patent application No. A/00746/18.11.2020 

Authors: Radu Cojocaru and Lia-Nicoleta Boțilă  

  
 

 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Contact: ISIM Timişoara, 30 Mihai Viteazu Bv., 300222 Timişoara, România • tel.:+40 256 491831 • www.isim.ro, isim@isim.ro 

Enclosure version  for inert 
gas application, mounted on 
the main shaft housing of the 
FSW machine 

  

Friction stir welding  machine 
(with inert shielding gas 
enclosure) 

    
FSW-IG welding assembly with new  

enclosure variant for inert gas 
New inert gas enclosure 1.- Enclosure body 2.- Assembled lid 

    
    

National Research & Development Institute 

for Welding and Material Testing - ISIM 

Timișoara 

Institutul Naţional de Cercetare-Dezvoltare 

în Sudură și Încercări de Materiale - ISIM 

Timișoara 

 

Object of the invention:  Development of a method for monitoring the friction stir welding process in inert shielding 
gas environment FSW-IG, by identifying a technical solution which allows to monitor the process temperature 
evolution by using infrared thermography. 

Friction stir welding in inert shielding gas environment FSW-IG aims to improve the quality of welded joints, protect 
the welding tool and the welding area against oxidation. 

Current technical situation:  
At the FSW-IG welding is currently used a small size inert gas enclosure, which is mounted on the main shaft housing 
of the friction stir welding machine. The monitoring of the process temperature cannot be performed, the walls of the 
enclosure being an obstacle on the focus direction of the thermographic camera. 

Technical problem solved by the invention:  
Possibility to monitor the process temperature at FSW-IG welding by using an inert gas enclosure that will allow 
access of the infrared thermographic camera lens in the welding area to focus and measure the temperature on 
the joining line, at a short distance behind the welding tool. 

Description:  
The method use a shielding gas enclosure fixed on the table of the FSW welding machine, with the enclosure lid 
fixed on the main shaft housing of the FSW machine. The thermographic camera is properly positioned and fixed 
in the lid (also fixed on the same main shaft housing). The enclosure moves during the welding process together 
with the machine table (with welding speed), slides in relation to the enclosure lid and the thermographic camera, 
allowing the thermographic camera to focus and measure the temperature on the joining line, at 1mm behind of the 
FSW tool shoulder, thus ensuring monitoring the welding process. The fixing on the machine and the adjustment 
of the thermographic camera lens is done through a multifunctional positioning, fixing and adjustment device in 
relation to the joining area. 

Benefits:  
▪ the possibility of the process temperature monitoring to the friction stir welding in inert gas environment FSW-

IG, using infrared thermography; 
▪ ensuring a large volume of inert gas in the working area, which should provide: 

− a uniform and wider protection of the area around the welding tool;  
− protection of the welding materials and welding tool against oxidation. 
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   Method of making rectangular  

and square tubes of aluminum alloys,  

by the process of friction stir welding (FSW)  
Patent Application Number: A 2020 00242 / 06th.05.2020 

         Authors: Victor VERBIŢCHI (1); Nicuşor-Alin SÎRBU (1); Miomir VLASCICI (2) 
         Affiliation: 1 – National Research & Development Institute  
                               for Welding and Material Testing – ISIM Timisoara, Romania;  
                          2 – Company Nano Inteliform S.R.L. Timisoara, Romania 
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Figure 1a. Set-up for the application  
of the method. Side view 

 

Figure 1b. Set-up for the application  
of the method. Top view 

Section A-A  

   Set-up components: 1 – Model; 2 – 
Sheet A; 3 – Sheet B; 4 – Clamp; 5 – 
Vise; 6 – Screw; 7 – FSW machine 
table; 8 – FSW machine tool. 

   Description 

The invention relates to a method of making 
rectangular and square tubes, in the size range 
10 - 100 mm of each side of the cross section of 
the tube, using sheets of aluminum alloys, with a 
thickness of 2 – 5 mm. 
The friction stir welding (FSW) process is applied 
for the actual execution. 
Friction stir processing (FSP) is also used, to 
improve the shape, appearance, structure and 
technical characteristics of the joints. 
The invention can be applied industrially on 

specialized machines, as an alternative technical 

solution to extrusion or rolling. 

Target applications consist of arrangements, light 

constructions and welded structures. 

The areas covered are: construction, electrical 

engineering, manufacturing, rolling stock and the 

automotive industry. 

The FSW and FSP processes are ecologic, 

without toxic substances. 

   Contact: 
Dr. Eng. Victor VERBIȚCHI 
Affiliation: 
National Research & Development Institute  
for Welding and Material Testing  
  – ISIM Timisoara, Romania  
E-mail: isim@isim.ro; centa@isim.ro; 
vverbitchi@isim.ro   
Telefon: +40768188979 
Website: www.isim.ro 
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  Project title: 
A rapid joint by alternative processes.  
Acronym J-FAST. Program MANUNET  

Contracts No. 17 and 18 / 2015-2017 of UEFISCDI Bucharest 
         Authors: Victor VERBIŢCHI (1); Miomir VLASCICI (2); Radu COJOCARU (1); 
    Lia-Nicoleta BOȚILĂ (1); Cristian CIUCĂ (1); Nicu VÂNĂTU (2); Florin SIMEON (2) 
         Affiliation: 1 – National Research & Development Institute  
                               for Welding and Material Testing – ISIM Timisoara, Romania;  
                          2 – Company Nano Inteliform S.R.L. Timisoara, Romania 
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Fig. 1. Multifunctional friction processing 
machine, type MMPF, designed and executed 
in the project J-FAST   

 Fig. 2. Dissimilar friction 
stir welding (FSW) of  a  
6 mm thick EN AW 1200 
aluminium alloy sheet 
with a 2 mm thick Cu99 
copper sheet 

   Components:  
1- Vertical actuator (Oz);  
2 - Vertical force trans-
ducer; 3 - Servomotor 
for rotating friction tools; 
4 - Cables to the Control 
unit; 5 - Friction tool; 6 - 
Cross  actuator (Oy); 7 -
Control panel; 8 - Parts 
to be joined; 9 - Fixture 
jig; 10 - Travel table; 11- 
Length actuator (Ox); 
12– Equipment body.  

   Description  
Purpose of the project: Development of 
new technologies of plastic deformation 
of metals, without cutting, for fast joining 
 
Partners of the Basque Country, Spain  
- Coordinator / Partner P1:  
        Company Metal Estalki S.L.    
- P2: Company Inpromat S.L.  
- P3: Company Susensa S.L. 
- University of the Basque Country 
       (Subcontracted by P1, P2 and P3)     
Partners of Romania: 
- P4: ISIM Timișoara  
- P5: Nano Inteliform S.R.L. Timișoara  

   Contact: 

Dr. Eng. Victor VERBIȚCHI 
Affiliation: ISIM Timișoara 
E-mail: isim@isim.ro; 
centa@isim.ro; vverbitchi@isim.ro   
Telefon: +40768188979 
Website: www.isim.ro 

 National Research & Development Institute 
for Welding and Material Testing - ISIM 

Timişoara 
 

Institutul Naţional de Cercetare-Dezvoltare în 

Sudură și Încercări de Materiale - ISIM Timișoara 

Fig. 3. Execution by 
FSW of a functional 
layer of 1.0 mm thick 
5754 aluminium alloy 
sheets, on a 50 mm x 
50 mm S235 steel tube 

Fig. 4. Automated 
drilling and threading 
by plastic deformation, 
without cutting  

 

 

Technical characteristics of the MMPF  
 - Table sizes: 900 mm x 400 mm  
 - X-Y-Z coordinates-controlled motion 
 - Length travel stroke (X): max. 500 mm 
 - Cross stroke (Y): max. 200 mm 
 - Vertical stroke (Z): max. 300 mm  
 - Vertical thrust force (Z): max. 20 kN  
 - Horizontal force (X, Y): max 10 kN 
 - Rotational tool speed: 5 - 3450 rpm 
 - Travel speed v(x): 0 - 2000 mm / min 
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INTENSIFIER SYSTEM FOR HIGH PRESSURES

Patent number: RO131458-B1/30.10.2019 

Author/s: Cornel Ciupan, Emilia Ciupan, Rareş Petrus

The invention relates to an intensifier system for high pressures, which can be used in the 
manufacturing of water jet cutting machines or in other industrial applications requiring high 
pressure. According to the invention, the system consists of the following components: 

- a sonic generator comprising a camshaft which moves a rod that pushes on a membrane fixed
with some screws between a lower casing and an upper casing that generates pressure waves
in a liquid (oil) found in the pipe connected to the sonic amplifier;

- a sonic amplifier made of a chamber having the membrane (D-oil) coupled, by a rod to another
membrane (d-water), where the pressure waves generate a reciprocating motion of the two
membranes, the pressure amplifying ratio being given by the square of the ratio between the
diameters (D/d).

The system is recommended for waterjet cutting machines and offers the following advantages: 
technological and constructive simplicity; high reliability and easy maintenance; high volumetric 
efficiency due to avoiding leakage losses through seals; possibility of making membranes from 
materials resistant to corrosion or to different chemical agents, depending on the specific 
application. 

Contact: cornel.ciupan@muri.utcluj.ro 

Figure 1 
Figure 2 
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SEALING SYSTEM FOR HIGH PRESSURE 

Patent RO130127 (B1)/2020-05-29 

Author: Ciupan Mihai  

The invention relates to a sealing system which can be used in the construction of a 
hydraulic or pneumatic pump or motor, preferably operating at high pressure. According 
to the invention, the system comprises a cylinder (2) wherein a piston (1) slides driven by 
a crank shaft (3), having a tight chamber of variable volume (6) confined by a membrane 
(4) and a cover (5), as well as a metallic membrane (4) of a shape of revolution, having a
cylindrical part with a corrugated zone (4a) playing the role of a spring, at one end having
a flanged edge (4b) by means of which it is tightly fixed between the cylinder (2) and the
cover (5), using some screws (9) while, at the other end (4c) facing the piston (1), the
membrane (4) may be either closed or open.

The invention relates to a sealing system without flow losses, which can be used in 
the construction of hydraulic or pneumatic pumps and motors, especially those operating 
at high pressures. 

The sealing system according to the invention has the following advantages: 
- 100% volumetric efficiency (does not lose liquid);
- simple construction and high reliability;
- can be made of materials resistant to corrosion or various chemical agents.

Fig. 1. Assembled pump cylinder Fig. 2. Metallic bellow which provides the sealing

Contact: mihai.ciupan@muri.utcluj.ro 
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METHOD OF CONTROLLING ROBOTS TO AVOID OBSTACLE 

Patent number: RO125210 (B1)/2016-05-30 

Author/s: Emilia Ciupan, Liviu Morar, Cornel Ciupan 

The invention consists of a method for modeling the kinematics of a robot, based on neural 
networks, so that it bypass an obstacle located on its way while it moves between two points of the 
workspace. Neural model is obtained through a training process, "deliberately wrong", by 
associating the coordinates (X, Y, Z) of some points situated on the direct path of the robot with 
appropriate motor couplings coordinates of points on the detour path. 

For example it is considered a portion of the robot workspace, the cube P1P2P3P4P5P6P7P8 from 
Figure 1. It contains an obstacle ABCDA'B'C'D' which should be avoided during the operation of the 
robot. The robot effector must travel between points P1P3, but on a trajectory to avoid the obstacle 
ABCDA'B'C'D'. The model is imaged to be an artificial neural network with three layers as it is 
shown in Figure 2. The network inputs consist of the coordinates (X, Y, Z) of the effector position. 
Coordinates of motor couplings q1, q2, …, qm are its outputs. The desired model is obtained by
training the neural network with a set of data pairs. These pairs are obtained through associating  
(X, Y, Z) coordinates of the points on the direct path, for example, point A, O1, C with motor 
couplings coordinates that correspond to points on the detour path, ie A′, O′1, C′ (Table 1).

Applicability: The invention relates to obtaining a neural network controller for industrial robots, in 
order to avoid obstacles. 

Contact: emilia.ciupan@mis.utcluj.ro 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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METHOD OF INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS CONTROL 

Patent number: RO125211 (B1)/2016-05-30 

Author/s: Emilia Ciupan, Liviu Morar, Cornel Ciupan 

The patent offers a new method for controlling industrial robots based on a neural network 
training algorithm (Figure 1). According to the method proposed, the set of training examples results 
from the imposition of a successive move of the signals qi, i=1,..., 6, by the successive move of 
each signal by a step p, followed by mixed moves of several axes, for each set j of input data q i,j, 
i=1,...,6 and j=1,...,m, where m is the total number of sets of this type, resulting in a set of output 
data F(q1j,q2j,q3j,q4j,q5j,q6j) that is used for the network training. The training and testing data is 
determined according to the mathematical model for the function F by modifying the input signals 
according to Table 1. 
The training data is determined by the mathematical model or physical model experiments on the 
robot. 
The robot kinematics is modelled by a 3-layers neural network (Figure 2). The number of neurons 
belonging to the input layer is equal to the input signals number. The output layer has a number of 
neurons equal to the output signals number. In case of the direct kinematics the input signals 
consist of motor couplings displacements qi, i=1… n. The outputs correspond to the effector position 
and orientation (X, Y, Z ψ, θ, φ). The inputs and outputs mentioned above interchange in case of
reverse kinematics. The network hidden layer is composed by a convenient number of neurons.  
This invention presents a method for training a neural network with a small number of examples 
used for robot control. 

Contact: emilia.ciupan@mis.utcluj.ro 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Table 1 
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METHOD FOR PRODUCING WORK AND ROTARY 

 HEAT ENGINE FOR APPLYING SAID METHOD 

Patent number: RO129731 (B1)/2020-03-30 

Author/s: Cornel Ciupan, Mihai Ciupan, Emilia Ciupan 

The present invention solves the technical problems by developing a simple and efficient internal combustion 
rotary engine, with low vibration levels, that can operate efficiently at speed over 10,000 rpm, providing a power-
to-weight ratio higher than that of all known engines and that can be designed and manufactured for a wide range 
of power and applications. 

The invention describes an internal combustion rotary engine designed for the operation of vehicles or certain 
tools, machinery or equipment.  
Internal combustion rotary engine comprising of a volumetric blade rotary compressor (1), a volumetric blade 
rotary engine (2) consisting of a housing (12), which holds rotor (13), which is equipped with some slots (13a), on 
which blades (14) are mounted. Housing (12) is built inside with a complex bore consists of two cylindrical bore 
(12a), (12b),  concentric with rotor (13). The compressed air or mixed fuel is taken in by the constant volume 
chambers (a0) and (b0) through the engine supply channel (AM) located in the secondary bore (12b) area. The 
constant volume chambers (a0) and (b0) go to the ignition channel (I), the ignited gas acting upon the blades and 
thus produces useful work. Internal combustion rotary engine designed for the operation of vehicles or certain 
tools, machinery, and equipment. 
  Building a rotary internal combustion engine according to the model described by this invention brings the 
following advantages: 
- small and compact engines which generate high power
- high efficiency
- very low levels of vibration and noise
- simplicity of construction by eliminating valves and using a continuous burning.

Contact: cornel.ciupan@muri.utcluj.ro 

Figure 1 
Figure 2 
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Recycling of waste from the steel industry in the context 

of the circular economy 

PhD Thesis 

Authors: Fărcean Ioana-Lucica, Proștean Gabriela Ioana

Este important ca deșeurile feroase să fie privite drept niște 
resurse cu o valoare economică importantă în procesul de 
fabricare a noilor produse deoarece în acest mod se poate elimina 
obțiunea privind depozitarea lor. 
Colectarea și reciclarea deșeurilor feroase nu doar că ajută la
salvarea resurselor globale, dar protejează și mediul înconjurător, 
economisind cantități mari de energie, fapt care contribuie la 
calitatea vieții.
Reciclarea deșeurilor feroase este fără îndoială mult mai eficientă 
din punct de vedere economic decât exploatarea în subteran a 
minereului de fier și pregătirea acestuia în vederea procesului de 
topire. 

În județul Hunedoara industria siderurgică a fost mereu predominantă motiv pentru care pe teritoriul județului 
există depozite semnificative de deșeuri industriale. Astfel că este absolut necesară valorificarea potențialului 
acestor deșeuri și transpunerea procesului de reciclare în abordarea conceptului de circuit economic.

It is important that ferrous waste is seen as a resource 

with an important economic value in the process of 

manufacturing new products because in this way the 
option of storing them can be eliminated. 

The collection and recycling of ferrous waste not only 

helps save global resources, but also protects the 
environment, saving large amounts of energy, which 

contributes to quality of life. 

The recycling of ferrous waste is undoubtedly much 
more economically efficient than the underground 

mining of iron ore and its preparation for the smelting 

process. 

In Hunedoara County 
the steel industry has 

always been the 

predominant one, which is 
why there are significant 

deposits of industrial waste 

in the county. Thus, it is 
absolutely necessary to 

capitalize on the potential 

of this waste and 
transpose the recycling 

process into the concept of 

economic circuit. 

Contact: farceanioana@yahoo.com 

+040773953261
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Process for recycling ferrous waste

Process for recycling ferrous waste



Hydrogen in steel 
Research project 

Author: Ana Socalici 

      When making steel in electric arc furnaces there are different sources of hydrogen 
(moisture of the metal charge, the additions needed to form the slag and the atmosphere 
of the furnace) which under certain conditions of pressure and temperature make it 
possible to absorb hydrogen in the metal bath. The existence of hydrogen in steel is one 
of the causes of the appearance of blows in semi-finished castings / castings and 
contributes to the appearance of the defect called "flakes" in steel. Industrial research has 
analyzed the possibilities of increasing the degree of hydrogen removal in steels 
developed in the EBT-LF duplex system.

   Defect analysis - stellar crack type SEM microstructures of hole defects 

    The analyzes followed: the study of the behavior of hydrogen in steel, the sources of 

origin in liquid steel of gases, defects caused by gases in finished products, methods of 

hydrogen removal from steel and the influence of steel gases on the mechanical 

properties of finished products. 

Contact: virginia.socalici@fih.upt.ro, +40741192503 
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Unconventional method of cutting 
aluminum plates using fiber laser with 

oxygen assist gas 
PhD Thesis 

Authors: Laurentiu Zgripcea, Richard Molnar, Teodor Heput 

      The process of cutting aluminum plates is widely used in automotive industry, especial in the 
last years for new electrical vehicles. Conventional method of cutting uses CO2 and fiber lasers 
together with nitrogen used as assist gas. This paper presents new method of cutting aluminum 
sheets using pulsed laser in combination with oxygen instead of nitrogen. Results obtained in 
workshop are presented, in terms of productivity, quality and increase of laser range thickness for 
aluminum plates. 

Continuous or low frequency      High frequency  

      inert gas (nitrogen)   active gas (oxygen) 

        laser cutting          laser cutting 

Laser processing 

       Various aluminium pieces after laser active 
cutting 

Analyzing the experimental data results the following conclusions: 

 Changing of the assist gas can increase the cutting range for aluminum plates by 50%.

 Using laser pulsed output is possible to narrow the cut line and decrease roughness of the cut walls.

 Pulse frequency is essential parameter for alumina removal. Best results are obtained at 3000Hz, when
dross formation is minimal and cut line is without alumina insertions.

 Laser operation is more stable with oxygen versus nitrogen, and gas consumption decrease by 68%.

 Total cost of operation is decreased by 30% due to lower gas consumption and second, by oxygen
price which is lower than nitrogen price.

Contact: laurentiu.zgripcea@gmail.com 
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         Quality of continuous cast steel products      

 

PhD Thesis 

Authors: Iulia Poenaru, Ana Socalici, Erika Ardelean,  
Adina Budiul Berghian 

 

      In steel industry is not possible to produce steel without inclusions. The efforts to obtain 
steel with as little non-metallic inclusions as possible focus on their reduction and 
modification. This depends on ensuring thermodynamic and kinetic conditions during steel 
manufacturing and casting. The research were entreprised on a steel factory which is 
equipped with an Electric Arc Furnance (EAF - EBT), Laddle Furnance (LF), Vacuum 
Degasing (VD), and Continuous Casting (CC).  
 

       

      

   Macro analyze 
 

 

 

 

       

               Analyze non-metallic inclusions, scale 100x 
 

The process of removing non-metallic inclusions from the liquid steel is proceeding 

mainly during their forming and growth, the main objective is increasing the speed of 

removing this inclusions. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of non-metallic inclusions 

from cast steel lead to determine their origin and nature. The research and results 

regarding the influence of non-metallic inclusions reflected on quality of continuous cast 

steel products used in manufacturing of hydraulic cylinders from automotive industry. 

                                    Contact: iulia.poenaru@student.upt.ro   +40724336658  
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 Research on the influence of casting powders on the higher 
quality of continuous cast semi-finished parts     

I
Authors: Mihai Radu, Teodor Hepuț, Erica Ardelean, Robert Bucevschi 

Ca urmare a modernizării tehnologiilor de elaborare și turnare a oțelului, în prezent 
peste 90% din oțelul lichid este turnat continu. Calitatea produselor turnate este 
influențată de: temperatura și viteza de turnare, debitul apei de răcire, caracteristicile 
prafurilor de turnare. În  studiu se prezintă rezultatele cercetărilor efectuate privind variația 
conținuturilor de carbon, mangan și sulf pe produsul turnat pentru fiecare fir de turnare și 
fiecare bară din fir. Rezultatele obținute au aplicabilitate în cercetare și practică. 

  Pursuant of the modernization of steel elaboration and casting technologies, at present 
over 90% of the liquid steel undergoes continuous casting. The quality of the cast parts is 
influenced by: the casting temperature and rate, the flow rate of the cooling water and the 
characteristics of the casting powders. The study gives the results of the research on the 
variation of the carbon, manganese and sulphur content per cast product for each casting 
strand and for each rod of the strand. The results are applicable in research and in practice. 

Contact: mihairadu_66@yahoo.com 

+40729077933



CONSTRUCTIVE IMPROVEMENTS  
IN THE IN–LADLE TREATMENTS 

Industrial Research 

Author: Imre KISS

Nodular gray cast iron having properties superior to conventional gray cast iron can be produced by treating the 
molten iron so that, when cast, the graphite will be compacted rather than in flake form. One such treatment involves 
the introduction of magnesium (Mg) into a molten iron bath of such 
composition. It is the principal object of the present industrial experiments to 
provide an improved process for the ductile cast iron production. Another 
object is to provide a process which permits the efficient use of the nodulizing 
agents, which results in the efficient production of an improved homogeneous 
nodular cast iron. Essentially such treatments result in the retention by the 
cast iron of small amounts of nodulizing agents, for example magnesium (Mg). 
Conventionally these agents are added to cast iron, usually in the form of pre–
alloys and the efficiency of the process is illustrated by the high assimilation 
of the added nodulizer’s constituents. Another object of this technological 
practice is to provide an improved method for introducing the nodulizing
agents, using constructive improvements to the in–ladle equipment.
Finding magnesium (Mg) using novel techniques is the first step to advance 
the understanding of the role of magnesium (Mg) in the formation of the 
nodular graphite, the mechanism behind nodular graphite formation due to 
the addition of Magnesium (Mg) being still relative unclear at present time. 
Moreover, this may advance new methods to improve the nodulizing 
treatment process.  

This study take into account the flexibility of the used technique, which describes the elasticity of the treatment 
process, by improvement or alternative to the existing one. As nodulizing agents magnesium–ferrosilicon (Fe–Si–
Mg type) and cerium–magnesium–ferrosilicon (Nodulin type) are examples of materials containing nodulizing 
agents that have given excellent results in the mixture. This experiments relates to a process for the production of 
ductile iron (nodular gray cast iron) and particularly to a process for adding magnesium (Mg) to the melted iron. 
Contact: Imre Kiss/UPT /Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara/Dept. Engineering&Management/imre.kiss@fih.upt.ro   

(a) (b)

(c)  (d) 
Silicon–based (light) master alloys as nodulizer

(a) magnesium–ferrosilicon lump; (b) magnesium–
ferrosilicon granular; (c) magnesium–ferrosilicon 

briquette; (d) magnesium–ferrosilicon powder

In–ladle treatment
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GAMING EXPERIENCE WITH EYE TRACKING 
TECHNOLOGY

student project
Author: MUTU Robert Marian 
Coordinator - POPA Mihaela

The present research aims to find out what can be improved during the massive multiplayer role-playing 
game Elder Scrolls Online, developed by Bethesda, which has two different points of view. One is the perspective 
in the first person, the other is the perspective in the third person. The purpose of the experiment is to choose the 
perspective that motivates and gives greater satisfaction to the player. VPS 16 glasses from View Point System 
technology were used to record the gameplay, and the post-processing was done with the Filmora Editing 
Program.

Contact: robert.mutu@student.upt.ro

In Figure 1 it is presented the enemy highlighted wtih 
white which helps representing our focus point while we 
play highlighted with orange. With the help of player 
focus point we can also determine the in-game 
character, which in most cases in the main source of the 
focus points is highlighted with blue.
In this game it is important to pay attention to the 
abilities bar, highlighted with purple. The screen 
determines the edges of the game and is highlighted 
with red, in most cases this edges reduce the immersion 
that the player have in the game.

Figure 2 shows that  we can see the device that we are recording with highlighted with red, in this picture 
it is also showed the in-game footage highlighted with blue in the bottom right corner. Screen edges are 
represented with green and the focus point is represented with orange, this time allowing us to see 
through the player perspective.

Figure 3 indicate the screen, focus point and screen edges, but this time the focus point plays the role of 
reading the text highlighted with yellow. It is also presented the game mini-map that helps the player 
guide himself through the environment from the game.
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Car restoration 
 Student Project 

Author:David Miklos 
 

When I received this car, it was old and hit in some places.  
After about a month I managed to fix it and to paint it. This was not easy 
because the car was quite old and dirty, but in the end I managed to 
completely restore it.  

      
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  Firstly, I had to take off the old wheels because they were broken, then I had to 
wipe the car, after that I started painting the inside. After I finished the inside, I 
continued with the outside. I started with the middle, which I painted black, then 
the edges, which I painted red. After it dried, I started assembling the new motors 
and wheels. I used LEGO BOOST motors, which can be controlled by an app on 
the phone trough Bluetooth, or with a controller. After that I put a pair of LEGO 
BOOST LEDs in the font part of the car, which can be controlled only trough the 
app. They can change their color from white to red, blue or green and they can 
also blink in different ways. 

Contact: g-mail: davidkrisztianmiklos@gmail.com 
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LegoInvent
13

  
Kids project 

  Authors: Sebastian Rotea, Alexandru Rotea 
 

           Creative projects made by the LegoInvent13 team, two innovative talented kids, from 

Lego pieces, natural materials and recyclable materials.  Lego constructions are the passion 
of our team. We like to build Lego cars, ships, planes, but most of all we like to build our own 
creations / inventions. 

 

 

   

   
 

                                           

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            

J 

Presentation 

video 

After we come home from school we do our homework and then start crafting our 

favourite projects such as monster truck, car parking buildings, ambulance cars, racing cars, 

fire trucks. 



  

  

  

Rebeka’s Paints 

  

Kids project 
  

Author :  Miklos Rebeka 
  

  

  I present through paintings what I feel. When I feel happy I’m painting something 
colorful and nice like animals, when I’m upset I’m painting undefined geometrical 
shapes.       

  

  
  
  

   

How I imagine flowers   

  

Art and geometry 
  

  

  

  
    

      

  
  A portrait  

  

  

Contact: 
  +4072234782   

  

  A hart in cosmos   
  

  Little cute monsters 
  

  

Little pony   
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Colored whale 

My favorite pet Rabbit painting an egg 

Colored leaves 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

PĂPUȘIM, DESENÂND 
 

Author: Bichescu Eveline Anais 
 

J 

Papusesc cu desenele , de la 
rucsacelele preferate, le 

purtam cu drag la gradi! 

  Pisoiul, pufosul, 
preferatul nuanțelor. 

 

Animalele simpatice, au prins 
viata în culorii, printul 

fermecat de ele! 

 

Kids 

project 



         

 

 

 

 

  

Club Evoluţii cu Alexandra Marcu 
  Author: Alexandra Marcu 

 

             Club Evolutii is an organisation from Romania, providing personal development  
activities based on mountain and traveling education. We organize mountain hikes, 
expeditions, camps and educational courses for children who want to become explorers and 
enjoy many experiences and adventures. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
   

  Club Evolutii  este o organizatie din Deva care se ocupa cu dezvoltarea personala a copiilor 
prin educatie montana. Organizam ture montane, tabere si cursuri educative pentru copiii care 
doresc sa devina EXPLORATORI si sa se bucure de o multitudine de experiente si aventuri! 

                         

                                                                           Contact: https://www.facebook.com/clubevolutii 

                                                                                                                                                 alexandraflaviamarcu@gmail.com                            
                                                                                                                                      Mobile: 004 0723 219 655                                  
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Mobile robot Mindstorm 
realised with Lego 

Student Project 

Authors: Matei – Octavian TIRIAN, Andrei-Vladimir TIRIAN 

Builders of all ages will love building and coding their fully-functional robot to walk, talk, and even  play games or complete tasks. 

This educational STEM robot toy makes engineering fun for everyone who builds it. LEGO INDSTORMS EV3 is built with 601 pieces 

and includes the intelligent EV3 Brick, 3 servo motors, plus color, touch and IR sensors. Connect with your smart device and download 

the free EV3 programmer app to control the robot. LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 comes with instructions for 17 different robotic designs, 

each with its own unique  features. Builders can program their STEM robots to talk, walk, grab, shoot targets and more! Kids will love 

this creative and educational toy. LEGO MINDSTORMS building toys are compatible with all LEGO construction sets for creative 

building.The perfect tech toy if you want to build your own robot and explore endless learning activities. My robot is made with Lego 

pieces (Fig.1) and can be controlled remotely via a remote control that has an infrared transmitter (Fig.2). The robot that I was made 

contains a control center and power source (Fig.3), motors that have the role of moving the robot (Fig.4), a remote infrared emitter and 

an infrared sensor that detects objects and can track and find the remote infrared transmitter (Fig.5). 

       Figure 6 show us how I realized the robot. It is programmed on an intuitive icon-based programming interface. 
Drag and drop the desired actions into the programming window and adjust them to fit the behavior of the realized 
robot. To control the robot, the IR module is used to receive the IR remote signal and send the signal to the 
microcontroller, it will analyze the signal and then control the motors and implicitly the movement of the mobile 
robot using the IR remote control.   

    Contact: ovidiu.tirian@gmail.com    +40769602413 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 Figure 6 
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Model for the study of the Multilink Suspension  
from road vehicles 

 Student Project 

Author/s: Pinca-Bretotean Camelia, Ungur Răzvan 

 
 

 

The model allows the constructive analysis of the elements of the front axles and of the Multilink 
suspension system, specific to modern vehicles. Multilink suspension is a type of independent 
suspension that uses three or more side arms or one or more longitudinal arms, which are not equal 
in length and can be tilted at different angles to their actual direction.  

Unlike other suspensions, through its construction and its specific elements offers a high degree of 
comfort, ensures the correct kinematics of the steering mechanism, dampens the vibrations of the 
body and wheels, ensures increased sportiness by maintaining permanent contact of the tires with 
the tread surface.  

The Multilink suspension is derived from the suspension with oscillating arms. The connection 
between the arms and the body is made by spherical joints or rubber bushes. When moving the car 
in a curve, the suspension changes its geometry with the help of all arms, this being due to the pivots. 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

This suspension uses helical springs as the elastic element, the most common in independent 
wheel suspensions, due to the comparatively low weight. As the friction process does not occur with 
this type of spring, the suspension requires the use of double-acting hydraulic shock absorbers. The 
suspension springs only take on loads that work along their axis, which is why the suspension is 
equipped with guide devices. The coil springs are supported on the lower and upper plates of the 
shock absorber. Between the plates and the spring there is a rubber gasket to avoid noise during 
operation. 

The didactic model aims at the constructive knowledge of the Multilink suspension for the front axle 
of modern vehicles and allows the identification of the component elements and the presentation of 
the construction specific to this type of suspension. 

                                                                                                         Contact: camelia.bretotean@fih.upt.ro 
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Body protection and conservation 
in the case of Suzuki Grand Vitara  

Student Project 

Authors: Hențiu Lucian Nicolae, Măgduț Răzvan Dorian
Coordinator – Birtok Băneasă Corneliu

Autovehiculele japoneze se deosebesc prin modele diversificate, cu fiabilitate ridicată a grupului 
propulsor, însă caroseria prezintă rezistanță scăzută în timp la factorii de mediu.

Studiul de caz îl reprezintă Suzuki Grand Vitara, având urme de coroziune la nivelul elementelor
caroseriei.

Pentru remediere s-au efectuat lucrări de înlocuire ale elementelor afectate, curățarea 
suprafeței, aplicare a unei vopsele tip primer, ulterior s-a aplicat insonorizant, iar în final, un strat de
ceară pentru rezistența prelungită la factorii de mediu.

Avantajul fiind prelungirea duratei de viață a autoturismului.

Japanese vehicles are distinguished by diversified models, with high reliability of the powertrain, 
but the body has low resistance over time to environmental factors. The case study is the Suzuki Grand 
Vitara, with traces of corrosion on the body elements. For remediation, replacement works were 
performed on the affected elements, surface cleaning, application of a primer-type paint and 
soundproofing layer, and finally, a layer of wax for prolonged resistance to environmental factors.

The advantage is the extension of the life of the car.         
 Contact: hentiu.lucian@yahoo.com 

+40728707760



 GUARDRAILS AND ROAD SAFETY 

Student Project 

Author: Teodorescu Călin Rareș

The study presents a comparative analysis on the use of various types of railings in order 

to increase traffic safety on public roads. In the technical literature, the parapet is considered 

as a wall or railing with variable height that ensures the delimitation of the sides of a road, 

the purpose being to prevent accidental exits of vehicles by protecting the routes and areas 

delimited by them. 

K 

Benefits: 

-If properly designed, installed and maintained, barriers should reduce the severity of crashes involving ‘out
of control' vehicles. 

-When used in the median, safety barriers can greatly reduce the likelihood of head-on crashes.

Much of the benefit from the use of barriers comes from a reduction in crash severity. Although a crash may

still occur, it is likely to have a safer consequence than colliding with the object that the barrier is protecting.

The most used types of guardrail are the following:

Flexible barriers, made from wire rope 

supported between frangible posts 

Semi-rigid barriers, made 

from steel beams or rails 

Rigid barriers, made of concrete 

Contact: trarescalin@icloud.com 



 INJECTION SYSTEMS FOR INTERNAL 

COMBUSTION ENGINES 

Student Project 

Author: Albescu Corina 

The study aims at a comparative analysis of the two injection systems used in internal 

combustion engines powered by gasoline: indirect injection compared whit direct injection.  

In the case of indirect injection are two different types: the multi-point injection (MPI) 

system, also known as port injection, or dry manifold system and the single-point injection 

(SPI) system. At indirect injection the gasoline is sprayed into the intake manifold. 

Gasoline direct injection (GDI), also known as petrol direct injection (PDI), in this case 

gasoline is sprayed directly into the combustion chamber. Indirect injection has some 

advantages, but nowadays it can no longer meet the current requirements for pollutant 

emissions and dynamic performance improvement. 

K 

The advantages of the indirect injection system are the following: 

- elimination of fuel deposition on the walls of the exhaust manifold and on the valves;

- improving the control of the air-fuel mixture;

- reduction of losses by pumping (air suction) in the mode of operation with stratified mixture;

- improving the thermal efficiency, during operation with layered mixture, due to the higher compression ratio;

- reduction of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption due to the possibility of operation with a stratified mixture.

Indirect injection 

multi-point injection (MPI) 

Gasoline direct injection (GDI) 

Contact: albescu.corina@yahoo.com 



Rulotika – camper box concept
Prototype

Author: Alexandru Barbu

R u l o t i k a – is a concept of commercial or tourist box for camping and traveling arranged on
any trailer, pick-up or boat, detachable, used in static conditions but also offering mobility and 
multiple configuration possibilities 

   Contact: 

Alexandru Barbu

Tel. +40721 560 074

E-mail: centruderulote@gmail.com

  K 



  



PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

SMART ELECTRIC VEHICLE WITH LoRa 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND RECOVERY OF A 

PART OF THE ELECTRICITY CONSUMED IN ORDER 
TO INCREASE AUTONOMY

AUTOVEHICUL SMART ELECTRIC CU SISTEM DE 
COMUNICAȚIE LoRa ȘI RECUPERAREA UNEI PĂRȚI 
A ENERGIEI ELECTRICE CONSUMATE ÎN VEDEREA 

CREȘTERII AUTONOMIEI

Category

KPatent number: OSIM A00201/28.03.2019, prototype
Răzvan-Marcel MĂRCUȘ,

Cosmin-Neluțu RUS, Monica LEBA

An intelligent electric vehicle with a LoRa communication system that monitors the 
quality of the environment, taking over the data of the various sensors located on the 
vehicle, also having the functionality of energy recovery.

Un vehicul electric inteligent cu un sistem de comunicație LoRa 
care monitorizează calitatea mediului, preluând datele diferiților 
senzori amplasați pe vehicul, având și funcționalitatea de recuperare a 
energiei electrice.

Figure 2. Command, control and monitoring elements implemented

Figure 1. Arrangement of generators on the functional platform
of the smart electric vehicle

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

eTruck@RO.UPET

Category

K
PhD student project, prototype

Răzvan-Marcel MĂRCUȘ, Monica LEBA, Marius-Nicolae RISTEIU

The project relies on an electric 
car concept, based on a classic 
Romanian truck platform, designed 
b a s e d  o n  t h e  o p e n - s o u r c e 
pr incip les.  The basic system 
developed contains an 80 KW BLDC 
motor, powered by a 25 KW battery 
bank, at a DC voltage of 400 V. This 
system is designed to be a research 
stand for various adapted hardware 
elements, but also for testing 
different driving algorithms.

Un concept de mașină electrică, 
bazat pe o platformă de camionetă 
românească clasică, concepută de 
tipul open-source. Sistemul de bază 
dezvoltat conține un motor BLDC de 
80 KW, alimentat printr-un banc de 
acumulatori de 25 KW, la o tensiune 
de 400 V, current continuu. Acest 
sistem este în așa fel conceput încât 
să fie și un stand de cercetare pentru 
d i v e r s e  e l e m e n t e  h a r d w a r e 
adaptate, dar și pentru testarea 
diferiților algoritmi de conducere.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

BUGGY4FUN

Category

K
PhD student project, prototype

Marius Nicolae RISTEIU, Monica LEBA, Mărcuș-Marcel RĂZVAN,
Remus Constantin SIBIȘANU, Alexandru CHIUDA, Alexandru STOICA

The project presents a small electric car, which can be used on various types of 
terrain, including in urban centers, to reduce pollution. The developed platform offers the 
possibility to test several types of electric motors, together with their controllers. The 
engines are powered both from dedicated batteries and from alternative sources 
resulting from regenerative braking, as well as from solar energy sources.

Automobilul electric de mici dimensiuni, care poate fi utilizat pe 
diferite tipuri de teren, inclusiv în centrele urbane, pentru a diminua 
poluarea. Platforma dezvoltată oferă posibilitatea testării mai multor tipuri 
de motoare electrice, împreună cu controlerele acestora. Alimentarea 
motoarelor se face atât de la acumulatorii dedicați, cât și prin surse 
alternative rezultate din frânarea recuperativă, precum și din surse de 
energie solară.

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



 LSM -OFF ROAD Team 
 Student project 

Authors: Ciuperca Alexandru, Andriș David, Anton Costin, Funduianu Theodor,

Mihai Marius, Tcaciuc Florin, Anechiței Cătălin, 
coordinator Adrian SACHELARIE 

K 

The LSM-OFF ROAD Team is made up of students who have prepared a car from the KIA SPORTAGE 

1998 model family to participate in Off Road competitions. In this respect, the front and rear axle suspensions 

have been modified to increase the ground clearance and the damping coefficient, the modification of the 

connection system between the rear axle and the vehicle chassis in the sense of designing a new multilink 

articulation system which allows a substantial increase in vehicle passing capabilities. To use 33-inch-

diameter tires, the front and rear ratios have been modified accordingly. Next, the design of a new front axle 

arm system is designed, also in order to increase the passing capacity of the vehicle.  

From an energetic point of view, the management of the computer that manages the operation of the 

engine was intervened and the car was lightened with about 250 kg. The replacement of body parts with panels 

made of composite materials is to be replaced, in order to make the vehicle lighter. 

Contact: adrian.sachelarie@tuiasi.ro 

Etapa 7 

CNOR 



 

 

GARAGE TRAINING 

Authors: Gidali Adrian, Simon Florin 

Garage Training SRL has as main activity the development and support of technical trainings 

dedicated to professional car diagnostics. The training sessions are designed both for advanced level 

and for the initiation of those who want to practice this field, having structured the main notions 

about: mechanics and electricity programming. Another related activity of Garage Training is the 

construction of simulators for various vehicle systems, specially designed to optimize the training 

process, using for this purpose real components of vehicles. 

K 

Benefits: 

Through the activity carried out and adapted to the needs of car workshops, we want to actively 

participate in the development of professional skills in the field, constantly holding training sessions for 

teachers of educational institutions, in order to update specific knowledge and keep pace with technological 

developments of automotive systems. 
Contact: cursuri.garagetraining@gmail.com 



SELF-ADAPTIVE GEARBOX FOR BICYCLES 
Authors: Romeo CĂTĂLINOIU, Sorin-Aurel RAȚIU, Imre-Zsolt MIKLOS

Soluția propusă se referă la o 
aplicație a cererii de brevet Nr. 00889 
din 12.12.2019 și constă într-o cutie 
de viteze destinată să echipeze 
mijloace de transport terestre de 
agrement, cum ar fi: biciclete, 
triciclete, mopede, carturi cu pedale 
etc. 

   Cutia de viteze este un reductor 
mecanic caracterizat prin aceea că 
variază autoadaptiv raportul de 
transmitere pe fiecare treaptă de 
viteze selectată de conducător, în 
funcție de valoarea momentului 
rezistent ce trebuie învins. 

Avantajul major constă în aceea că 
nu este necesară schimbarea 
frecventă a treptelor de viteze, având 
un ritm de pedalare lejer atât pe 
drum orizontal, cât și la urcarea unei 
rampe cu înclinare mare. 

Contact: catalinoiuromeo@gmail.com 

The proposed solution relates to an application of patent application no. 00889 of 
12.12.2019 and consists of a gearbox intended to equip recreational land transport 
vehicles, such as: bicycles, tricycles, mopeds, pedal carts, etc. 

The gearbox is a mechanical reducer characterized by self-adaptively varying the 
transmission ratio on each gear selected by the driver, depending on the value of the 
resistance to be overcome. 

The major advantage is that it is not necessary to change gears frequently, having 
a light pedaling rhythm both on the horizontal road and when climbing a slope. 

K 



 Service & Maintenance by AutoVest 

 Author: Mararu Leonard Nicolas K 

Contact: D-va Rosie, jud. Neamt, Piatra Neamt  

E-mail: office@autovest-service.ro

Telefon: +40233 280 737

Whatever the size of your car, Auto Vest Service can offer you premium services with no hidden costs for 

all pockets. We can offer you all the benefits of a service representative of trained mechanics, the latest 

diagnostic devices and original parts. We are committed to providing you with the best services that can save 

you money. We are confident that once you try our services you will not be disappointed.  

Our main activity is the maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, offering a wide range of services 

(diagnostics, testing, checks, adjustments, maintenance and mechanical and electrical repairs, etc.). 



THE EVOLUTION OF THE FORD MUSTANG 
Student Project 

Author: Popescu Alin Andrei

   This project deals with the study of the evolution of the 

Mustang model from the Ford brand. This consists both in 

the evolution of the engine and in the improvement of the 

parts that make it up, which made it raise its performance 

to much higher levels over time, and in the evolution of the 

external appearance, which as we could see is a radical one. 

   In the early 1960's, Lee Iacocca, Ford's vice president and 

general manager, came up with a sports car for young people. 

The idea quickly took shape on April 17, 1964, at the World's 

Fair in Flushing Meadows, New York, where Henry Ford II 

presented the first Mustang. 

   The first Ford Mustang had two seats, the engine mounted in 

the middle and was a convertible. The car was equipped with the 

engine from the Falcon models, with a capacity of 2.8 liters and 

101 hp. The Falcon engine was later replaced with a 4.7-liter V8. 

   In 1965, the GT350 was introduced with a 306 hp V8 engine, 

and minor changes were made the following year. 1966 is the 

year when the Mustang exceeded one million sales. 

   To celebrate the 30th anniversary of the first Mustang, Ford 

completely redesigned the 1994 model to make it look as much 

like the original as possible: long muzzle, patterned side bars 

and sleek roofs. The change came as a result of studies 

conducted by the American company, which showed that fans 

want the classic version. 

  In 2004, Ford produced the 404th anniversary of the 004 

Mustang GT Convertible, and in 2008, the 9,000,000th 

Mustang, a GT Convertible, was sold to an Iowa farmer. 

   After a break of 40 years, in 2012, the Mustang Boss 302 

returns to production. In 2013, Ford launched what it called the 

most powerful Mustang car - GT500, with 662 hp, 5.8-liter 

supercharged 5.8-liter V8 engine, which can go at 320 km / h. 

The 2020 model has more horsepower and, theoretically, would 

be faster, but the car company has electronically limited its 

speed to 290 km / h. 

   The formidable Ford Mustang GT is joined, in 2021, by the 

most powerful and capable Mustang that has ever crossed 

European roads: the Ford Mustang Mach 1. 

   Behind the power Mustang GT was an improved version of 

the renowned 5.0-liter V8 engine, which incorporates dual fuel 

injection technology for superior performance. Mustang Mach 

1 has a 5.0-liter V8, specially modified and calibrated, which 

can reach up to 460 hp at 7,250 rpm and 529 Nm of torque at 

4,900 rpm.

Contact: a_popescu71@yahoo.com

K 



 Grand passion - Grand Cherokee 
 Student project 

Authors: Gafencu Gabriel, Lupas Adrian K 

The model chosen for our project is the Jeep Grand Cherokee from 2000, an American model, equipped 

with a 3124 cm3 diesel engine, placed in front longitudinally (5 cylinders in line). The engine has 140 hp and a 

maximum torque of 384 Nm compared to 1800 rpm, reaching a top speed of 173 km / h (it is also equipped with 

a turbocharger). 

    This model has undergone a number of changes in order to significantly improve off-road performance. 

These changes include the following: 

on the back; 

-bar on the ceiling;

-rear wings to allow the

installation of higher profile tires; 

ront and rear bumper 

with others, custom-made. 

Contact: gabigafencu78@gmail.com 
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Bogdan’s DACIA
Student Project  

Author: Bogdan Tudor Mihai 
K 

One of the most famous Romanian brands in the world is, without a doubt, Dacia. A name that, at one time or another, closer or 

farther away, meant something to any family in our country. 

Fortunately for us, the Dacia name still has something to say on the international car scene even at this moment, being one of the brands 

that is in great demand in countries such as France or Great Britain. 

Dacia 1300 is a family car manufactured by Dacia between 1969 and 1984. It appeared under the license obtained from the French 

company Renault, went into production in August 1969 and was based on the Renault 12 model. At that time the model had a modern and 

economical look. 

Initially, the model had a single sedan body with 4 doors and 5 seats. The powertrain had a cylinder capacity of 1,289 cc that developed 54 

horsepower, a top speed of 144 km / h and a consumption of 7.0 liters. The capacity of the tank is 42 liters. 

It is interesting that in 1970 no less than three variants of the 1300 model were launched, respectively: the Standard, Lux and Lux Super 

1301 model (used as a service car only by the members of the Romanian Communist Party and Security). Moreover, the 1301 Lux Super model 

had features that other cars could do nothing but dream of. These include: radio, raised seats at the front, dual braking circuit, exterior mirrors, 

interior mirror, cigarette lighter, lighted glove compartment, sun visor with mirror, windshield wiper. At the same time, this car was available in 

darker and more elegant colors such as black. 

Last year I also managed to get a driver's license and my grandfather gave me a Dacia 1300 as a gift. He has owned it since 1983. Apart 

from consumables, all the parts are original, even the paint. He always kept it in the garage. it has no traces of rust. I want to keep the original, 

collector's car. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Dacia 1300 

Anul fabricatiei-1983 

Sedan, 4 Doors, 5 Seats 

54 Hp, 88 Nm 

1.3 L  1289 cm3 

4 cylinders inline 

890 Kg 

Top speed-142 km/h 

Acceleration 0-100 km/h - 18.4s 

Tire size- 155/65 R13 

Contact: bogdan_tudormihai@yahoo.ro



Toyota Celica by Alex 
Student Project  

Author: Predescu Alexandru Ioan 

 

K 

 My name is Predescu Alexandru and today I present my project, a car with a story, this car is a 

Toyota Celica that has a 1.8 liter engine that produces 150 hp, and an advantage of this car is the 

lightweight body which is 1070 kg. I raised money from various jobs and I managed to buy it at the age 

of 17, I bought the car from an old man who was the first owner. , the engine was in good condition but 

esthetically it was nt very good.  

After I bought it I bought a Veilside body kit (which contained the front bumper, rear bumper, fenders 

and sikids) and I wanted to make it unique by making it unibody (in short all the bars are joined made in one 

piece) after I mounted the bodykit and I managed to put them all together in one piece I started to prepare the 

machine for painting.  

After a while I decided that the color will be a metallic and pearly blue which makes it unique from this 

point of view because during the day the car has a light blue hue, in the evening when the sun sets in certain 

positions it has a purple hue, and night in the dark has a shade of dark blue.  

Contact: prede42@gmail.com 

+40732753059
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H.O.P.E. 

Photography 

Author: Diana Miruna Armioni 

My fascination with the world of children led me to choose the theme for this photographic 
project. Taken as a whole, it represents hope; both the hope of the children in what will 
follow, in a better world, and the hope of humanity, represented precisely by these 
children. 

One thing too often ignored by adults is that the little people around them feel and 

understand much more than they seem. Their emotions are as strong and real as those of 

adults. I tried to "catch" some of these emotions in the images that make up this project, 

with the conviction that as long as the child is encouraged to feel, the future will be much 

brighter, better, more human.  

Contact: armionimiruna@yahoo.com, +40740908169 
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Lemnăria Lui Radu 
Woodcraft 

Author: Fachin Radu Luigi 
 

 
 

Obiecte din lemn reciclat, create cu drag. 
Important este ca orice obiect să aibă trei utilități: să fie plăcut ochiului, să fie 
folositor și să aibă o semnificație.  
Acolo caut eu să mă îndrept de fiecare dată când realizez un obiect! 
 
 

 
 

                              
 

 
 

 
 

          Objects made of recycled wood, created with love.  
The important thing is that every object has three purposes: to please the eye, to be useful 
and to have a meaning. That's where I try to go every time I make an object! 

 

Contact: www.lemnarialuiradu.ro 

               www.facebook.com\lemnarialuiradu 
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Deva Fantastica 360° 
Immersive Digital Art 

Author: Irina Fachin 
 
 

 
 

RO: “Municipiul reședință al județului Hunedoara” sau “orașul de la poalele Cetății” - așa este cunoscută Deva de 
către locuitorii ei sau de către turiștii care o vizitează. Însă atunci când nu o privește nimeni, Deva se transformă într-
un loc misterios, un oraș fantastic în care totul e posibil, deși nimic nu este ceea ce pare. Un vis ciudat sau realitatea 
ascunsă? Explorează Deva fantastică 360° și poate vei afla. 

 

EN: "The municipality of Hunedoara County" or "the city at the foot of the fortress" - this is how Deva is known by its 
inhabitants or by the tourists who visit it. But when no one is looking, Deva turns into a mysterious place, a fantastic 
city where anything is possible, even if nothing is what it seems. A strange dream or hidden reality? Explore the 
fantastic Deva 360° and you may find out. 

 

 

 

Explore photos in 360 degrees: https://bit.ly/devafantastica360 
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PUT ON PAUSE                            
 student project                                                                           

        Author: Obrejan Ioana 
 
 

 
 

 
        
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: ioanaobrejan@gmail.com  +40754664990       
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Ce e timpul? Privirea unei mame, 

glasul unui tată. Amintirea copilăriei 
care-ţi strânge inima. O muzică 
îndepărtată, auzită într-o noapte caldă 
de vară, o fotografie îngălbenită de 
vreme, un sat uitat... Copilul pe care nu 

l-ai văzut încă, chipurile pe care nu le 
vei mai vedea niciodată, iar dacă ai 
impresia ca fotografiile nu sunt 

importante, așteaptă până când tot ce 
iți va rămâne vor fi ele. 
 

What's the time? The gaze of a mother, the voice 

of a father. The memory of the childhood that tightens 

your heart. A distant music, heard on a warm summer 

night, a photo yellowed by the weather, a forgotten 

village... The child you haven't seen yet, the faces you'll 

never see again, and if you think that the photos are 

not important, wait until all you have left will be them. 

 

mailto:ioanaobrejan@gmail.com


  

 

  

 

 

Video presentation 

of the multimedia class 
Student Project 

Authors: Multimedia Technicians High School  
L.T.E. "Dragomir Hurmuzescu" Deva,  

Coordinators: Marius Dragomir, Paul Țoța  

 

 
  Film de prezentare a profilului de tehnician multimedia din cadrul liceului  
L.T.E. "Dragomir Hurmuzescu" Deva.  Veți putea urmări cum elevii pot începe o carieră în 
industria media. Pornind de la cei patru ani de studiu în care învață noțiuni despre 
fotografie, tehnologia filmului, echipamente de filmare, animații, internet, procesare sunet 
și imagine, radio și televiziune. 
  Fi creativ și spune DA, începe o carieră în media!  
 

 
 
  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  A movie presenting the profile of multimedia technician from the L.T.E. high school "Dragomir 

Hurmuzescu" Deva. You will be able to watch how students can start a career in the media industry. 

Starting from the four years of study, where students learn about photography, film technology, film 

equipment, animations, internet, sound and image processing, radio and television. 

  Be creative and say YES, start a media career! 
  Contact: marius.dragomir@big-fm.ro 

  Phone: +40744636456   
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I’m not a human
Research project 

Author: Edwina Kasler 

During the evolution of a system there is always a „0” to „1” moment.
The research project „I’m not a human” is based on a bunch of rhetorical questions to
find out which is the „1” moment for a new world of robots.

Created by humans it is possible for a time to come when robots will get their own 
consciousness. 

What will they be able to do than? Is that an „1” moment for starting to create art?
Why art? Because creating art is an unique proof of independence.

How will this art look like? Will it be an updated replay of human art or a kind of 
innovative one? 
 How will a robot’s copyright logo look like? Will it be only a square on the bottom of
the art work: „I’m not a human” ?

Contact: 

email: edwinakasler@yahoo.com 

 facebook: https://www.facebook.com/edwina.kasler1 

L 
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Sleeping Beauties 
Photography Project 

Author: Stoica Adrian 
 
 

 
 
 

          "Sleeping beauties" is an artistic project that refers to the interaction of the seasons,  in 

this case the arrival  of spring, metaphorically represented by feminine beauty, by simple 

awakening to life. 

               The chromatics used show the transition from the cold season to the raw green 

that represents the rebirth of Nature. 

 
 

 

Sleeping beauties 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 

                  Contact: adistoica21@gmail.com ,Tel : 0735181643, www.adistoica.ro 
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Autumn Queens 
 Photography Project 

Author: Stoica Adrian 
 
 

 

           "Autumn queens" is an analogy that brings the idea of transition from early autumn to late 

autumn transposed into photography through concept, color and feminity.We can notice from left               

to right the representation of the riches of early autumn in contrast to late autumn , pale and lifeless.  

 

 

Autumn Queens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: adistoica21@gmail.com ,Tel : 0735181643, www.adistoica.ro        
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Adopt, don’t buy Campaign 

 Student Project 

Author: Spanache Andreea-Eliza 

 
 

 

Adopt, don’t buy campaign is a project made in order to convince citizens from 
Bucharest to adopt a dog from Kola Kariola’s dog shelter. The campaign was established 
two months ago and our motto is “Adopt, don’t buy” as you can see in the title.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Kola Kariola is one of the most known non-gouvernamental organisation of rescue dogs 

in Romania. We promote the message to all willing people who want a dog company and 

with the purpose of helping the organisation to fulfil its aims. 

 

Contact: e-mail andreeaasss@yahoo.com 

                tel. +40766854191 
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ACCEPTING SHADOWS AND MANIFESTING LIGHT 
 

 Student project 

 

Author: Zaharioiu Axenia 
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  How shadows become light. And how the dark side becomes the reborn from ashes. We ran out 

of emotions, even if it can be positive or negative. The painting suggest thetransition to good, living 

the imminance of death. Sometimes, living in a fear of death is waking up in the middle of death, 

but not in life. That’s why we need to open our hearts, our intuition and be brave in the middle of 
our war. Our war is our mind, that’s why we feel like living in a prisoner.  

Accepting shadows, but manifesting light is the way of receiving the authentical love. 

Contact: axenia.zaharioiu@gmail.com 

                     +40766432435 

 

mailto:axenia.zaharioiu@gmail.com
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DiaSHOE - Digital Education for Diabetic Foot 
Control 

 Project 2020-1-PT01-KA202-078687

Authors: Mihai Aura, Costea Mariana, 
Seul Arina, Sârghie Bogdan 

Statistics show that diabetes affects 463 million people in the world (2019). In Europe, there are 

approximately 60 million people diagnosed with diabetes, representing nearly 8% of the European 

population.  

The project’s overall aim is to inform and guide footwear manufacturers, patients, informal

caregivers, healthcare workers, and shoe-store clerks to best to tackle this issue through prevention 

and skills development. 

 The project will produce 3 Digital Education Packages for different target groups: 

 Digital Education Package for designers, footwear technicians, and product managers

 Digital Education Package for health technicians and shoe shop assistants

 Self-care Digital Education Package targeting patients, their families, informal caregivers, and

school teachers/educators.

Contact: aura.mihai@academic.tuiasi.ro 

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of 

the authors, and the Com-mission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. 

M 
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DigitalFABLAB-Footwear virtual learning by  

doing - Transition from analogue practices to 

digital education  
Project 2020-1-PT01-KA226-VET-094924 

Authors: Mariana Costea, Aura Mihai, Arina Seul, Bogdan Sarghie 

Contact: mariana.costea@academic.tuiasi.ro 

FOOTWEAR VIRTUAL LEARNING
BY DOING

Partners: 

M



DicSHOEnary- 

Language guide for footwear 

and leather industry 
 Project 2020-1-TR01-KA202-092689 

Authors: Mariana Costea, Aura Mihai, Arina Seul, Bogdan Sarghie 

 

Contact: mariana.costea@academic.tuiasi.ro 

LANGUAGE GUIDE FOR FOOTWEAR AND LEATHER INDUSTRY

WWW.DICSHOENARY.EU
M



REILEAP 

REILEAP - Reinforcing capacities of HEIs for 

leather products in Uzbekistan-Kazakhstan

Project 618930-EPP-1-2020-1-EL-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP

Authors: Aura Mihai, Arina Seul, Mariana Costea, Bogdan Sarghie 

Contact: aura.mihai@academic.tuiasi.ro 

Mwww.reileap.com



S4TCLF 

Skills4Smart TCLF Industries 2030 
Project 591986-EPP-1-2017-1-BE-EPPKA2-SSA-B 

Authors: Aura Mihai, Arina Seul, Mariana Costea, Bogdan Sarghie 

 Contact: aura.mihai@academic.tuiasi.ro 

M



    Compensating motor skills deficiencies of 
obese adolescents and young adults by 

 developing highly adapted footwear 

products / Y-Step 
 Project GI/P15IDEI/2021 

Authors: Costea Mariana, Seul Arina, Aura Mihai 

The main objective of Y-Step project is to develop intelligent footwear products, highly adapted to 

anthropometric and biomechanical parameters of overweight and obese adolescents and young 

adults’ foot, contributing to its normal development and reducing the negative impact of the weight

on its structural changes. The shoes will be produced in order to have a low carbon footprint. The 

team will also work with manufacturers to apply the "buy back" concept for shoes.  

The aim of the project is to contribute to the development of a healthy lifestyle of children by 

stimulating physical activity, using footwear products with high tech applications. It will rely on a 

strong media campaign on social networks and other platforms frequented by young people. 

Figure 1. Gait. Plantar pressures during walking Figure 2. Positioning anatomical points on the foot 

In Romania, in terms of prevalence of overweight and obesity in adolescents, up to 33% of boys and 

19% of girls among 11-year-olds were overweight, according to data from the Health Behaviour in 

School-aged Children (HBSC) survey. Among 13-year-olds, the corresponding figures were 25% for 

boys and 15% for girls, and among 15-year-olds, 27% and 10%, respectively. 

Contact: mariana.costea@academic.tuiasi.ro 

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by “Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iasi, Romania, GI/P15IDEI /2021, Compensating

motor skills deficiencies of obese adolescents and young adults by developing highly adapted footwear products / Y-Step Project.
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Colecție de portchei în stil național 
Collection of keychains in the national style 

Patent no.: MD f 2021 0005 

   Author/s: Marina Malcoci, conf. univ. dr.; Maria-Eudochia 
Malcoci, elevă clasa a VIII-a 

     Sursa de inspirație pentru colecție este costumul national. Costumul national duce 
mesajul de pricepere și gândire a neamului, este un etalon de demnitate și frumusețe. 
Colecția este realizată manual, fiind utilizată pielea natural și ața cerată de diverse 

culori. La toate modelele s-a folosit cusutul în cruci. Motivele ornamentale folosite la 
elaborarea colecției sunt geometrice, vegetale și figurale. Colecția elaborată este 
bogată în elemente decorative, care în ansamblu creează un aspect estetic variat și 

interesant ce corespunde sursei de inspirație.  

The source of inspiration for the collection is the national costume. The national 
costume carries the message of skill and thinking of the nation, it is a standard of 
dignity and beauty. The collection is made by hand, using natural leather and waxed 
thread of various colors. Cross-stitching was used on all models. The ornamental 
motifs used in the elaboration of the collection are geometric, vegetal and figurative. 
The elaborate collection is rich in decorative elements, which as a whole create a 
varied and interesting aesthetic aspect that corresponds to the source of inspiration. 

Contact: marina.malcoci@gmail.com 
www.colegiultehnologic.md 

(+373)69062399 
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 ADAPTIVE MEDICAL CLOTHES 
 WIPO85961, DM/203338  

 Author/s: Victoria Danila, Stela Balan, Antonela Curteza,   

Rotaru Dorina, Ana Ischimji 

 
 
 

Medically adaptable clothing for children (premature babies, infants, toddlers and infants) aims to 

care for and provide harmless medical care. The clothes are carefully designed to adapt to medical 

treatments, to ensure safe and comfortable dressings. The constructive-compositional elements are 

characterized by functionality and adjustments corresponding to the requirements of the investigated 

patients. 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The advantages of the products are: connecting medical devices without keeping the child 
completely empty, exposing only certain parts of the body; the possibility of undressing without 
disturbing the patient undergoing treatment; the possibility to provide medical assistance in a short 
time; the possibility to monitor vital parameters; the ability to maintain body temperature on a certain 
surface of the body. 

 

Contact: victoriavasiledanila@gmail.com 
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COCO’S BRIDAL DRESS 
                                                                               

        Author: Albescu Corina 
       Patent no: 2021002R 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Contact: albescu.corina@yahoo.com 

                               +40754990236  

Designerul american de modă Ralph Lauren afirmă “Eu nu creez haine, eu 
creez vise”. La început a fost un vis, acela de a crea, combinând clasicul și modernul, 
simplitatea și luxul, pasiunea si tandrețea, însă prin multă muncă și dedicare a prins 

contur si această creație  

Moda rochiei albe a fost implementată de către Regina Victoria, in anul 1840, 

când s-a căsătorit cu vărul său, Albert de Saxa-Coburg, culoarea aceasta însemnând 

emblema puritații fetei, după cum este precizat și în revista “Godey’s Lady’s Book”, 
în 1849.  

 
Rochia de mireasă stil 

prințesă este compusă dintr-o parte 

superioară care se pliază pe corp, 

ce scote in evidență cu grație talia, 

și fusta cu o ușoară trenă ce ii 
acordă un ton de eleganță. Taftaua 

și tull-ul conferă volum parți de jos, 

astfel crează un echilibru perfect cu 

partea superioară ce este acoperită 
de o dantelă rafinată, cu modele 
florale și perluțe. Spatele este 

închis cu ajutorul năstureilor de tip 

perlă, inspirând frumusețe și 

inocență. 

American fashion designer Ralph Lauren 

says "I don't create clothes, I create dreams"." At 

first it was a dream, that of creating, combining 

the classic and the modern, simplicity and luxury, 

passion and tenderness, but through a lot of work 

and dedication it took shape and this creation  

The fashion of the white dress was 

implemented by Queen Victoria, in 1840, when 

she married her cousin, Albert of Saxe-Coburg, 

this color meaning the emblem of the girl's purity, 

as it is also mentioned in the magazine "Godey's 

Lady's Book", in 1849. 

 

The princess style wedding 

dress is composed of an upper part 

that folds on the body, which 

gracefully highlights the waist, and 

the skirt with a slight train that gives 

it a tone of elegance. Taftaua and 

tull give volume to the bottom parts, 

thus creating a perfect balance with 

the upper part that is covered by a 

refined lace, with floral patterns and 

pearls. The back is closed with the 

help of pearl-type watercress, 

inspiring beauty and innocence. 

 

M 
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 FOODTRUCK  
Project no. 1/15.09.2021 

Author: MIRELA STANCU 
 

 
 

One of a kind concept that brings closer the art of high-quality restaurant 
cuisine, with mobility and new scenery. But in a slightly faster, yet same tasteful 
and professional way.  

The food-truck is, basically, a high-end kitchen on wheels, with a terrace in front 
and one on its rooftop! It has all the modern facilities that you can find at our 
restaurant, so that the products and the recipes remain as the ones that make up 
our special menu. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The whole truck is transformed in just a few minutes into a mobile restaurant, a place to 

enjoy our menu in front and also on the roof.  
Contact: Mirela STANCU: +40753013013 

N 



    

 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Star Doner & Pizza Bistro 
 

Food Project 
 

Author: Irimia Marius Ionut 
 

STAR Doner&Pizza, un concept nou, original bazat pe calitate si diversitate adaptat 

pentru orice situație, cu un portofoliu peste 60 de produse. Servirea fiind asigurată în 
restaurant sau pe baza de comanda cu livrare la domiciliu. 

 

N 

Fii diferit, alege STAR! 

STAR Doner & Pizza, a new, original concept based on quality and diversity adapted to any 

situation, with a portfolio of over 60 products. The service is provided in the restaurant or on the 

basis of an order with home delivery. 

Contact: +40723 900 655 



Filme biodegradabile antibacteriene pe bază de alginat cu nanoparticule de argint 

 și ulei esențial de lămâie - ambalaje inovatoare pentru brânză 

Doctorand: Ludmila MOTELICA 

Contact: motelica_ludmila@yahoo.com

Categoria 

N 

Ambalajele biodegradabile vor contribui la diminuarea impactului activității umane asupra mediului. 

Îmbunătățirea unor astfel de materiale de ambalare biodegradabile prin adăugarea de activități 

antimicrobiene nu numai că va prelungi durata de valabilitate a produselor alimentare, ci va elimina și 

unele pericole pentru sănătate asociate bolilor transmise de alimente, iar prin diminuarea deteriorării 

alimentelor va scădea risipa de alimente. Obiectivul acestei cercetări a fost de a obține filme antibacteriene 

inovatoare pe baza unui polimer biodegradabil, și anume alginat. Ca agenți antimicrobieni, am folosit 

nanoparticule sferice de argint (Ag NPs) și ulei esențial de lămâie (LGO), care s-au dovedit a acționa într-

un mod sinergic.Testele indică faptul că filmele antimicrobiene pot fi utilizate ca ambalaj, păstrând 

culoarea, textura suprafeței și moliciunea brânzei timp de 14 zile. 

Imaginile TEM  pentru Ag NPs obtinute. 

Modelul de difractie a electronelor de zona 

selectata (SAED) din inertie. 

Graficul 3D FTIR al gazelor evoluate. 

Curbele TG/DSC pentru filmele de alginat 

Aspect visual al bucatilor de branza 

ambalate in filme de alginat. 

Imaginele SEM Imaginele FTIR-map 

mailto:motelica_ludmila@yahoo.com


       

 

  

 

 
 

Minerva Guesthouse-Event Room 
Author: Betea Adriana  

     
   The Pension is located in the center of Halmagel, on the right shore of Halmagel Valley. The town is situated at 
the foot of the western slope of Gaina Mountain, a place full of history and legends,where every year on the closest 
Sunday to St. Elijah the Prophet ( July 20) takes place the traditional “Fair of Girls”, which brings together the motives 
of four neighboring counties: Arad,Hunedoara,Alba and Bihor.  Another important moment in the life of the village is  
“ Nedeia de la Halmagel” ,which takes place during the month of  Pentecost. The name of the locality is linked to 
Avram Iancu (a Transylvanian Romanian lawyer who played an important role in the local chapter of the Austrian 
Empire Revolutions). In the proximity to Halmagiu (locality situated 2 km away from Halmagel), the tourists can visit 
the “Voievodal Church “ and  “Hanul Motilor (tavern)“ , attractions that testify over the centuries about the history of 
the places. 

The Pension itself is related to this aspect , being built on the hearth of the potter’s house from Halmagel , who 
successfully represented Arad County at many international competitions. 

 

  The natural space where the village is located , makes the transition from the mountain to the depression area conducive 

to outdoor relaxation, offering the freshness and health of clean air and pure spring waters. Natural curiosities such as “Piatra 

Fetei” complete the special beauty of this landscape. 
 

    The access to the Pension is easy as it is located on the county road 792F paved with the entrance on the European road 

E79(N76) road that connects the cities Oradea and Deva . Another opportunity is a relatively short distance from spa resort 

“Vata de Jos” and the historic complex of “ Tebea”. The church from Halmagel has a special historical specific, together with 

the one from Luncsoara.  

 

 

Contact: +40753311240 
  

N 

VIDEO  



     

 

  

 

White Residence 
Author: Tonța Adrian  

 
     

   Arad is a important western city for Romania, in terms of industry, as well as road transport. Regarding the tourist points in 

the city, there are more 100 buildings from the 19th and 20th centuries, inscribed in the cultural heritage of Romania. It is an 

amazig cultural place. Among the many beautiful historical buildings, there is the Church of St. Anton of Padova - built in the 

early 20th century. It is distinguished by its magnificent Renaissance details. Another statement in the city is the Classical 

Theater Ioan Slavici where you can watch various plays and shows. If you want an amazing view, Avram Iancu Square is a place 

surrounded by buildings with baroque, secession andneoclassical architecture. The Cultual Palace is also an gemstone that 

currently hold the headquarters of the County Museum and the Philharmonic. The City Hall, also known as The Administrative 

Palace makes the city gloe by being not only important, but very imposing. Last but not least, the fortress of Arad is a actual 

peace of history everyone should visit. If you come to such a beautiful city, you have to book an accommodation even more 

beautiful.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For that metter, White Residence is the place for you. This is located in Arad, just a few minutes from downtown. Thanks 

to that, the guests have quick access to all the points of interest in the city. Everything is arranged out of passion for beauty, 

every detail being designed to create a unique and pleasant environment. Our 6 rooms are bright, with a modern but minimalist 

and elegant design, based on neutral colors. In each room you will find a flat-screen TV, air conditioning, a work desk inside 

and a private bathroom.  

 

Now that you are convinced to come to Arad and explore its beauty, you sure need White Residence to stay.  

Be our guest! 

Contact: +40755079874 
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SHORT PASTA OF SPELT FLOUR WITH ADDITION OF SPENT GRAIN FLOUR  

AND PROCESS FOR OBTAINING THEM 

PASTE FĂINOASE SCURTE DIN FĂINĂ SPELTA ȘI ADAOS DE FĂINĂ  
DE BORHOT DE MALȚ ȘI PROCEDEU DE OBȚINERE A ACESTORA 

Authors: Adriana Dabija, Ancuța Chetrariu 
Patent application A/00646/2021  

 
 

 

.  
,. 

 

Contact: adriana.dabija@fia.usv.ro 

+40748845567 

Short pasta made of spelt flour with addition of spent grain flour have an improved nutritional value, a 

high content of protein and fiber, and are intended for all categories of consumers. This product with a low 

glycemic index and easily assimilated by the human body can be consumed for its beneficial effect in the 

control and prevention of diabetes. Whole spelt flour has beneficial effects on health through the content of 

dietary fiber that maintains satiety and balances blood sugar levels, is rich in B-complex vitamins and 

minerals, especially magnesium, iron, and phosphorus. Spent grain flour, through the intake of fiber has 

major implications in digestion by slowing gastric emptying and prolonging intestinal transit time, thus 

reducing gastrointestinal movements and reducing the rate of absorption of nutrients in the small intestine. 

This pasta assortment has an improved boiling behavior, a nutty aroma and taste conferred by spelt flour. 

 

Pastele făinoase scurte din făină spelta și adaos de făină de borhot de malț au o valoare nutritivă 
îmbunătățită, un conținut ridicat de proteine și fibre și sunt destinate tuturor categoriilor de consumatori. 
Acest produs, cu un indice glicemic scăzut și uşor asimilabil de organism, poate fi consumat pentru efectul 
benefic în controlul și prevenirea diabetului. Făina integrală de grâu spelta prezintă efecte benefice asupra 
sănătății, prin conținutul de fibre dietetice care mențin sațietatea și echilibrează nivelul de zahăr din sânge, 
este bogată în vitamine din complexul B și substanțe minerale, în special magneziu, fier și fosfor. Făina de 
borhot de malț, prin aportul de fibre are implicații majore în digestie, prin încetinirea golirii gastrice şi 
prelungirea timpului de tranzit intestinal, reducând astfel mişcările gastro-intestinale şi reducerea vitezei de 
absorbţie a nutrienţilor în intestinul subţire. Acest sortiment de paste prezintă un comportament la fierbere 
îmbunătățit, o aromă și gust de nucă, conferite de făina integrală de grâu spelta. 
 

mailto:adriana.dabija@fia.usv.ro


PRALINE WITHOUT SUGAR AND COCOA AND PROCESS FOR OBTAINIG THEM 

PRALINE FĂRĂ ZAHĂR ȘI CACAO ȘI PROCEDEU DE OBȚINERE A ACESTORA

Authors: Adriana Dabija, Georgiana Gabriela Codină
Patent application RO 132798-A2/2017 

 

 

 

 

 

+ 

N 
Pralinele fără zahăr și cacao sunt  produse zaharoase în care

au fost înlocuite integral pudra de cacao cu făină de ghinde și 
pudră de roșcove și zahărul cu sirop de păpădie. Produsul finit 
se obține din două părți distincte: învelișul, realizat dintr-o
ciocolată obținută din următoarele ingrediente: pudră de roșcove, 
semințe de pin, lapte praf și sirop de păpădie, și nucleul, format 
din masa de pralină, din făină de ghinde, semințe de pin, sirop 
de păpădie și opt fructe de pădure confiate / liofilizate:  afine,

fragi, căpşuni de pădure, cireşe amare, zmeură, coacăze negre, 
coacăze roşii, merişoare. Făina de ghinde are proprietăți 
antiinflamatoare, mineralizante, antianemice, antirahitice, 
antitumorale, antioxidante, diuretice și favorizează secreția de 
insulină. De asemenea, este recomandată în tratarea gastritei, 
ulcerului, enteritei, anemiei, tulburărilor psihice, oboselii, 
extenuării psihice, surmenajului și durerilor de cap. Pudra de
roșcove conține de două ori mai mult calciu față de pudra de
cacao, mult mai puține grăsimi și nu conține cofeină, fiind ca 
atare recomandată copiilor.

Acorn flour

Carob powder

Dandelion syrup

Pine seeds

Milk powder

Praline without sugar and cocoa

Contact: adriana.dabija@fia.usv.ro 

+40748845567

Sugar-free and cocoa-free pralines are sugary products in which 

cocoa powder with acorn flour and carob powder and sugar with 

dandelion syrup have been completely replaced. The finished product 

is obtained from two distinct parts: the coating, made of a chocolate 

obtained from the following ingredients: carob powder, pine seeds, 

milk powder and dandelion syrup, and the core, consisting of praline 

mass, acorn flour, pine seeds, dandelion syrup and eight candied / 

freeze-dried berries: blueberries, strawberries, wild strawberries, 

bitter cherries, raspberries, blackcurrants, redcurrants, cranberries. 

Acorn flour has anti-inflammatory, mineralizing, antianemic, 

antitumor, antioxidant, diuretic, energizing properties and promotes 

insulin secretion. It is also recommended in the treatment of gastritis, 

ulcers, enteritis, anemia, mental disorders, fatigue, mental 

exhaustion, overwork and headaches. Carob powder contains twice 

as much calcium as cocoa powder, much less fat and does not 

contain caffeine, as such it is recommended for children. 

Berries 

mailto:adriana.dabija@fia.usv.ro


Paste tip penne rigate, fără gluten, pe bază de făinuri de legume și 
procedeu de obținere a acestora

Patent application RO135029A2 

Author/s: Atudorei Denisa, Atudorei Olivia,  Mironeasa Silvia, Codină 
Georgiana Gabriela 

N 

This invention presents a type of short tubular 

pasta, obtained from flours of different legumes and a 

process for obtaining them. 100 g of product 

contains: 67.12 g carbohydrates, 11.15 g protein, 

8.08 g lipids, 8.64 g fiber and has an energy value of 

403.08 kcal. The production of this pasta involves 

three main stages: preparation and processing of the 

dough and drying of pasta and can be easily obtained 

on an industrial scale. Its consumption has special 

health properties: antibacterial, toning, anticancer 

action, supports cardiovascular health, reduces the 

risk of constipation and colon cancer and of 

osteoporosis. 

Această invenție prezintă un tip de 
paste tubulare scurte, obținute din făinuri 
de diferite leguminoase și un procedeu de 
obținere a acestora. 100 g de produs
conține: 67,12 g carbohidrați, 11,15 g
proteine, 8,08 g lipide, 8,64 g fibre și are o
valoare energetică de 403,08 kcal.
Producția acestor paste constă în trei
etape principale: prepararea și prelucrarea 
aluatului și uscarea pastelor și pot fi 
obținute cu usurință la scară industrială.
Consumul său are proprietăți deosebite 
pentru sănătate: acțiune antibacteriană, 
tonifiantă, anticancerigenă, susține 
sănătatea cardiovasculară, reduce riscul 
de constipație și de cancer de colon și de
osteoporoză.
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green lentil 

flour 

Jerusalem 

artichoke root flour 

broccoli powder patato starch 

sea salt 
white grape seed 

oil 

water 

Contact: codina@fia.usv.ro 

+4075460727



GLUTEN FREE WAFFLES BASED ON VEGETABLE FLOURS AND 
PROCESS FOR OBTAINING THEM 

Vafe aglutenice pe bază de făinuri de legume şi procedeu de obţinere a 
acestora 

Patent application A/00458 

Authors: Codină Georgiana Gabriela, Dabija Adriana

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: codina@fia.usv.ro 

+40745460727

N 

Invenţia se referă la un produs făinos de tip vafe aglutenice, cu rol de aliment
funcţional, destinat consumului de către toate grupele de vârstă şi la un procedeu de
obţinere a acestuia. Produsul are caracteristici senzoriale plăcute și are o culoare portocalie 
deschisă datorită colorației naturale a pudrei de morcov. Produsul conține 65,27 g 
carbohidrați, 9,39 g proteine, 3,90 g lipide, 11,93 g fibre (100 g produs) si are o valoare
energetica de 357 kcal/100 g. Printre avantajele produsului pot fi enumerate: poate fi 
consumat de persoanele care suferă de boală celiacă, are un conținut ridicat de fibre 
alimentare, are o valoare nutritivă bogată, are efecte benefice asupra organismului. Produsul

poate fi reprodus oricând la nivel industrial, cu aceleași caracteristici de calitate superioară.

green lentil flour 

chickpea flour 

Jerusalem artichoke root flour 

carrot flour patato starch 

salt 

grape seed oil 
lecithin 

ammonium bicarbonate 

sodium bicarbonate 

GLUTEN FREE WAFFLES 

The invention relates to a gluten-free flour waffle product, with the role of a 

functional food, intended for consumption by all age groups and to a process for obtaining 

it. The product has pleasant sensory characteristics and has a light orange color due to the 

natural coloration of carrot powder. The product contains 65.27 g carbohydrates, 9.39 g 

protein, 3.90 g fat, 11.93 g fiber (100 g product) and has an energy value of 357 kcal / 100 g. 

Among the advantages of the product can be listed: maybe be consumed by people suffering 

from celiac disease, has a high content of dietary fiber, has a rich nutritional value, has 

beneficial effects on the body. The product can be reproduced at any time at the industrial 

level, with the same high quality features. 
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Authors: 
DRAGOMIR Nela, NICOLAE Carmen Georgeta, STAN Andreea, ION Violeta Alexandra, FRINCU Mihai, 

PETRE Andrei, BADULESCU Liliana, DOBRIN Aurora 

The concern for health translates into a higher and varied consumption of herbal teas / infusions, consumed for therapeutic or relaxation purposes. In the tea 

beverage industry, the characters of tea change from season to season. In search of new solutions, manufacturers mixture by different types of teas, plants or fruits, 

and come up with a mixture of products that conform to the color, taste, aroma and other acceptable perceptions of the consumer. Thus was born - brewing tea - a 

new tool for marketing tea 

BIO TEANELA is a freeze-dried organic fruit tea (95% piece of freeze-dried apple pulp and peel, from the Gala variety and 5% raspberry powder). It is a tea made from 

a mixture of freeze-dried organic fruits, to be enjoyed as a tea for both personal satisfaction and health. Freeze-dried organic fruits were obtained within the 

SusOrgPlus project, through controlled drying methods and which protect their nutritional and functional value. 

INGREDIENTS FOR MIXTURE OF TEAS:: 

Ingredients obtained from organic farming were used to make the tea mixture: 

• Freeze-dried apple powder (pieces of pulp and peel) from the Gala ecological variety - it is obtained from the

mixture of peel, apple pulp. It is characterized by a high antioxidant capacity and the ability to eliminate free

radicals, in correlation with the content of polyphenols and ascorbic acid. Its presence in the recipe balances the

taste and aroma of the finished product, and the pieces of freeze-dried apple give a pleasant texture and aroma to 

the product;

Organic freeze-dried raspberry powder - is obtained through a process of freeze-dried dehydration that helps

preserve nutrients. Freeze-dried raspberry particles retain their natural aroma, unique and sweet taste, specific

color, and are easily hydrated. Freeze-dried raspberry powder is a natural and healthy way to introduce extra fruit

into your diet, as well as to have a natural, safe color and aroma;

The organic apples and raspberry powders were obtained within the SusOrgPlus project at the Research Center for 

Studies on Food and Agricultural Products Quality, from USAMV Bucharest. 

Characteristics of preparation (mixture fruits tea) BIO TEANELA 

Preparation conditions 

Water (ml/tea bag) Temperature 

(OC) 

100 100±2 

Time(min) 

10 minute 

Sensory attributes for the mixture tea organic fruits Consumer acceptability scores on o 5-point Hedonic scale Sensory attributes for tasting the infusion of mixture fruit teas 

Attributes BIO TEANELA 

Overall 
Particle shape: raspberry powders are fine, easily 

appearance 
adhere to the surface pieces of apple pulp and peel 

Color 

Texture 

The color is specific to the freeze dried fruits present 

in the mixture (yellow to pink) 

The pieces of apple stand out with a nice texture and 

slightly sticky to the touch. 

Apple peels appears as hard particles. 

Raspberry powders have a nice appearance that 

adheres nicely to the surface of other products in the 

mixture. 

BIOTEANELA 

appearance 

4.2 

Attributes BIO TEANELA 

Appearance The obtained tea has a slightly pink color; the fruits were rehydrated, the 

of infused apple pieces and peel returned to their initial form. The raspberry particles 

fruits were dispersed throughout the liquid mass. 

At the bottom of the cup a sediment is formed consisting of rehydrated 

raspberry and apple powders. At the top, gather the rehydrated pieces of 

apple. 

Clarity The infusion shows hydrated fruit particles in suspension. The liquid is 

relatively clear. After separating the fruit, the liqueur becomes clear. 

Color The color is yellowish white with a pale pink tinge. It has a bright color, and 

the rehydrated fruits from tea have regained their native, beautiful shape. 

Flavor and Delicate apple, sour and fragrant. Predominates the smell of apples. 

smell 

Taste The general impression is tasty, discreetly sweet, slightly sour and mild due 

to the dehydrated apple powder. The taste and aroma are balanced. 

Obtaining mixture fruit teas from preserved organic ingredients, through various dehydration processes, is a sustainable and economically feasible option. Blended 

fruit infusion is easily accepted by the modern consumer, especially because they are mindful about health. 

The infusion obtained from the BIO TEANELA sample shows a higher total polyphenol content. Sensorial analysis show that BIO TEANELA it was more easily accepted 

by consumers. The predominant taste of apple in infusion, which is sweet and slightly aromatic, can be enriched by high additions of raspberry or another fruit and/or 

plant powders. 

* * *
* * 

* * 

* * 
* * * 

,, This work was supported by grant of the Romanian Authority for Scientific Research and Innovation, CCCDI - UEFISCDI, 
project number 412018 

ERANET-COREORGANIC SusOrgP/us, within PNCDI Ill". 

a 
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CORE'organic 

Contact person: DRAGOMIR Nela

E-mail: carageanela@gmail.com



BIO GRISINELA

Grissini enriched with organic freeze-dried dill powder 

Authors :
DRAGOMIR Nela, NICOLAE Carmen Georgeta, BUJOR-NENIȚA Oana-Crina, POPA Elisabeta Elena, PETRE Andrei, BĂDULESCU Liliana

The dill (Anethum graveolens L.) is an aromatic plant that is part of the Romanian culinary
tradition. This plant grows easily and has good productivity. Fresh and dried dill leaves are
widely used as herbs in Europe and central Asia.

The dehydration, by controlled methods, of different parts of the plant, aims at the most
preservation of its sensorial and physico-chemical properties. The organic product can be
stored for an extended period of time and incorporated into various products to enrich their
aromatic profile.

CONCLUSIONS
Sensory Analysis tests have shown a differentiated influence of SusOrgPlus organic ingredients in the sensory
quality of food. The use of organic dill powders (from leaves and stems), obtained in the SusOrgPlus project at the
Research Centre for Studies of Food Quality and Agricultural Products, USAMV Bucharest, to obtaining Grissini
enriched with organic dill powders, has increased sensory value and it was accepted by consumers.

As the percentage of powder in dill, especially in the stem, increases, it increases its visibility in section and on the
finished product and there is also the danger of advanced dehydration of these particles during baking. It is
recommended that the powder be finer so that this inconvenience does not occur.

Freeze-dried dill bread crumbs are produced with low humidity, which last very well over time and retain their
sensory properties. It is very important that storage is done in appropriate packaging and in rooms free of
moisture and light.

Table  1. Grissini enriched with organic dill powders

Sample 

S0 S1 S2

Main ingredients organic wheat flour 58%, water 29%, cold pressed sunflower 
oil 7%, unrefined brown sugar from organic sugar cane 2.33%, 

salt 1.4%, organic active dry yeast 1%,

Organic dill leaves powder, % - 0.5% 1%

Organic dill stem powder, % - 0.5% 1%

Grissini with the addition of freeze-dried dill powder were distinguished by special sensory characteristics. The
presence of dill has led to a different appreciation among consumers, some appreciating samples with higher
percentages of dill, others preferring products with a content of 2% and even more powder added (figure 1).

The use of powder from dill stalks has led to increased attention to the preparation of the ingredient before
introduction into the recipe.

Due to the high fiber content of the freeze-dried dill stalk powder, an additional amount of water is required in
the recipe. In order to hydrate completely and disperse better in the dough, it is recommended to pre-hydrate
this ingredient in water or other warm liquid. Dill leaf powder is finer, more crumbly, with a lower fiber content,
so it can be added as such or hydrated in a liquid beforehand. In terms of energy value, the values have not
changed much. It was 297.7 kcal, instead the fatty acid profile and antioxidant value have changed (Table 2)

The obtaining technology of Grissini enriched with organic dill powder has been adapted
according to the natural organic powder added. That are the main objective of the study.

All ingredients were purchased from retail specialty store, except organic dill powders, which
were realized in the framework of the SusOrgPlus project at the Research Centre for Studies
of Food Quality and Agricultural Products, University of Agronomical Sciences and Veterinary
Medicine of Bucharest.

Grissini enriched with organic dill powders come in the form of crumbly and crispy bars, with
original and pleasant taste, specific to dill, golden color. It is recommended to be eaten
simple as snacks or in combination with various dishes.……..

The leaves and stems of organic dill obtained by controlled dehydration techniques are used
for development a new recipe by grissini enriched with organic dill powders.

• Organic dill leaves powder has an intense green color, small, fine and uniform particles,
giving a powdery appearance, free of agglomerations, has an intense taste and smell of
dill, characteristic.

• Organic dill stem powder has a light green color, has particles of different sizes, highlights
the fibers (which come from the stem) and is rougher to the touch, has a characteristic
taste and smell of dill, not very intense.

3 samples were made: S0 control sample (without powder), S1 with 1% organic dill leaf
powder dehydrated and S2 with 2% organic dill powder (respectively 1% dill leaf powder
dehydrated and 1% dill stem powder dehydrated). (Table 1).

The consumer acceptance was done using 5-point Hedonic scale. Nutritional value it was
calculated using a nutritional development tool, Softfedima program (http://softfedima.ro/).

„This work was supported by a grant of the Romanian Authority for Scientific Research and 

Innovation, CCCDI - UEFISCDI, project number 4/2018 ERANET-COREORGANIC SusOrgPlus, 

within PNCDI III”.

Table 2. Nutritional values for 100 g Grissini enriched with 
organic dill powder

S0 S1 S2
Energy value 1522.2 1516,1 1515,2

362.7 361,3 361,1

Fat 11.1 11,1 11,1
of which saturated fatty

acids
0,8 0,8 0,8

Carbohydrates 50.9 50.3 50,1
of which sugars 3.9 3.9 3.9

Fiber 10.8 11,1 11.2
Protein 9.4 9,5 9.6
Salt 2 2 1.9

Figura 1. BIO GRISINELA – consumer acceptance

N

Contact person: DRAGOMIR Nela
E-mail: carageanela@gmail.com



    

  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  

DISCOVER ZANZIBAR  

WITH MUDI 
 

Author: Muhammed Suleiman Yussuf 

 

N 
 

My name is Mudi and I am a tour guide here in Zanzibar. I only learned Romanian on the 

internet and on youtube, and now I have a school where I also teach other friends of mine.  

If you choose to spend your holiday here you will have the opportunity to discover Zanzibar 

and its beauty with me. This is my website and the place where I can be with you, my whole story 

in one place, along with information for tourists about Zanzibar. 

Contact: https://bubutzi.wixsite.com/zanzibarcumudi 

https://www.facebook.com/ghidturisticdespre.zanzibar  

tshabalalajunior17@gmail.com 

+255 783 396 944 

                

    Numele meu este Mudi și sunt ghid turistic aici în Zanzibar. Am 

învățat singur limba română doar de pe internet și youtube, iar acum am 

și o școală unde îi învăț și pe alți prieteni de-ai mei. Dacă alegeți să vă 

petreceți vacanța aici veți avea ocazia să descoperiți Zanzibarul și 

frumusețea lui alături de mine. Acesta este website-ul meu și locul în care 

pot fi alături de voi, toată povestea mea într-un singur loc, împreună cu 

informații pentru turiști în ceea ce privește Zanzibarul. 

https://bubutzi.wixsite.com/zanzibarcumudi
https://www.facebook.com/ghidturisticdespre.zanzibar
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RoBioMush - Bioactive product from edible wild  

mushrooms for improving colon microbial fingerprint 
Patent application - A/00459/7.07.2017 

Author/s: Emanuel Vamanu, Sârbu Ionela, Pop Octavian,  
Pop Erdelyi Andrea, Ene Mihaela 

 
Description: The invention concerns a bioactive product used in nutritional and 
cardiovascular pathologies to improve the colon microbial fingerprint. According to the 
invention, RoBioMush product consists of an atomized fungal extract of the mushrooms 
species Boletus sp., Pleurotus eryngii, Armillana mellea and Tuber melanosporum, in a 
ratio of 30:7:2:1 and 7% maltodextrin. The product has a phenolic compound content of 
7.8 mg/mL gallic acid equivalents and a total antioxidant activity of over 90%. 
RoBioMush follows the correction of microbial disorders (microbial fingerprint), an effect 
associated with nutritional pathologies (e.g., diabetes type 2) and cardiovascular 
diseases. Once administered, an increase in the antioxidant capacity of the colon is also 
obtained due to its composition in bioactive compounds to combat the effects caused by 
oxidative stress. 
 

 

CHARACTERISTICS: The functional product presents novel inventive 
activity, both in its composition and in the mode of action in the human 
colon. The functional product eliminates toxicity and negative side effects in 
order to multiply favorable strains of the genus Lactobacillus and 
Bifidobacterium. The metabolic characteristics demonstrate that the 
presence of bioactive compounds leads to a direct link of the fermentative 
profile with the number of favorable strains. 

  

EFFECTS: The atomized formula from edible wild mushrooms has the following effects 
on/at the level of human colon microbiota: adjuvant in the treatment of colon microbial 
dysfunctions caused by cardiovascular pathologies and nutritional diseases (e.g. diabetes 
type 2), correction of microbial metabolism by balancing the microbial fingerprint, 
stimulating multiplication of favorable strains of the human colon. 

Contact: email@emanuelvamanu.ro        
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mailto:email@emanuelvamanu.ro
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Topical product for the protection of the skin from  

the action of artificial light 
 

Author/s: Cristina Monica Papa, Emanuel Vamanu 
 

Description: Pigmentation of human skin is a complex biological process, and sun 
exposure is considered the main factor responsible for it. Most of the effects of sun 
exposure on the skin, related to UV radiation, cause oxidative stress. The functional 
product aims to combat/remedy the problems caused by the appearance of oxidative 
stress through blue light through a combination of natural extracts. Testing the extracts 
from the composition of the product (cream) includes the following steps: the effect of 
blue light by in vitro and in vivo study - yeasts; the effects caused on some cell lines - 
keratinocytes; characterization of plant and mushroom extracts and their combination in 
an original formula that protects against the effects of exposure to blue light; making a 
cream with an effect of reducing oxidative stress caused by the action of blue light. Thus, 
the proposed product contains a cream base of natural ingredients and extracts of red 
currant (Ribes rubru), blueberry (Centaurea cyanus), hot lettuce (Lactarius piperatus). It 
is initially tested, being a stable formula, with in vitro protection against the action of 
oxidative stress induced by UV radiation. 
 

 

CHARACTERISTICS: Combating/remedying the problems caused 
by the appearance of oxidative stress due to the action of blue light 
through a combination of original natural products. 

  

Contact: email@emanuelvamanu.ro        

 

 Liquid soap exfoliating with volcanic rock 
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Safe removal of the employee from the client 
Student Project  

Author/s: Mustafa Ahmad Hamdi, Abdulrahman Hamdi 
No: 2021070054 

 
 

The employee's safe isolation device for the customer consists of a parallel rectangular 

channel open from the top and from the bottom, and the channel is provided with a 

turbine to pump air from the top through it to pass over a set of sterilizing lamps that work 

with ultraviolet rays to sterilize the air and kill any bacteria or viruses in the air, and the air 

exits from the bottom to form a curtain Sterilized air isolates the employee from the client.  

At the bottom of the window, a special device for sterilizing documents and cash is also 

sterilized by means of rows of sterilization lamps located in the channel to pass the 

documents to exit from the other side sterile.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1- Air turbine.  

2- Air passage hatch.  

3- The outer surface of the sterilizer.  

4- Ultraviolet rays for sterilization.  

5- A barrier that prevents the exit of rays.  

6- Sterile air exit hole.  

7- A barrier that prevents radiation from leaving the other side.  

8- Symptoms of carrying the device.  

9- The inner surface of the sterilization channel.  
 

 

 

 

 

10- Keel to carry the device.  

11- Documents and cash sterilization device.  

12- Document sterilization cover.  

13- Top row of UV sterilizer lamps.  

14- Bottom row of UV sterilizer lamps.  

15- The surface bearing the rollers for moving documents.  

16- Rollers for moving documents.  

17- User temperature measurement with alarm.  
 

 

 

 

O 

Inventor Mustafa Ahmad Hamdi 

Second year of chemistry, Damascus University 

Syria Damascus 

Mobile&whatsApp:00963953402038 

Email: ahmadtaligom@gmail.com 

Inventor Abdulrahman Hamdi 

High school stage  -  eleventh grade 

Syria Damascus 

Mobile:00963930262532 

Email: abodyhamdi1234@gmail.com 

 

Syria 

mailto:ahmadtaligom@gmail.com
mailto:abodyhamdi1234@gmail.com


PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

MOVEMENT IDENTIFICATION AND SUPPORT DEVICE
FOR THE RIGHT ARM FOR PERSONS

WITH MOBILITY PROBLEMS

Category

OPatent number: OSIM A00101/18.02.2019, prototype
Marius-Nicolae RÎSTEIU,

Monica LEBA, Andreea Cristina IONICĂ

The invention aims to provide a device for identifying and supporting the movement 
of the right arm for people with mobility problems.

Invenţia îşi propune să ofere un dispozitiv pentru identificarea şi 
susţinerea mişcării braţului drept pentru persoanele cu probleme de 
mobilitate.

Figure 1. Exoskeleton scheme
– front view

Figure 2. Exoskeleton scheme
– rear view

Figure 3. Device block scheme
- front view

DISPOZITIV DE IDENTIFICARE ȘI SUSȚINERE A MIȘCĂRII BRAȚULUI DREPT 
PENTRU PERSOANELE CU PROBLEME DE MOBILITATE

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



PETROȘANI
UNIVERSITATEA DIN

Petroșani

Asociația de
Cercetare
Doctorală

BURNOUT STATUS IDENTIFICATION AND 
ALARMING SYSTEM

SISTEM DE IDENTIFICARE ȘI ALARMARE A STĂRII 
DE BURNOUT

Category

OPatent number: State of Israel Patent Office,
, prototypeno. 270751 / 18.11.2019

Yonnis NASSAR,
Andreea Cristina IONICĂ, Monica LEBA

A system consisting of two devices, one portable for identifying and alarming the 
occurrence of burnout and the second for setting / reading the initial / measured data, by 
the specialist.

Un sistem format din două dispozitive, unul purtabil pentru 
identificarea și alarmarea apariției stării de burnout și al doilea pentru 
setarea/citirea datelor inițiale/măsurate, de către specialist.

Figure 2. Algorithm Figure 3. SoftwareFigure 1. Hardware

Name of the institution: University of Petroșani
Address: Universității, no. 20
Post code: 332006 City: Petroșani Country: Romania
Telephone: 0721705284 Email: pdragos_74@yahoo.com

Contact:



     

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  



      

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  



        

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  



        

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
  



  

 

 

 

                     

          
 



           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
   

PROFESSOR DR SALINA HUSAIN 

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF MALAYSIA O 
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Method of recovery of protein concentrates  

enriched with alpha-lactalbumin from whey 
Patent MD 1547 Y 

Author/s: Vrabie Elvira, Sajin Tudor, Bologa Mircea,  Paladii Irina, Vrabie Valeria,  

Stepurina Tatiana, Policarpov Albert, Gonciaruc Valeriu, Sprincean Catalina 
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Advantages:  Wasteless processing of secondary dairy products with the extraction of 

mineral protein concentrates (PMC) and simultaneous isomerization of lactose in 

lactulose, which allows the recovery of proteins in PMC with predetermined protein 

content, especially with α-La. 

The solid content of whey Structure of the α-La   

SDS-PAGE 15% of soluble protein 
concentrates isolated with 0.05 M Tris-HCl 
buffer 0.5 M NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA (0.04% 
NaN3), pH 8.0 

Variation of α-La extraction in PMC depending 
on processing regimes and variation of pH and 
temperature values in examples E1 (10 mA/cm2), 
E2 (20 mA/cm2) in the foamy phase (F) and the 
liquid phase (L). 

Variations of content (Qp, %) of major 
soluble protein fractions  recovery in  
PMC 

   Contacts: 5, Academiei Str., Chisinau, MD 2028, Republic of Moldova.           
Phone: (+373) 69637074     E-mail: vrabie657@yahoo.com 

 



 

 

MEDICAL RECOVERY DEVICE BY THE 3D METHOD 

for therapy through the mirror system 

DISPOZITIV DE RECUPERARE MEDICALĂ PRIN   
  METODA 3D pentru terapia prin sistemul oglindă 

 
Author/s: Istvan VER, Rodica-Ana UNGUR 

Patent: 130153/30.08.2021 
 

The invention relates to a recovery device, intended for mirror therapy, which can 
be used to correct mobility disorders in upper and / or lower limb paresis caused by 
stroke (stroke), trauma, tumors, in the treatment of phantom limb pain in people who 
have suffered amputations, in the treatment of complex regional pain syndrome (post-
surgical, post-traumatic, post-stroke, etc.) and in the treatment of musculoskeletal pain 
of various etiologies. 

 

 

 
 

Mirror therapy is based on "brain trickery" and the activation of mirror neurons along 
with neurons that give commands of similar movement in the paired limbs. This is based 
on replacing the image of the diseased limb (amputation blunt or spastic paretic limb with 
a modified appearance and movement following a stroke, etc.) with a normal image that 
the patient views instead of the diseased limb image. In the simplest way, the image of 
the healthy limb reflected by a mirror, placed so as to mask the diseased limb, can 
replace the image of the diseased limb. The brain has the property of changing through 
learning - this is the plasticity of the brain. Thus, stimulated neurons can create numerous 
synapses to increase the efficiency of neural circuits or to transfer certain lost functions 
(the function of lost neurons can be taken over by the remaining neurons). In the process 
of learning or re-learning lost movements, it is very important to perform and repeat the 
movements in the most correct way. Repeating as many numbers as possible and in the 
most correct way of the movements leads to the automation of the movements and to 
the creation of some motor frames. The construction of the device provides the 
maintenance of a correct posture of the patient during the exercises, and due to the fact 
that the image is viewed in real time and is a real image of the patient's limb, which moves 
according to his voluntary desire, and 3D glasses reduce the influence of stimuli. 
external, the whole re-learning process is optimized and streamlined. 

 

Contact: veristvan69@yahoo.ro 

0040745424085 
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DISPOZITIV DE MERS CU MECANISM adaptat dispozitivelor 
de mers, pentru asistarea transferului din poziția șezând în            

ortostatism și din ortostatism în poziția șezând 

 

WALKING DEVICE WITH MECHANISM adapted to  
 walking devices, to assist the transfer from sitting  

to orthostatism and from orthostatism to sitting position 

 

Author/s: Istvan VER, Rodica-Ana UNGUR, Alina-Elena VER 
Patent: A00199/2015 

 
 

Various methods have been tried to streamline the systems for fixing and adjusting the 
telescopic rods of walking devices, so that they achieve with the best possible results the 
objectives proposed in medical recovery and in improving the quality of life of patients. 

From a technical point of view, the functional role of this lifting piston mechanism (telescope) 
applied to walking devices is to assist the transfer from a sitting position to orthostatism - providing 
a propulsive force when lifting, as it supplements the force required for lifting. on the gait device) 
and to provide a controlled transfer from orthostatism to the sitting position of the patient only to 
be left with his own weight on the gait device, which is shortened and at the same time supporting 
the patient's weight. It can also assist the ascent and descent of the steps. 

 
 
Initiating the sliding of the elements that make up the walking device rod, this is done by the patient 
actuating the lever mechanism that initiates the locking mechanism, thus achieving the locking / 
unlocking in / from the desired position of the walking device 
 

The advantages of the device with the lifting piston mechanism (telescope) attached to the walking 
devices, which is the object of the present invention, are: 
 
• the constructive solution proposed in the invention does not imply the design of new walking 
devices, but the adaptation of the existing ones; 
• technical development of the device and its adaptation to walking devices, involves low costs; 
• the release time of the mechanism when actuating the lever, which has the effect of lengthening or 
shortening the telescopic part of the walking device, is almost instantaneous; 
• transfers from orthostatism to sitting position and from sitting position to orthostatism are faster, so 
there is no overload of the patient's scapulohumeral joint. 

Contact: veristvan69@yahoo.ro 

0040745424085  
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Make-up by  R.P 
 

Author: Raluca Plesca 

 O 

Ma numesc Raluca, am 23 de ani iar pasiunea mea este machiajul. Încă din copilărie căutam frumosul in 
orice făceam, apreciam femeile frumoase, aranjate. Totul a început de la o joaca, treptat ajungând la dorința de 

a creea propriul business. Am început sa îmi ma machiez prietenele, vecinele, care ulterior au devenit clientele 

mele fidele. Am început un job pentru a strânge bani pentru cursuri. Am ales primul curs acreditat, urmând alte 

masterclassuri și cursuri pentru sitilizarea sprâncenelor. Treptat am achiziționat materiale de cea mai buna 

calitate, ustensile și am creat un spațiu pentru a-mi desfășura activitatea, următorul proiect va fi deschiderea 
unui salon persoanal unde sa creez frumos alături de clientele mele. Imi iubesc hobby-ul, creez machiaje unice, 

schimb stările clientelor prin frumusestea creatilor mele. Curând Make-up by R. P va deveni un brand de 

succes, care va lansa pe viitor propria linie de beauty. Momentan sunt formator de make-up in Deva la un centru 

beauty. 

Contact: raluca.plesca18@gmail.com 

               +4 0744407371 

Make-up  

by  

R.P 

mailto:raluca.plesca18@gmail.com


ANTIMICROBIAL FILMS FROM MULTIPLE-WALLED CARBON 
NANOTUBES DECORATED WITH TITANIUM DIOXIDE 

NANOPARTICLES FOR DERMATOLOGICAL PROTECTION AND 
REGENERATION 

Patent Application: 00705/23.11.2021 

Authors: Mădălina Elena David, Rodica Mariana Ion, Laura Monica Gorghiu,
Lorena Iancu, Ramona Marina Grigorescu, Nelu Ion

This research focused on the synthesis of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 
decorated with TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) and incorporated in cellulose acetate-collagen film 
in order to obtain a new wound dressing biomaterial with improved antimicrobial activity.

    MWCNTs decorated with TiO2 NPs with diameter of about 15 nm was confirmed by 
several structural and morphological analysis, such as Fourier transformed infrared 
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and transmission electron 
microscopy. The antimicrobial tests sustained that the presence of the nanocomposites 
into the polymeric matrix is an important aspect in increasing and maintaining the 
antimicrobial activity of the polymeric wound dressings over time. The biocompatibility and 
cytotoxicity of the obtained films was evaluated using MTT assay and fluorescent 
microscopy which revealed the ability of the obtained materials as wound dressing 
biomaterial. 

 Contact: rodica_ion2000@yahoo.co.uk 

TEM of MWCNTs decorated with TiO2 
NPs

Antimicrobial tests
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ROZY NAILS 
 

Author: Cailean Rozalia 

 O 

The Rozy Nails Salon spoils you with high quality services. The impeccable manicure is your 

business card, the first detail that those around you notice at first sight.  

Services offered by Rozy Nails: classic manicure, gel manicure and semi-permanent manicure. 

Contact: https://www.facebook.com/cailean.rozalia 

                

ROZY 

NAILS 

    Salonul Rozy Nails te răsfață cu servicii de 

înaltă calitate. Manichiura impecabilă reprezintă 

cartea de vizită, un detaliu care face diferența.  

    Servicii oferite de Rozy Nails: 

 

 manichiură clasică; 

 manichiură cu gel;  

 manichiură semipermanentă. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Mioriţa. Ethnography and folklore review 
Scientific Review 

Author/s: Editor: CS I dr. habil. Gherghina Boda,  
Scientific editorial secretary: CS III dr. habil. Dumitru-Cătălin Rogojanu 

 
 
 

   The Miorița review appeared for the first time in 1994. In 2019, it   appeared    in a new 
format under the care of the Hunedoara County Council and the Culture and  Art Center 
of Hunedoara County. The scientific committee has included writers, academics, 
specialists in ethnography and folklore, historians, personalities that have given the journal 
its thoroughly scientific approach and particular visibility in the Romanian ethnographic 
space.  

The studies published by these prominent personalities in the fields of ethnology, history, 
anthropology, communication sciences and ethnomusicology have given special 
importance to the journal while contributing to the enrichment of the scientific heritage of 
the county but not limited to it, offering the reader a series of information, some unique, 
related to the chosen topic or to the results of the scientific research undertaken by the 
authors. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

                       Contact: Bd. 1 December 1918, no. 30, Deva, Hunedoara County 
            Telephone: 0354 407 408, Email: revistamiorita@yahoo.com, contact@ccajhd.ro 
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Space science by Casa Științei
experimental learning project for students 

Author: Tiberiu Stroia & Team

  Multiple experiments explained for everyone's understanding with refinement and 
fun by Tiberiu Stroia, founder of Casa Științei Deva.

Experiment for aerospace technology case study being the rocket. The components 
used in the construction of the experimental missiles are generally recyclable materials 
purchased from the scrap yard. 

Using a mixture of potassium nitrate, glucose and iron oxide, we can get the 
fuel needed to power a rocket engine.  

    Multiple experimente explicate pe 
înțelesul tuturor cu rafinament si amuzament 
marca Tiberiu Stroia fondator Casa Științei 
Deva. 

Folosind un amestec de nitrat de potasiu, 
glucoză și oxid de fier, putem obține 
combustibilul necesar alimentării unui motor 
de rachetă. 

Prin aprindere, acesta degajă, cu mare 
viteză, o cantitate mare de gaze care, conform 
principiului reacțiunii, va propulsa racheta
experimentală.

Q 

Contact: stroiatiberiu@yahoo.com   

tel.: 0744829800

mailto:deoanca_a@yahoo.com




Composition for restoring paper from
 documents affected by microorganisms

Patent application A00818/09.12.2020 

Author/s: Ovidiu OPREA, Anton FICAI, Denisa FICAI, Ludmila MOTELICA, 
Roxana TRUȘCǍ, Ecaterina ANDRONESCU

The present invention relates to the production of gel-type compositions based on 
cellulose derivatives, with silver nanoparticles protected with biocompatible polymers, for 
the restoration of paper documents, which will provide long-lasting antimicrobial protection.

The gel, by rapid drying, forms a cellulose film that will repair the damaged areas. The gel 
can also be inserted under the letters that came off the initial support following the 
degradation of the cellulosic material. By the silver nanoparticles, the cellulose film presents 
antimicrobial activity and no longer allows the development of microorganisms on the treated 
area.

Contact: ovidiu.oprea@upb.ro 

Category 
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SEM images of 

infested paper

TEM images of 

silver nanoparticles
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Smart drug delivery systems based on graphene oxide and natural agents for biomedical and pharmaceutical applications 

Sisteme inteligente cu eliberare controlată bazate pe grafenoxid și agenți naturali cu aplicații în domeniul biomedical și farmaceutic

PhD Thesis 

Author: Croitoru Alexa-Maria 

The scope of this research consisted in the development of - new smart drug delivery systems based on graphene oxide (GO) as nanocarrier, loaded 

with natural substances, such as gallic acid, quercetin and juglone and – novel poly (lactic acid)/GO fibrous scaffolds for controlled and triggered release

of active agents in the desired situs (using electrical stimulation) in order to prove the potential of the scaffolds as wound dressing materials. The obtained 

nanocomposites demonstrated excellent antimicrobial efficacy on both S. aureus and E. coli bacteria with reduction rates above 90 %, and fungistatic action 

reducing the Candida populations. Moreover, the obtained materials showed good biocompatible behaviour for L929 and BT474 cells. According to the 

obtained data, the complete release happened in just 1-2 minutes when electric field of 10 and 50Hz was used (the release profile of quercetin was 8640 and 

864 times more rapid) while hundreds of minutes were necessary for similar release without any electric stimulation. Based on these results, it is evident that 

the addition of GO can induce electric triggering capacity and can represent the premises of personalized therapy. The dosage flexibility and release behaviour 

given by using an external electric field makes the fibrous scaffold a promising candidate for on-demand drug delivery with applications in personalize 

medicine. 

  Contact: croitoru.alexa@yahoo.com

R 

MALDI analysis of GOGA nanofilm 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization 

TEM image and SAED pattern—insert (a), TEM image with an HRTEM image—insert

(b) and lateral view of the graphene layer indicating the thickness (c) of GO sheets.

Transmission electron microscopy – TEM

The cumulative release graphs of the drug-loaded microfiber scaffolds without electric stimulus (a), 

and under electric stimulus with two different frequency values: 10 Hz (b), 50 Hz (c). 

Q release with and without 

electric stimulation 

SEM images of the 10%PLA (A), 10%PLA/0.1%GO (B), 

10%PLA/0.5%GO (C), 10%PLA/1% GO (D) 10%PLA/0.1%GO/Q 

(E), 10%PLA/0.5%GO/Q (F), 10%PLA/1%GO/Q (G) and their 

diameter distributions. 

Scanning electron microscopy – SEM

-the diameter values of the microfibers

decreased with the addition of Q into

the PLA/GO blends



Hybrid micro-machining processes 
with ultrasonic assistance: technologies, specific components 

and improved parameters 

PhD Thesis 

Authors: Cornel-Cristian Enciu, Gabriela Pârvu and Liviu-Daniel Ghiculescu 

The major developments are made at a submicron level machining and big challenges for engineers are to find 
solutions, to fabricate components at lower dimensions (Figure 1). The project deals with the main 
nonconventional hybrid micro-machining processes with ultrasonic assistance (Figure 3 and 4). 

Figure 1. Classification of advanced machining processes 

 Figure 2. Ultrasonic chains for EDM+US microslots (UPB) 

Figure 3. Ultrasonic bath in micro EDM

Figure 4. Ultrasonic chain with components (UPB) 

 Figure 5. The hybrid laser-assisted waterjet cutting head 

Figure 6. Process force reductions in vibration assisted hole 

drilling (left) and sheet bulk metal forming (right)  
 

Some hybrid processes are presented like vibration (Figure 2, UPB), laser (Figure 5), fluid, magnetic 
field, external electric field or carbon nanofibre assisted micro-machining. Using these technologies, 
some parameters (Figure 6) can be improved: reduction of process force, higher material rate 
removal, reduced tool wear, excellent surface quality, and high precision. 

Contact: “Politehnica” University of Bucharest, Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Robotics,
Department of Manufacturing, cornel.enciu@upb.ro 

Advanced 

Machining 

Processes

Mechanical

Ultrasonic 
Machining

Abrasive Jet 
Machining

Water Jet 
Machining

Abrasive Water 
Jet Machining

Ice Jet Machining

Abrasive Flow 
Machining

Chemical

Chemical 
Machining

Electrochemical

Electrochemical 
Machining

Thermal

Electrical 
Discharge 
Machining

Electron Beam 
Machining

Ion Beam 
Machining

Laser Beam 
Machining

Plasma Beam 
Machining

R 

1 – reflecting bush;

2 – piezo-electric transducer;

3 – nodal flange;

4 – US horn; 5 – radiant

bush;  

6 – ultrasonically activated

tool / workpiece;  

7, 8, 9 – assembling screws

mailto:cornel.enciu@upb.ro


Applications and evolution of micro-

electrochemical machining 

PhD Thesis 

Authors: Gabriela Pârvu, Cornel-Cristian Enciu and Liviu-Daniel Ghiculescu 

Electrochemical processing (ECM, Figure 1) is a process of anodic dissolution of the metal from the 
part, ion by ion. It is widely used as a practical method of metalworking due to its various advantages, 
such as lack of tool wear, no tension/burrs, and high productivity (Figure 2 and 3).

In modern manufacturing industry (Figure 4 and 5), harder, complex materials that are difficult to cut 
are frequently used. Therefore, more attention is paid to the machining processes-if the mechanical 
properties of the workpiece material (Table 1) do not impose limits on the material removal process 
(Table 2). In this respect, nonconventional machining techniques have entered practice as an 
alternative in terms of processing, shape complexity, surface integrity and miniaturization 
requirements.  

Contact: “Politehnica” University of Bucharest, Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Robotics,
Department of Manufacturing, gabriela_marina.ene@upb.ro 

Figure 1. ECM set up and Global Micromachining Market Forecast 

Figure 2. Electrochemical machining technologies 

Figure 3. Potential industrial applications of electrochemical micromachining 

Figure 4. Ishikawa diagram for Micro-ECM process performance

Figure 5. Industries using electrochemically manufactured miniaturized 

products 

Table 1. Capabilities of advanced electrochemical Micromachining processes in 

the current literature  

Table 2. Overview of the effect of key process parameters on process 

performance in micro-ECM  

Electrochemical 
machining

technologies 

Drilling

Milling

Polishing

Deburring

Etching

WECM
ECM 

lasser 
asisted

ECM, 
pulsating 

mode

JECM

ECM 
abrasive 

PECM

Fiel of use

Aerospace 
Industry

High ratio, 
inclined, straight 

and turbulent 
cooling holes 
required for 

turbine blades

Automotive 
Industry

Micro-holes / 
slots in injection 

nozzles and 
lubrication 
openings in 

bearings, gears 

Medical and 
biomedical 

Industry

Micro-needles 
for cochlear 

implants, sharp 
and straight 

edge 
instruments

Consumer 
Industry

Shaving heads 
(Philips®), 

hydrophobic 
surfaces

Chemical 
Industry

Micro heat 
exchangers, 

micro-reactors

Tools

Inserts for 
cutting tools, 

dies and 
punches, 

stamping tools

Parameters MRR 
Surface 

Finishing 

Shape 
accuracy 

Machining 
gap 

↑ Tension ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑
↑ Impulse

duration 
↑ ↓ ↓ ↑

↑ 
Concentration 

of electrolyte 

↑ ↓ ↓ ↑

↑ Duty cycle ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑

R 

Legend 

 PECM-precision  

electrochemical machining; 

 JECM-jet electrochemical 

machining; 

 WECM-wire electrochemical 

machining; 

Pocket 
machining 

µECM milling mode, 
made of cylindrical 
electrodes, the short 

passage distance 
generates smooth 

surfaces. 

Spiral 

channel 

Depth of 5 mm, 

workpiece - Ni, tool - 

Tungsten, electrolyte - 

0.2 M HCl, parameters: 

3 ns, pulses of 2 V, 

repetition rate of 33 

MHz. 

Micro-

structuring 

Workpiece - Au, 

electrolyte - 1 M LiCl / 

DMSO solution, 

machining parameters: 

4.2 V, pulses of 20 ns. 

Manufacture 

of micro-

reactors 

1.4541 stainless steel 

workpiece, 

manufactured by 

milling with JECM, 

use of free electrolytic 

jet - localized 

machining. 

P
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Figure and 
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The cooling 

passage of 

the spiral 

pipe 

 [29] 

Controlled parameters 

of µECM: 8 V, 150 g / 

l, NaNO3, electrolyte 

pressure 0.2 MPa, 

electrolyte speed 15 m 

/ s, machining time 10 

min 

Clearance 

matrix in 

micro-holes 

[30] 

Manufactured using a 

single electrode disc in 

µECM, hole diameter 

130 μm, groove depth 
and height 30 μm and 
33 μm respectively.

Inverted 

conical holes 

Micro-holes with an 

inlet diameter of 178 

μm and an angle of 
1.05º on a 18CrNi8 

thickness of 1 mm, can 

be machined by 

voltage variation, 

variable load ratio and 

variable feed rate 

machining. 

Bamboo hole 

Manufactured using a 

variable feed rate 

machining mode on a 

1.0 mm thick 18CrNi8 

workpiece, internal 

surface roughness Ra 

674 nm. 

R
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The procedure for cultivation of Rhodotorula gracilis

yeasts

Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, Ministry 

of Education and Research of the Republic of 

Moldova

Patent: MD 4690/2018.07.31, 

Patent application: No. a 2020 0013/2020.02.18

Authors: BEŞLIU Alina, EFREMOVA Nadejda, USATÎI Agafia 

R – Nanotechnology,

Advanced materials

Aim: The invention relates to microbial biotechnologies, in particular to

the process of increasing the content of protein and essential amino

acids in the biomass of yeasts Rhodotorula gracilis.

Advantage: The technical result of the invention consists in

significantly increasing the content of proteins by 23,1-34 and

essential amino acids by 32%-89% in the levurian biomass compared

to the control and reducing the cultivation time up to 72 hours.

Field of application: Nanotechnology, Advanced materials,

Agriculture, Medicine - Health Care-Cosmetics and Pharmaceutical

Industry

Contact: Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 1 Academiei Street, Chisinau Republic of 

Moldova. Beșliu Alina email: besliu.imb@gmail.com

Essence: The process according to the invention includes obtaining the

yeast suspension of the Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-30 strain grown

for 24 hours on YPD medium, inoculating the suspension in 5% volume

concentration and cultivating on YPD medium with the addition of ZnO

nanoparticles 50 nm in concentration 20.0-70.0 mg/L under sterile

conditions, at +28...30ºC with continuous stirring at 180...200 rot/min

within 72 hours.

RH. GRACILIS CNMN-Y-30 UNDER ACTION ZnO (<50 nm) NANOPARTICLES 



Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 

Ministry of Education and Research of the Republic 

of Moldova

Patent: MD 4709 /2019.07.25

Authors: EFREMOVA Nadejda, BEŞLIU Alina, USATÎI Agafia

R – Nanotechnology,

Advanced materials

Aim: The invention relates to biotechnology, in particular to a process for cultivation of

Rhodotorula gracilis yeast and can be used to produce antioxidant enzymes superoxide

dismutase and catalase.

Advantage: The invention consists in the significant increase of the SOD

activity by 40-52% and CAT by 33-45% in the yeast biomass superior to the

control variant and the reduction of the cultivation time up to 72 hours.

Field of application: Nanotechnology, Advanced materials, Agriculture,

Medicine - Health Care-Cosmetics and Pharmaceutical Industry

Contact: Institute of Microbiology and Biotechnology, 1 Academiei Street, Chisinau Republic of 

Moldova. BeșliuAlina email: besliu.imb@gmail.com

The process for increasing the antioxidant enzymes in yeasts 

Rhodotorula gracilis

Essence: The method, according to the invention, comprises production of a yeast

suspension of Rhodotorula gracilis CNMN-Y-03 strain by cultivation for 24 hours on YPD

medium, inoculation of the suspension at a concentration of 5%, on YPD medium with

addition of Ag nanoparticles with a size of 5 nm at a concentration of 10.0…5.0 mg/L and

cultivation at a temperature of 25…28 C with continuous stirring at 180…200 rpm for 72

hours.

RH. GRACILIS CNMN-Y-03 ENZYMATIC PREPARATION







DEVELOPMENT OF DISCONTINUOUSLY 
REINFORCED METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 

PhD Thesis 

Author/s: Ciprian BULEI, Imre KISS

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES become interesting for use as constructional and functional materials. 
The development of METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES was primarily directed to the CONTINUOUS-
FIBER REINFORCED METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES – such as BORON FIBER/ALUMINUM-
BASED MATRIX, CONTINUOUS ALUMINA FIBERS / 
ALUMINUM-BASED MATRIX, GRAPHITE FIBER / 
ALUMINUM-BASED MATRIX or GRAPHITE FIBER / 
MAGNESIUM-BASED MATRIX COMPOSITES. Despite the 
successful production of these metal matrix composites, they 
manufacturing was limited by the concerns related to the 
technological processes and cost, their availability remaining a 
significant barrier to their manufacturing.  
Concurrently, DISCONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED METAL 
MATRIX COMPOSITES - such as SILICON-CARBIDE 
PARTICULATE REINFORCED ALUMINUM-BASED MATRIX 
or GRAPHITE PARTICULATE REINFORCED ALUMINUM-
BASED MATRIX COMPOSITES -, were developed cost effectively 
for industrial and commercial applications, based on the particulate 

materials which could be integrated in 
a light matrix, using innovative 
manufacturing methods. This type of 
material has become a major research 
subject in recent years.  
The benefits of METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES as compared to the 
unreinforced (monolithic) metals or alloys include superior mechanical 
and physical properties that deliver improved structural performance.  
Careful control of reinforcement particles, distribution and size allows 

to provide outstanding structural performance in a range of applications. Therefore, discontinuously 
reinforced metal matrix composites are suitable for a wide range of industrial applications. This study aims 
to investigate the developments in area of the DISCONTINUOUSLY REINFORCED ALUMINUM 
MATRIX COMPOSITES.  
Contact: Imre Kiss/UPT /Faculty of Engineering Hunedoara/Dept. Engineering&Management/imre.kiss@fih.upt.ro 
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Reactive synergistic composition for the
treatment of

Authors

Description
The invention

removing hexavalent chromium from polluted waters.

The technical problem solved by the present invention consists in the identification of

technical conditio

hexavalent chromium from polluted waters.

The reactive synergistic composition for removing Cr

the invention consists of a mixture of solid particles (pow

manganese dioxide (MnO

percentage of MnO

CrVI elimination in the presence of the reactive synergistic composition takes

through a series of mechanisms, the intensity of which depends on the pH of the treated

water: 

 Adsorption to the Fe

 Adsorption to MnO

 Heterogeneous reduction at the surface o

 Homogeneous reduction with soluble corrosion products of Fe

 Contact:
+40742018319

Reactive synergistic composition for the
treatment of polluted

Patent
Authors: Gheju Marius Traian, Balcu Ionel, Mosoarca Giannin Emanuel,

Description 
invention relates to a reactive composition, with synergistic effect, used for

removing hexavalent chromium from polluted waters.

The technical problem solved by the present invention consists in the identification of

technical conditions that ensure, with low costs and high yields, the elimination of

hexavalent chromium from polluted waters.

The reactive synergistic composition for removing Cr

the invention consists of a mixture of solid particles (pow

manganese dioxide (MnO2), with dimensions smaller than 0.5 mm, so that the mass

percentage of MnO2 in the homogeneous mixture should be 10 + 30%.

elimination in the presence of the reactive synergistic composition takes

through a series of mechanisms, the intensity of which depends on the pH of the treated

Adsorption to the Fe0 surface, or to the surface of the existing oxides on Fe0;

Adsorption to MnO2 surface;

Heterogeneous reduction at the surface o

Homogeneous reduction with soluble corrosion products of Fe

ionel_balcu@yahoo.com
742018319 

Reactive synergistic composition for the
polluted waters

chromium
Patent: no. 132867/2021

Gheju Marius Traian, Balcu Ionel, Mosoarca Giannin Emanuel,
Vancea Cosmin Nicolae

relates to a reactive composition, with synergistic effect, used for

removing hexavalent chromium from polluted waters.

The technical problem solved by the present invention consists in the identification of

ns that ensure, with low costs and high yields, the elimination of

hexavalent chromium from polluted waters. 

The reactive synergistic composition for removing Cr

the invention consists of a mixture of solid particles (pow

), with dimensions smaller than 0.5 mm, so that the mass

in the homogeneous mixture should be 10 + 30%.

elimination in the presence of the reactive synergistic composition takes

through a series of mechanisms, the intensity of which depends on the pH of the treated

surface, or to the surface of the existing oxides on Fe0;

surface; 

Heterogeneous reduction at the surface of Fe

Homogeneous reduction with soluble corrosion products of Fe

ionel_balcu@yahoo.com 

Reactive synergistic composition for the
waters with hexavalent

chromium 
132867/2021. 

Gheju Marius Traian, Balcu Ionel, Mosoarca Giannin Emanuel,
Vancea Cosmin Nicolae 

relates to a reactive composition, with synergistic effect, used for

removing hexavalent chromium from polluted waters. 

The technical problem solved by the present invention consists in the identification of

ns that ensure, with low costs and high yields, the elimination of

The reactive synergistic composition for removing CrVI from polluted waters according to

the invention consists of a mixture of solid particles (powders) of metallic iron (Fe

), with dimensions smaller than 0.5 mm, so that the mass

in the homogeneous mixture should be 10 + 30%.

elimination in the presence of the reactive synergistic composition takes

through a series of mechanisms, the intensity of which depends on the pH of the treated

surface, or to the surface of the existing oxides on Fe0;

f Fe0 or FeII oxides; 

Homogeneous reduction with soluble corrosion products of Fe0

Reactive synergistic composition for the
with hexavalent

Gheju Marius Traian, Balcu Ionel, Mosoarca Giannin Emanuel,

relates to a reactive composition, with synergistic effect, used for

The technical problem solved by the present invention consists in the identification of

ns that ensure, with low costs and high yields, the elimination of

from polluted waters according to

ders) of metallic iron (Fe0) and

), with dimensions smaller than 0.5 mm, so that the mass

in the homogeneous mixture should be 10 + 30%. 

elimination in the presence of the reactive synergistic composition takes place

through a series of mechanisms, the intensity of which depends on the pH of the treated

surface, or to the surface of the existing oxides on Fe0; 

0 (FeII and H2). 

R 

with hexavalent

relates to a reactive composition, with synergistic effect, used for 

The technical problem solved by the present invention consists in the identification of 

ns that ensure, with low costs and high yields, the elimination of 

from polluted waters according to

) and

), with dimensions smaller than 0.5 mm, so that the mass 

place

through a series of mechanisms, the intensity of which depends on the pH of the treated 



Process for obtaining hybrid materials
based on clay minerals functionalized with

Description
 The invention relates to a process for obtaining hybrid materials 

based on clay minerals (montmorillonite
with Ag
ultrasonic 
 The technical problem solved by the invention consists in obtaining

hybrid materials based on montmorillonite functionalized with
perovskitic structures in a very short time
propertie
caused by the implosion of cavitation bubbles, which give rise to
reactive species that can react either inside the bubbles or after
migration into the liquid. As a result of these phenomena, intense
local heating points and high pressures appear in a very short time of
the order of nanoseconds.

 The process for obtaining hybrid materials, characterized in that
montmorillonite (MMT) is functionalized with Ag
perovskitic material, using the mass ratio montmorillonite: perovskite
- 4: 1
temperature= 80 °C, amplitude 80% and pulses 10 s ON / 5 s OFF
followed by heat treatement at 600 ° C for 6 hours

 Contact:
+40724637570

Process for obtaining hybrid materials
based on clay minerals functionalized with

perovskitic structures
Patent application: no. A/00822/2020.

Authors: Sfirloaga Paula, Poienar

Description 
The invention relates to a process for obtaining hybrid materials 

based on clay minerals (montmorillonite
with Ag-doped LaMnO
ultrasonic method with sonotrode immersed in the reaction medium.

The technical problem solved by the invention consists in obtaining
hybrid materials based on montmorillonite functionalized with
perovskitic structures in a very short time
properties. Ultrasonication causes high heating and cooling rates 
caused by the implosion of cavitation bubbles, which give rise to
reactive species that can react either inside the bubbles or after
migration into the liquid. As a result of these phenomena, intense
local heating points and high pressures appear in a very short time of
the order of nanoseconds.
The process for obtaining hybrid materials, characterized in that
montmorillonite (MMT) is functionalized with Ag
perovskitic material, using the mass ratio montmorillonite: perovskite

4: 1 mass ratio, synthesized by ultrasonic method (20 minutes,
temperature= 80 °C, amplitude 80% and pulses 10 s ON / 5 s OFF
followed by heat treatement at 600 ° C for 6 hours

paulasfirloaga@gmail.com
+40724637570

Process for obtaining hybrid materials
based on clay minerals functionalized with

perovskitic structures
Patent application: no. A/00822/2020.

Sfirloaga Paula, Poienar

The invention relates to a process for obtaining hybrid materials 
based on clay minerals (montmorillonite

doped LaMnO3 type perovskitic structures,
method with sonotrode immersed in the reaction medium.

The technical problem solved by the invention consists in obtaining
hybrid materials based on montmorillonite functionalized with
perovskitic structures in a very short time

. Ultrasonication causes high heating and cooling rates 
caused by the implosion of cavitation bubbles, which give rise to
reactive species that can react either inside the bubbles or after
migration into the liquid. As a result of these phenomena, intense
local heating points and high pressures appear in a very short time of
the order of nanoseconds.
The process for obtaining hybrid materials, characterized in that
montmorillonite (MMT) is functionalized with Ag
perovskitic material, using the mass ratio montmorillonite: perovskite

mass ratio, synthesized by ultrasonic method (20 minutes,
temperature= 80 °C, amplitude 80% and pulses 10 s ON / 5 s OFF
followed by heat treatement at 600 ° C for 6 hours

paulasfirloaga@gmail.com 

Process for obtaining hybrid materials
based on clay minerals functionalized with

perovskitic structures
Patent application: no. A/00822/2020.

Sfirloaga Paula, Poienar Maria, Vlazan Paulina

The invention relates to a process for obtaining hybrid materials 
based on clay minerals (montmorillonite -MMT-K10) functionalized

type perovskitic structures,
method with sonotrode immersed in the reaction medium.

The technical problem solved by the invention consists in obtaining
hybrid materials based on montmorillonite functionalized with
perovskitic structures in a very short time and with

. Ultrasonication causes high heating and cooling rates 
caused by the implosion of cavitation bubbles, which give rise to
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CARBON DIOXIDE SENSOR WITH SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES 

Patent Application OSIM, ROMANIA, A/00474, 31.07.2020 

Authors: Bogdan-Cătălin Șerban, Octavian Buiu,
Cornel Cobianu, Roxana Marinescu 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

• Carbon dioxide (CO2) detection is important in various sectors of domestic and industrial activity, such as indoor air
quality control (air conditioning and ventilation systems), healthcare (monitoring of respiration, anaesthesia), agriculture
(monitoring of CO2 flow in soil), food technology (packaging processes, transport), alcoholic beverage industry.

• Along with optical, electrochemical and resistive sensors, gravimetric sensors are a solution for CO2 monitoring.
Drawback: Non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) structures, the most commonly used commercial devices used for CO2

monitoring, have disadvantages, such as high cost, spectral interference and high detection limit.

ORIGINAL APPROACH 

• The invention includes the design and manufacturing processes for a new gravimetric CO2 sensor, employing carbon
nanohorns functionalized with aminomethyl groups (abbreviated as CNH-CH2-NH2 – FIG 1) as sensing layer, deposited
by spin coating, a quartz piezoelectric substrate and interdigital transducers.

• This type of functionalization confers selectivity to the nanohorn nanocarbon material by grafting aliphatic primary amine
groups. Aliphatic amines, according to the HSAB theory, are hard bases and can interact reversibly, at RT, with CO2

(hard acid) to form carbamates. The sensing structure used is of the "delay line" type, having a a double delay line in
order to compensate the thermal drift.

• One of the delay lines is coated with CNH-CH2-NH2, the second delay line being the piezoelectric substrate without a
sensitive layer. To obtain a signal due exclusively to the chemical interaction between CNH-CH2-NH2 and CO2, the
signal associated with the second delay line can be subtracted from the signal of the first delay line (FIG 2).

FIG 1 – Structure of CNH-CH2-NH2 FIG 2 – Structure of the CO2 sensor

SYNTHESIS OF THE SENSING LAYER 

•  Oxidized carbon nanoborns (40 mg), purchased from Sigma Aldrich, are dispersed in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran and
subjected to ultra sonication for 90 minutes. 4 mg of LiAlH4 are then added, the new mixture being ultrasonicated for
two hours. The reaction mixture is dispersed in 250 ml of ethanol and filtered. The solid product is dried in the oven at
70°C for three hours.

• The reduced nanohorns are dispersed in tetrahydrofuran and ultrasonicated for 60 mins. 20 mg phthalimide and 4 mg
ethyl azodicarboxylate (DEAD) are added. The solution is ultrasonicated for 4 hours, then the mixture is diluted with
300 ml of methanol and filtered. The solid product is dried in the oven at 90°C for three hours. The product obtained is
treated with 20 mL trifluoroacetic acid, ultrasonicated for 3 hours and filtered.

• The CNH-CH2-NH2 is dried at 100°C under vacuum for 2 hours and then washed with ethanol, acetone and deionized
water. A solution of CNH-CH2-NH2 (5 mg) in 50 mL dimethylformamide is ultrasonicated at RT for 10 hours. The
obtained solution is deposited by the spin coating method on the quartz substrate (3000 rpm, for 60 s). The film is
heated to 1000C for 90 mins. The obtained film is subject to a final heat treatment, at 2000C, for 10 mins.

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SENSING LAYERS 

• Improved mechanical properties, better processability, fast response, detection at RT, fast response, increased
selectivity

• High specific area / volume ratio, affinity for CO2 molecules through HSAB-type interactions ("mass loading"), as well
as a variation of its resistance in contact with CO2 molecules ("electric loading").
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